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ABSTRACT
Dynamics and Control of Satellite Relative Motion
in a Central Gravitational Field. (December 2006)
Prasenjit Sengupta, B.Tech., Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur;
M.S., Texas A&M University
Co–Chairs of Advisory Committee: Dr. Srinivas R. Vadali
Dr. Kyle T. Alfriend
The study of satellite relative motion has been of great historic interest, primarily
due to its application to rendezvous, intercept, and docking maneuvers, between
spacecraft in orbit about gravitational bodies, such as the Earth. Recent interest in
the problem of satellite formation flight has also led to renewed effort in understanding
the dynamics of relative motion. Satellite formations have been proposed for
various tasks, such as deep-space interferometry, and terrestrial observation, among
others. Oftentimes, the rich natural dynamics of the relative motion problem near a
gravitational body are exploited to design formations of a specific geometry.
Traditional analysis models relative motion under the assumptions of a circular
reference orbit, linearized differential gravity field (small relative distance), and
without environmental perturbations such as oblateness effects of the attracting body,
and atmospheric drag. In this dissertation, the dynamics of the relative motion
problem are studied when these assumptions are relaxed collectively. Consequently,
the combined effects of nonlinearity, eccentricity, and Earth oblateness effects on
relative motion, are studied. To this end, coupling effects between the various
iv
environmental perturbations are also accounted for. Five key problems are addressed
- the development of a state transition matrix that accounts for eccentricity,
nonlinearity, and oblateness effects; oblateness effects on averaged relative motion;
eccentricity effects on formation design and planning; new analytical expressions for
periodic relative motion that account for nonlinearity and eccentricity effects; and
a solution to the optimal rendezvous problem near an eccentric orbit. The most
notable feature of this dissertation, is that the solutions to the stated problems are
completely analytical, and closed-form in nature. Use has been made of a generalized
reversion of vector series, and several integral forms of Kepler’s equations, without
any assumptions on the magnitude of the eccentricity of the reference orbit.
vicÑ ejQa voySnYo U£co ejQa iSr, Äan ejQa muµ, ejQa geHr acr
Aapon a¢gntoel idbos-So¯bor bosuzaer raex naI xoÎo Xu koir,
ejQa bakY Hdoeyr Usomux Hoet U£qoisya UeF, ejQa in¯bairt esRaet,
edeS edeS ideS ideS ko¯mozara zay AjosR soHosRibz coirta¯Qotay,
ejQa tu£q Aacaerr moru-balu-raiS ibcaerr esRatopoQ efel naI gRais-
epruePer koerin Sotoza, intY ejQa tuim so¯b ko¯m-icÚa-AanoeÝr enta,
inj Hoeï in¯doy AaGat koir iptoh, varoeter esI ³boe¯g koera jagirt
 rb«naQ Fakur (1861-1941), gtaÉil
Where the mind is without fear and the head is held high;
Where knowledge is free;
Where the world has not been broken up into fragments by domestic walls;
Where words come out from the depth of truth;
Where tireless striving stretches its arms towards perfection;
Where the clear stream of reason has not lost its way into the dreary desert sand of
dead habit;
Where the mind is led forward by Thee into ever-widening thought and action –
Into that heaven of freedom, my Father, let my country awake.
– Rabindranath Tagore (1861-1941), Gitanjali
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The problem of relative motion between multiple satellites in orbit about an attracting
body, such as a planet, has provoked great interest for many years. In the context of
this dissertation, relative motion refers to the study of the dynamics of neighboring
satellites, with respect to one satellite, real or fictitious, which is designated as the
chief (also known as the leader, master or target, depending on the application). The
satellite whose relative motion is of interest, is designated as the deputy (also known
as the follower, slave or chaser). Though relative motion is not restricted to any
particular environment, the problem is particularly interesting in a gravitational field
associated with planets and their natural satellites. In this case, not only does the
problem become more complicated, several features inherent to a gravitational field
introduce rich dynamical behavior into the system. For example, it is possible in some
cases, to use the differential gravity field between to satellites to generate periodic or
quasi-periodic relative orbits.
An understanding of satellite relative motion is essential for two important
applications of space flight: 1) The problem of rendezvous in space, and 2) The
problem of formation flight. The first problem deals with the design of centralized
and decentralized algorithms to successfully dock a satellite (for example, the space
shuttle) with a structure (such as the International Space Station) in space. Such
algorithms require the modeling of relative motion, without the need to constantly
communicate with ground-based stations. The second problem is one in which
The journal model is Celestial Mechanics and Dynamical Astronomy.
2the dynamics of the problem are exploited to place a number of satellites in a
Distributed Space System (DSS). The purposes of DSS include, but are not limited
to communication, space-based interferometry, and terrestrial observation. Some
examples of proposed Earth-specific missions that use these concepts are the Laser
Inteferometer Space Antenna (2006), Orion (How et al. 1998), and the TechSat 21
program (Martin and Stallard 1999). Examples of benchmark missions involving
formation flight in low Earth orbits and highly elliptical orbits are present in
Carpenter et al. (2003) and Curtis (1999).
The simplest model governing the dynamics of relative motion in a planetary
gravitation field is given by the Hill-Clohessy-Wiltshire (HCW) equations (Hill 1878;
Clohessy and Wiltshire 1960). These equations model relative motion between a
chaser and target vehicle, in a frame attached to, and rotating with, the target vehicle
(also known as Hill’s frame). The HCW equations assume that the target’s orbit is
circular, and the differential gravity field is linear, in the absence of perturbations.
Consequently, these equations constitute a constant-coefficient, sixth-order, linear
model, and are extremely useful for preliminary analysis for rendezvous and formation
flight. However, their scope is limited, in that large deviations are observed between
the predicted solutions and real trajectory, when the target’s orbit is non-circular and
due to the assumption that the distance between the chaser and target is negligible
when compared with the distance of the Target from the gravitational center.
The aim of the dissertation is to study the problem of relative motion by relaxing
the assumptions of the HCW model. In particular, the effects of a nonlinear
differential gravity field, eccentricity of the target’s orbit, and an oblate Earth,
on satellite rendezvous and formation flight, are studied. Th effects are studied
in conjunction with each other, thus also accounting for the coupling between
3phenomena. Furthermore, some interesting results pertaining to the use of Kepler’s
equation (Battin 1999, chap. 4) to the problem of rendezvous, are presented.
In the following text, the organization of this dissertation, as well as the specific topics
that are dealt with, will be discussed.
Chapter II will introduce some preliminary concepts, terminology, and symbolic
notation pertaining to the problem of rendezvous and formation flight. A survey of
existing work on this subject will also be presented. The effects of Earth oblateness
effects will also be discussed.
Chapter III will analyze relative motion near a non-circular orbit, under the
assumptions of small relative distance (linearized differential gravity field), and a
central gravity field, without perturbations. The deviation from the classical HCW
solutions are will be analyzed and quantified, and this study will be shown useful,
for the design of satellite formations. This chapter will also introduce a meaningful
parameterization for relative motion.
Chapter IV will study the optimal rendezvous problem in the same context as Chapter
III. By simple extension, the theory developed in this chapter can also be used for
intercept maneuvers, or formation reconfiguration. The key result is an analytical
expression for the optimal control, and consequently, a solution to a problem originally
stated by Euler (1969).
Chapters V and VI study the problem of nonlinear formation flight, by analyzing the
effects of second-order nonlinearities in the differential gravitational field. Results
are obtained that are useful for relative motion where the satellites are seperated by
large distances and are in non-circular orbits. In particular, the geometric aspects
4of relative motion are used to develop state transition tensors that can accurately
propagate the relative states. Furthermore, without additional computation, it is
shown that the results in Chapter V can accommodate oblateness effects by using
existing results in the literature. Chapter VI studies nonlinear formation flight in
the context of periodic relative motion. An analytical formulation for suitable initial
conditions will be presented, that accounts for nonlinearity effects, and are valid for
any eccentricity. New expressions for periodic relative motion are also developed, that
are useful for large formations in a central field.
In Chapter VII, the problem of average relative motion due to an oblate Earth,
will be analyzed in greater detail. The short-periodic variations in position and
velocity, induced by a oblate Earth are averaged, by the use of special integrals.
This development results in a set of concise, expressions for position and velocity,
that are useful for command generation where additional control effort for tracking
short-periodic variations is not desired.
Finally, the dissertation is summarized in the last chapter, and a few concluding
remarks on future work are presented.
5CHAPTER II
PRELIMINARY CONCEPTS
2.1 Orbital Elements
2.1.1 Classical Orbital Elements
A comprehensive description of two-body motion is available in Battin (1999). In
this dissertation, it is sufficient to note that the orbit of any satellite is completely
determined by six elements, that arise as a consequence of integrals of motion
associated with the two-body problem. The most common set used is the classical
orbital element set, denoted by œ = {a e i h g l}>, where a is the semimajor axis
of the ellipse defining the satellite’s orbit, e is the eccentricity, i is the inclination of
the orbit, h is the right ascension of the ascending node (RAAN), g is the argument
of periapsis, and l is the mean anomaly. In the two-body problem, the first five
quantities are constants, and the mean anomaly is a linear function of time, given
by l = l0 + n∆t, where l0 is the mean anomaly at epoch, ∆t is the elapsed time
since epoch, and n =
√
(µ/a3) is the mean motion of the orbit. In the presence of
perturbations or control acceleration, the orbital elements are no longer constant, and
their rates can be obtained using Gauss’ equations (Battin 1999, chap. 10).
Very often, the true anomaly, f , or eccentric anomaly E, are used as the independent
variable element. The true and eccentric anomalies are related through geometry, by
the following equation (Battin 1999, chap. 4):
tan
f
2
=
√
1 + e
1− e tan
E
2
(2.1)
6The eccentric and mean anomalies are related by Kepler’s equation:
l = E − e sinE (2.2)
Whereas solving for l, given e and E is straightforward, no closed-form solution to the
inverse problem exists, due to the transcendental nature of the equation. Solutions
using series expansions in eccentricity have been presented, as have algorithms to
obtain E in terms of l numerically. Colwell (1993) provides a survey of existing
techniques used to solve Kepler’s equation.
2.1.2 Nonsingular Elements
Although the classical orbital elements are useful for describing satellite motion, their
use often causes singularities when the orbit is circular or near-circular (e ∼ 0), or
the orbit is planar or near-planar (i ∼ 0). For example, when the orbit is near-
circular, g and f cannot be independently obtained, because the direction of the
eccentricity vector is ill-defined. However, their sum, g + f is still well-defined, since
this is simply the angle between the radius vector of the satellite, and the line of
nodal crossing. Consequently, a nonsingular element set is found useful, which is
given by ns = {a λ i q1 q2 h}>, where λ = g + l is the mean argument of latitude.
The variables q1 and q2 are the components of the eccentricity vector, such that
q1 +  q2 = e exp(g), where  =
√−1. Corresponding to the mean argument of
latitude, also defined are the true argument of latitude, θ = g + f , and the eccentric
argument of latitude, F = g + E. The use of nonsingular elements is essential for
solutions that are uniformly valid for 0 ≤ e < 1. However, as will be shown in the
following chapters, their use also complicates analysis. It should also be noted that
the use of nonsingular elements does not avoid singularities introduced by near-planar
7orbits. For such cases, the equinoctial element set (Broucke and Cefola 1972), or the
kinematic model (Junkins and Turner 1979; Sengupta and Vadali 2005; Gurfil 2005a),
are useful. In the kinematic model, Euler parameters are used to describe the position
of the satellite, instead of the orbital angles. The use of equinoctial elements, or the
kinematic model, will not be discussed in this dissertation.
2.1.3 Canonical Elements
A part of this dissertation will also use the Delaunay element set (Goldstein 1965,
chap. 9). The Delaunay elements are a set of canonical elements that are useful
for analyzing the problem of satellite motion in a Hamiltonian framework. In this
dissertation, it is more convenient to use the normalized Delaunay elements, with the
generalized momenta defined as:
L =
√
a, G = Lη, H = G cos i (2.3)
where η =
√
(1− e2). The generalized coordinates corresponding to L, G, and H, are
l, g, and h, respectively, as defined earlier.
2.2 Frames of Reference for Relative Motion
Consider an Earth-centered inertial (ECI) frame, denoted by N , with orthonormal
basis BN = {ix iy iz}. The vectors ix and iy lie in the equatorial plane, with
ix coinciding with the line of the equinoxes, and iz passing through the North
Pole. Relative motion is conveniently described in a Local-Vertical-Local-Horizontal
(LVLH) frame, as shown in Figure 2.1 and denoted by L, that is attached to the chief
satellite. This frame has basis BL = {ir iθ ih}, with ir lying along the radius vector
8ir
rC
L
N
Chief
Deputy
Relative Orbit
iz
̺
iθ
ih
Periapsis
g
Nodal Crossing
iy
Referene Orbit
f
ix
h
To Vernal Equinox
Fig. 2.1 Frames of Reference
from the Earth’s center to the satellite, ih coinciding with the normal to the plane
defined by the position and velocity vectors of the satellite, and iθ = ih × ir. The
LVLH frame rotates with angular velocity ω = ωrir + ωθiθ + ωhih, and its current
orientation with N is given by the 3-1-3 direction cosine matrix comprising RAAN,
inclination, and true argument of latitude, respectively (Junkins and Turner 1986,
chap. 2). The angular velocity can also be expressed in terms of orbital elements and
their rates (Junkins and Turner 1979; Kechichian 1998).
Let the position of the deputy satellite in the chief’s LVLH frame be denoted by
% = ξir + ϑiθ + ζih, where ξ, ϑ and ζ denote the components of the position vector
along the radial, along-track, and out-of-plane directions, respectively. Then, the
most general equations modeling relative motion are given by the following:
%¨+ 2ω × %˙+ ω˙ × %+ ω × ω × % = fD − f + u (2.4)
where u ∈ R3 is the external control acceleration, and fD and f are external forces
9acting on the deputy and chief, respectively. In (2.4), (˙) and (¨ ) denote the first
and second derivative with respect to time. In this dissertation, it is assumed that
quantities describing the motion of the chief satellite are written without subscripts,
and those describing the motion of the deputy will either be written in terms of the
chief’s variables and relative position and velocity variables, or will have the subscript
‘D’.
It is assumed in this dissertation that the external forces are potential forces, and that
this potential function arises due to gravitational effects only. Due to the aspherical
nature of the Earth (and many celestial bodies), the gravitational force is no longer
simply of the inverse-square form. A full development of the theory is presented in
Kaula (2000). For Earth operations, it is sufficient to extend the development to
the first zonal harmonic term (due to the equatorial bulge), which has a coefficient
J2 = 1.08269 × 10−3, since the terms contributed by higher-order zonal, tesseral,
and sectorial harmonics, are three magnitudes lower. Consequently, the gravitational
potential including oblateness effects is of the following form:
V(r, φ) = −µ
r
[
1 + J2
(
R⊕
r
)2
P2 (sinφ)
]
(2.5)
In this equation, µ = GM⊕, where G is the universal gravitation constant, and M⊕
is the mass of the Earth. The quantities r and φ denote the radial distance and
latitude of the satellite, respectively; R⊕ is the radius of the Earth, and P2 is the
second Legendre polynomial. Representative values that are used in this dissertation
are shown in Table 2.1.
The problem of relative motion is best studied by using simple models to begin
with, and subsequently modifying these models to better reflect physical realities.
Therefore, if it is first assumed that oblateness effects are absent and only a central
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Table 2.1 Representative Values
Variable Value
µ 398600.4415 km3/s2
R⊕ 6378.1363 km
J2 1082.6269× 10−6
J3 −2.44× 10−6
J4 −1.70× 10−6
J5 −0.18× 10−6
gravity field is active, then ωr = ωθ = 0, and the frame L rotates with angular velocity
θ˙ih = f˙ ih, since g is constant. The gravitational potential acting on the chief satellite
is therefore simply V = −µ/r, and that acting on the deputy is given by:
VD = − µ|rD| = −
µ
r
(
1 +
%2
r2
+ 2
ξ
r
)− 1
2
(2.6)
where rD = (r + ξ)ir + ϑiθ + ζih. Using V and VD as the potential functions
for gravitational forces, f , and fD acting on the chief and deputy, respectively, the
nonlinear equations modeling relative motion in the two-body problem are then given
by:
ξ¨ − 2θ˙ϑ˙− θ˙2ξ − θ¨ϑ = − µ(r + ξ)
[(r + ξ)2 + ϑ2 + ζ2]
3
2
+
µ
r2
(2.7a)
ϑ¨+ 2θ˙ξ˙ − θ˙2ϑ+ θ¨ξ = − µϑ
[(r + ξ)2 + ϑ2 + ζ2]
3
2
(2.7b)
ζ¨ = − µζ
[(r + ξ)2 + ϑ2 + ζ2]
3
2
(2.7c)
Also useful are the equations for the radius and the argument of latitude (Battin
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1999, chap. 3):
r¨ = θ˙2r − µ
r2
(2.8a)
θ¨ = −2 r˙
r
θ˙ (2.8b)
although r and θ˙ (and by extension, θ¨) can be obtained analytically from the true
anomaly, using r = p/(1 + e cos f), and θ˙ = ~/r2, where ~ =
√
(µp) is the specific
angular momentum of the orbit, and p = aη2 is the semiparameter.
Observing that ξ/r = (ξ/%) · (%/r), the parenthesised term in (2.6) is the generating
function for Legendre polynomials with argument −ξ/%. Consequently,
VD = −µ
r
∞∑
k=0
(−1)k
(%
r
)k
Pk(ξ/%) = −µ
r
[
1− ξ
r
+
1
2
(2ξ2 − ϑ2 − ζ2)
r2
]
+ V˜(2.9)
V˜ = −µ
r
∞∑
k=3
(−1)k
(%
r
)k
Pk(ξ/%) (2.10)
where Pk is the kth Legendre polynomial. Equations (2.7) thus can be rewritten as:
ξ¨ − 2θ˙ϑ˙−
(
θ˙2 + 2
µ
r3
)
ξ − θ¨ϑ = −∂V˜
∂ξ
(2.11a)
ϑ¨+ 2θ˙ξ˙ −
(
θ˙2 − µ
r3
)
ϑ+ θ¨ξ = −∂V˜
∂ϑ
(2.11b)
ζ¨ +
µ
r3
ζ = −∂V˜
∂ζ
(2.11c)
Higher-order Legendre polynomials in the perturbing potential can be generated from
lower-order ones, by using the recursive relation (k + 1)Pk+1(z) = (2k + 1)zPk(z) −
kPk−1(z), with P0(z) = 1 and P1(z) = z. The perturbing gravitational acceleration
∂V˜/∂% = {∂V˜/∂ξ ∂V˜/∂ϑ ∂V˜/∂ζ}> contributes higher-order nonlinearities to the
system, and if ignored, allows the treatment of (2.11) as a tenth-order linear system
(additional equations are contributed by Keplerian motion).
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2.3 Hill-Clohessy-Wiltshire Model
If it is assumed that the chief’s orbit is circular, then r and θ˙ are constants given by
a and n, respectively. A rotating frame with these properties is also referred to as
Hill’s frame (Hill 1878). The resulting equations are referred to as Hill’s equations,
or the Clohessy-Wiltshire (CW) equations (Clohessy and Wiltshire 1960), who used
Hill’s results for the rendezvous problem, or as the Hill-Clohessy-Wiltshire (HCW)
equations. When the differential gravitation field is linearized (V˜ = 0), the following
sixth-order, linear system is obtained:
ξ¨ − 2nϑ˙− 3n2ξ = 0 (2.12a)
ϑ¨+ 2nξ˙ = 0 (2.12b)
ζ¨ + n2ζ = 0 (2.12c)
This system can be easily solved, although their exact solution is not of particular
interest at this point. It may be noted, however, that the out-of-plane equation
(2.12c), is uncoupled with the in-plane equations, (2.12a) and (2.12b), and only has
periodic solutions. The fundamental matrix corresponding to the in-plane equations
has eigenvalues 0, 0, and ± n, resulting in periodic terms and secular growth terms
in the motion in the plane. Control inputs can also be included in (2.12), if necessary.
2.4 Tschauner-Hempel Model
If the objective is to study relative motion in the framework of an elliptic reference
orbit, then (2.12) are no longer useful. If the nonlinear equations, as shown in (2.7)
are analyzed, then it is observed that the coefficients of the states are periodic, but are
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related implicitly to the independent variable, time. These equations become more
amenable to analysis by performing two steps: 1) changing the independent variable
to the true anomaly, and 2) scaling the relative position by the radius of the chief.
The first step results in the following transformation:
( ˙ ) = f˙( ′ ) =
√
µ
p3
(1 + e cos f)2( ′ ) (2.13a)
(¨) = f˙ 2( ′′ ) + f¨( ′ )
=
µ
p3
(1 + e cos f)3
[
(1 + e cos f)( ′′ )− 2e sin f( ′ )
]
(2.13b)
where (′) and (′′) denote derivatives with respect to f . The second step results in a
scaled position vector, ρ = xir+yiθ+zih = %/r, with x = ξ/r, y = ϑ/r, and z = ζ/r,
respectively. Consequently,
ρ′ = (1 + e cos f)
%′
p
− e sin f %
p
(2.14a)
ρ′′ = (1 + e cos f)
%′′
p
− 2e sin f %
′
p
− e cos f %
p
(2.14b)
Using the scaled states and the new independent variable, it can be shown that (2.7)
reduce to the following form:
x′′ − 2y′ = 1 + x
(1 + e cos f)
(
1− 1
d3
)
(2.15a)
y′′ + 2x′ =
y
(1 + e cos f)
(
1− 1
d3
)
(2.15b)
z′′ = − z
(1 + e cos f)
(
e cos f +
1
d3
)
(2.15c)
where d =
√
[(1 + x)2 + y2 + z2]. If x, y, z  1, the term 1/d3 can be expanded as a
series of Legendre polynomials, in the same manner as shown in (2.10), resulting in
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the following equations:
x′′
y′′
z′′
+

0 −2 0
2 0 0
0 0 0


x′
y′
z′
+

−3/(1 + e cos f) 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 1


x
y
z

=
∞∑
k=3
(−1)kk
(1 + e cos f)(y2 + z2)
ρkPk(x/ρ)

0
y
z
+ ρ
k−1Pk−1(x/ρ)

y2 + z2
−xy
−xz


=
3
2
(1 + e cos f)−1

y2 + z2 − 2x2
2xy
2xz
+O
(|ρ|3) (2.16)
If second- and higher-order terms are neglected in (2.16), then the resulting equations
are known as the the Tschauner-Hempel (TH) equations (Tschauner and Hempel
1965). The TH model is thus concisely written as three, second-order, linear equations
with periodic coefficients, and is valid for all eccentricities of the reference orbit.
Although de Vries (1963) solved the TH equations treating e as a small parameter
and only retained first-order terms in eccentricity, the TH equations admit analytical
solutions that are valid for all eccentricities, in terms of a special integral (Carter and
Humi 1987; Carter 1990), also known as Lawden’s integral (Lawden 1963, chap. 5).
The solutions to the TH equations, and their uses will be discussed in Chapter III.
2.5 The Geometric Method
Relative motion is completely analytically described by the use of orbital elements
of each satellite. The geometric method (Alfriend et al. 2000) and the unit sphere
model (Vadali 2002; Sengupta et al. 2004) are nonlinear models that require the orbital
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elements of both satellites to be propagated individually. In the former approach, the
relative position is given by the following equation:
ξ
ϑ
ζ
 = CC
>
D

rD
0
0
−

r
0
0
 (2.17)
In the second approach, relative motion between satellites is studied by first projecting
the position of the satellites onto a unit sphere, and subsequently extended to the
physical space. Unlike the TH equations, where the relative position is scaled by
the chief’s radius, on the unit sphere, the position along the radial, along-track and
out-of-plane directions, denoted by xus, yus, and zus, respectively, are given by:
xus
yus
zus
 = CC
>
D

1
0
0
−

1
0
0
 (2.18)
Sengupta et al. (2004) have shown that some reduction of computation labor can
be achieved, if the true anomaly of the chief is used as independent variable. The
same objective was achieved by Sabol et al. (2003), but in a time-explicit manner.
In this case, a Fourier-Bessel expansion of the true anomaly in terms of the mean
anomaly was used. However, for eccentricities of 0.7, terms up to the tenth order in
eccentricity are required in the series. Ketema (2005) also used an approach similar
to Sengupta et al. (2004), but employed a nesting function to solve Kepler’s equation
iteratively. Furthermore, a numerical procedure to obtain periodic relative motion
was presented.
It is clear that given the orbital elements of the reference satellite, once the initial
orbital elements of the chief and deputy corresponding to the respective initial states
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are known, the relative trajectory can be completely determined. As a consequence,
given the initial orbital elements of the chief, and the differential orbital elements
corresponding to the relative states, the relative trajectory can be determined without
the requirement of position and velocity data of the deputy in the ECI frame.
However, the relationship between orbital element differences and relative states
is nonlinear, and in general the former cannot be obtained from the latter in a
straightforward manner. Relative motion can also be characterized in a linear setting,
by the use of differential orbital elements (Garrison et al. 1995; Alfriend et al. 2000;
Vadali et al. 2001; Schaub 2004). Due to the nonlinear mapping between local
frame Cartesian coordinates and orbital elements, errors in the Cartesian frame are
translated into very small errors in the orbital angles. Although the geometric method
uses a non-Cartesian, curvilinear coordinate frame, in the linear case, under the
assumption of small elemental differences, this is the same as the rotating Cartesian
frame. Alfriend et al. (2000); Vadali et al. (2001); Schaub (2004) approached the
problem by linearizing the direction cosine matrix of the orientation of the Deputy
with respect to the Chief. Garrison et al. (1995) used true anomaly as the independent
variable to obtain analytical expressions for relative motion near high-eccentricity
orbits.
In this dissertation, two definitions of the differential orbital element set used to
characterize a relative orbit are used. The first uses classical orbital elements, and is
defined as:
δœ , {δa/a δe δi δh δg δl0}> (2.19)
The second set is defined as:
δns , {δa/a δθ δi δq1 δq2 δh}> (2.20)
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It should be noted that both definitions scale the differential semimajor axis by the
semimajor axis of the chief’s orbit, to make it dimensionally equivalent to the other
differential elements. The use of the classical orbital element differences, as given
by (2.19), will be restricted to the analysis of eccentricity effects on relative motion
geometry (Chapter III), since they very easily relate to the physics of the problem.
The latter definition, as given by (2.20) will be used everywhere else because the
results in this dissertation are intended to be uniformly valid even for circular orbits.
Finally, when analyzing the problem of relative orbit design and parameterization
(Chapter III), and averaged relative motion (Chapter VII), δl will be used instead of
δθ.
2.6 Effects of the J2 Perturbation
The presence of Earth oblateness effects complicates the study of satellite motion,
as well as relative motion, by causing the orbital elements of a satellite to change
with time. The effects on the orbital elements, to the first order in J2, have been
studied by Brouwer (1959) and Kozai (1959), and are classified as secular growth,
short-periodic, and long-periodic perturbations. If the study of the change of orbital
elements is limited to that due to the first-order secular component, it can be shown
that orbital elements a, e, and i can be considered constant and the elements l, g,
and h show secular growth. These elements are known as mean elements, and will
henceforth be denoted by an overbar (for example, a denotes the mean semimajor
axis). If the short-periodic and long-periodic perturbations are also included then the
instantaneous elements, also known as osculating elements, describe the true orbit.
While Brouwer (1959) posed the problem of orbital element variation as a solution
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to a Hamiltonian system perturbed by J2, Kozai (1959) obtained the secular, short-
and long-periodic behavior by a process of averaging. Furthermore, Brouwer (1959)
derived generating functions for the short- and long-periodic variations, to the second-
order in J2, by the use of Delaunay elements. Consequently, the osculating elements
can be obtained from the mean elements by the addition of periodic variations that
are also dependent on mean elements.
It should be noted from (2.3) that the Delaunay elements L and G are identical when
the orbit is circular, and the Brouwer transformation loses validity for e < 0.05.
This problem has been dealt with using a variety of techniques. Smith (1961)
reformulated the problem in terms of ECI coordinates without the singular terms,
and analytically determined the required correction to these coordinates. Lyddane
(1963) modified Brouwer’s theory in terms of Poincare´ variables, instead of Delaunay
elements. The Poincare´ variables are a set of canonical variables that are nonsingular
for zero eccentricity or inclination, and are written in terms of Delaunay elements as
shown below:
L,
√
2(L−G) cos(g + h), √2(G−H) cosh
l + g + h, −√2(L−G) sin(g + h), −√2(G−H) sinh (2.21)
Similarly, Aksnes (1972) modified Brouwer’s theory by using Hill’s variables, that
use r˙, r, and θ, instead of L, l, and g; while Hoots (1981a) used a set of ‘position
elements’, that are valid for the circular and/or equatorial case. However, the exact
formulation used is not important. As shown by Gim and Alfriend (2003, 2005), the
short- and long-periodic variations in nonsingular or equinoctial elements can also
be obtained by using the generating functions in Brouwer (1959), if the partials of
these variables with respect to the Delaunay elements are known. Consequently, this
dissertation will only refer to the transformation from mean to osculating elements
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as Brouwer theory, irrespective of the element set used.
This dissertation (and many other works) limit results to the first order in J2 only,
since an inclusion of second order terms is meaningless without the inclusion of tesseral
and sectorial harmonics and higher order zonal harmonics in the potential. However,
other works in the literature do extend analysis to O(J22 ) and higher. For example,
De´prit and Rom (1970) obtained analytical expressions for short- and long-periodic
variations through O(J32 ), and for secular variations through O(J42 ). In their work,
eccentricity expansions were made, limiting usage to near-circular orbits. Coffey and
De´prit (1982) devised a computational procedure using symbolic algebra to extend
the theory for 0 ≤ e < 1.
The effects of J2 on formation flight manifest themselves by the introduction of
differential relative acceleration terms, and by a precession of the rotating frame.
the short-periodic variations in a, e, and i also have an effect on relative motion. The
complete nonlinear description in the presence of J2 perturbations has been developed
by Kechichian (1998), although the system of equations presented therein cannot be
solved in closed form. Simplified, linear relative motion models that include J2 effects
were developed by Vadali et al. (2002) and Schweigart and Sedwick (2002), but their
use is limited to circular reference orbits and small relative orbits only. The STM
formulated by Gim and Alfriend (2003), using the geometric method in nonsingular
orbital elements, also accounts for first-order J2 effects. This STM can completely
characterize linear relative motion in eccentric orbits. A similar result was obtained
by Yan et al. (2004), but by utilizing the unit sphere formulation for relative motion.
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2.7 Summary
In this chapter, several useful concepts have been introduced, with the relevant
background. The equations presented here will be periodically revisited in future
chapters that use these preliminary concepts as a starting point for several interesting
results. The discussion of the rendezvous problem is reserved until Chapter IV, to
place it in proper context.
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CHAPTER III
THE GEOMETRY OF FORMATIONS IN KEPLERIAN ELLIPTIC
ORBITS WITH ARBITRARY ECCENTRICITY
3.1 Introduction
A formation refers to the special case of relative motion, where initial conditions
on the relative states obtained such that the resulting relative motion is bounded
and periodic. General two-body motion between two satellites, expressed in the
rotating frame is always bounded, though not necessarily periodic. For formation
flight, boundedness refers to local boundedness, or 1:1 resonance, where the periods
of all the satellites in the formation are equal to each other. In Chapter II, the HCW
equations were presented, and it can be shown that these equations admit a special
class of solutions that are periodic in nature, given by:
ξh = k1 sin(nt+ ψ0) (3.1a)
ϑh = 2k1 cos(nt+ ψ0) + k2 (3.1b)
ζh = k3 sin(nt+ φ0) (3.1c)
where k1...3, ψ0 and φ0, are arbitrary constants, and the subscript ‘h’ is used to
denote periodic solutions to the HCW equations. These solutions are obtained when
the following condition is satisfied:
ϑ˙0 + 2nξ0 = 0 (3.2)
where the subscript ‘0’ is used to denote initial conditions. However, (3.1) are not
useful, and (3.2) is no longer a valid condition, when the chief’s orbit is eccentric, since
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the HCW equations do not account for eccentricity effects. The use of these equations
for formation flight, is therefore limited. Inalhan et al. (2002) obtained a boundedness
condition for the linear problem for arbitrary eccentricities, by providing an explicit
equation relating the initial conditions at perigee. For all other cases of epoch, the
initial conditions can be obtained by matrix operations. Gurfil (2005b) posed the
bounded-motion problem in terms of an energy-matching condition and presented an
algorithm for optimal single-impulse formation-keeping. The boundedness condition
in Gurfil (2005b) is presented as the solution to a sixth-order polynomial equation in
one variable, and is valid for general two-body motion.
State transition matrices that reflect the effect of eccentricity, have also been derived,
and are presented in Melton (2000); Broucke (2003); Wolfsberger et al. (1983);
Yamanaka and Ankersen (2002). Melton (2000) used a series expansion for radial
distance and true anomaly, in terms of time. However, for moderate eccentricities,
the convergence of such series requires the inclusion of higher-order terms. Other state
transition matrices are obtained from the TH equations, and use the true anomaly f
as the independent variable, and are therefore implicit in time.
The linear relationship between relative motion in the rotating frame, and differential
orbital elements, as shown by the geometric method (Alfriend et al. 2000), allows
the characterization of small orbital element differences in terms of the constants of
the HCW solutions, viz. relative orbit size and phase. This feature has also been
used by Vadali et al. (2001) to design formations in near-circular orbits. The basic
zero-secular drift condition is satisfied by setting the semi-major axes of the deputy
and chief to be equal. The characterization of relative orbit geometry is achieved by
relating the rest of the orbital element differences to its shape, size, and the initial
phase angle.
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Even though relative motion near an arbitrary Keplerian elliptic orbit is well-
represented in the literature, the characterization of formations in such orbits has still
not been addressed completely. Schaub (2004) related the differential orbital elements
to the constants of the HCW solution for near-circular references orbits. Lane
and Axelrad (2006) parameterized relative motion in terms of integration constants
and differential orbital elements, but their use in the design of formations remains
unexplored.
This chapter presents a meaningful parameterization for formation geometry near
arbitrarily eccentric orbits. These parameters are directly related to orbit shape and
size, in the sense that changing these parameters provides useful and direct insight
into the relative orbit geometry, for arbitrarily eccentric orbits. These parameters are
derived using the TH model as a basis. This model is useful in deriving a simple linear
relationship between the initial conditions that lead to bounded motion, for arbitrary
eccentricity and epoch. By simple manipulation, the similarity between the TH model
and the geometric method as proposed by Alfriend et al. (2000) is revealed, and the
linear relationships between the new parameterization, constants of integration of the
TH model, and differential orbital elements, are developed. Furthermore, by the use
of Fourier-Bessel expansions, the effects of eccentricity on formation geometry are
characterized. The use of the new parameterization intuitively reveals these effects,
and schemes for formation design are suggested that accomodate eccentricity effects.
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3.2 General Solution to TH Relative Motion Equations
The TH equations are re-stated below:
x′′ − 2y′ − 3x
(1 + e cos f)
= 0 (3.3a)
y′′ + 2x′ = 0 (3.3b)
z′′ + z = 0 (3.3c)
Equations (3.3) have the following general solution (Lawden 1963; Carter and Humi
1987):
x(f) =
d1
e
cos f (1 + e cos f) + d2 sin f (1 + e cos f)
+d3 sin f (1 + e cos f)I(f) (3.4a)
y(f) = −d1
e
sin f (2 + e cos f) +
d2
e
(1 + e cos f)2
+
d3
e
[
(1 + e cos f)2I(f) + cot f
]
+ d4 (3.4b)
z(f) = d5 cos f + d6 sin f (3.4c)
where
I(f) =
∫ f
f0
1
sin2 f (1 + e cos f)2
df (3.5)
As shown in Carter and Humi (1987), (3.5) is easily evaluated in terms of the eccentric
anomaly, E, which is related to the true anomaly by (2.1). However, I(f) has a
singularity for f = kpi, k ∈ Z, which can be removed, as shown by Carter (1990), by
integrating (3.5) by parts:
I(f) = 2e
∫ f
f0
cos f
(1 + e cos f)3
df − cot f
(1 + e cos f)2
+ cJ
= 2e J(f)− cot f
(1 + e cos f)2
+ cJ (3.6)
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where cJ is an arbitrary constant. Carter (1998) has shown that the state transition
matrix formulated utilizing J(f) also has singularities when e = 0, which can be
removed if J(f) too, is integrated by parts. Yamanaka and Ankersen (2002) have
shown that J(f) may also be conveniently rewritten in terms of Kepler’s equation, to
be uniformly valid for 0 ≤ e < 1. As will be shown later, this step also demonstrates
the unity between the TH solutions and the differential orbital element approach
(Alfriend et al. 2000), by revealing a linear relationship between the constants of
integration of the former approach, and differential orbital elements of the latter
approach. The integral J(f) is rewritten as:
J(f) = − 3e
2η5
K(f) +
1
2η2
sin f (2 + e cos f)
(1 + e cos f)2
(3.7)
where, K(f), as defined by Yamanaka and Ankersen (2002), is Kepler’s equation:
K(f) =
∫ f
f0
η3
(1 + e cos f)2
df = (E − e sinE)− (E0 − e sinE0) = n∆t (3.8)
The constants are rearranged for convenience in the following fashion: c1 = d1/e −
d3/η
2, c2 = d2 + d3cJ , c3 = ed3, c4 = d2/e + d3cJ/e + d4, and c5,6 = d5,6. Then, the
solutions to the TH equations are:
x(f) = c1 cos f (1 + e cos f) + c2 sin f (1 + e cos f)
+
2c3
η2
[
1− 3e
2η3
sin f (1 + e cos f)K(f)
]
(3.9a)
y(f) = −c1 sin f (2 + e cos f) + c2 cos f (2 + e cos f)
−3c3
η5
(1 + e cos f)2K(f) + c4 (3.9b)
z(f) = c5 cos f + c6 sin f (3.9c)
The relative velocity components are as follows:
x′(f) = −c1(sin f + e sin 2f) + c2(cos f + e cos 2f)
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−3ec3
η2
[
sin f
(1 + e cos f)
+
1
η3
(cos f + e cos 2f)K(f)
]
(3.10a)
y′(f) = −c1(2 cos f + e cos 2f)− c2(2 sin f + e sin 2f)
−3c3
η2
[
1− e
η3
(2 sin f + e sin 2f)K(f)
]
(3.10b)
z′(f) = −c5 sin f + c6 cos f (3.10c)
It is clear that the states at any value of true anomaly can be written in the form
x = L(f)c where c = {c1 · · · c6}>, and the (j, k)th entry of L is the term with ck as a
coefficient, in the expression for the jth component of the state vector. In particular,
let the initial conditions be denoted by x0 = {x0 y0 z0 x′0 y′0 z′0}>, specified at arbitrary
initial true anomaly f0. It can be shown that detL = 1, and ifM denotes the inverse
of L, then M = adjointL. It follows that c =M(f0)x0, where:
c1 = − 3
η2
(e+ cos f0)x0 − 1
η2
sin f0 (1 + e cos f0)x
′
0
− 1
η2
(2 cos f0 + e+ e cos
2 f0)y
′
0 (3.11a)
c2 = − 3
η2
sin f0(1 + e cos f0 + e
2)
(1 + e cos f0)
x0 +
1
η2
(cos f0 − 2e+ e cos2 f0)x′0
− 1
η2
sin f0(2 + e cos f0)y
′
0 (3.11b)
c3 = (2 + 3e cos f0 + e
2)x0 + e sin f0 (1 + e cos f0)x
′
0 + (1 + e cos f0)
2 y′0(3.11c)
c4 = − 1
η2
(2 + e cos f0)
[
3e sin f0
(1 + e cos f0)
x0 + (1− e cos f0)x′0 + e sin f0y′0
]
+y0 (3.11d)
c5 = cos f0 z0 − sin f0 z′0 (3.11e)
c6 = sin f0 z0 + cos f0 z
′
0 (3.11f)
As shown by Yamanaka and Ankersen (2002), the state transition matrix for the TH
equations is easily formulated by noting that x(f) = L(f)M(f0)x0.
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3.3 Mapping Between States and Differential Orbital Elements
In the geometric description for relative motion, the position in the LVLH frame is
written in terms of differential orbital elements by linearizing the direction cosine
matrix that orients the deputy LVLH frame with respect to the chief LVLH frame.
Alfriend et al. (2000) have shown that:
ξ = δr (3.12a)
ϑ = r(δθ + δh cos i) (3.12b)
ζ = r(δi sin θ − δh sin i cos θ) (3.12c)
Dividing by r to get the corresponding normalized states, the following equations are
obtained:
x = δr/r (3.13a)
y = δθ + δh cos i (3.13b)
z = δi sin θ − δh sin i cos θ (3.13c)
Following the development in Schaub (2004), it can be shown that:
δr
r
=
e
η3
sin f(1 + e cos f)δl0 − 1
η2
cos f(1 + e cos f)δe
+
[
1− 3e
2η3
sin f (1 + e cos f)n∆t
]
δa
a
(3.14)
wherein the fact that the mean anomaly difference, δl is the sum of its initial value,
δl0, and the difference in mean motion propagated over the elapsed time since epoch,
has been used:
δl = δl0 + δn∆t = δl0 − 3
2
n∆t
δa
a
(3.15)
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Using (3.8), n∆t = K(f), a direct correspondence between (3.14) and (3.9a) is
observed:
δa =
2a
η2
c3 (3.16)
δl0 =
η3
e
c2 (3.17)
δe = −η2c1 (3.18)
Comparing the expression for z from (3.13) with (3.9c), the following are obtained:
δi sin g − δh sin i cos g = c5 (3.19a)
δi cos g + δh sin i sin g = c6 (3.19b)
Consequently,
δi = sin g c5 + cos g c6 = sin θ0 z0 + cos θ0 z
′
0 (3.20)
δh sin i = − cos g c5 + sin g c6 = −(cos θ0 z0 − sin θ0 z′0) (3.21)
where θ0 = g + f0. Finally, comparing the expression for y from (3.13) with (3.9b),
the following result is obtained:
δg = c4 − δl0
η3
− δh cos i (3.22)
Thus, the orbital element differences (to the first order) can be obtained by
substituting c1...6 in the above equations. Let δœ = {δa δe δi δh δg δl0}> denote
the vector of differential orbital elements. Let œC denote the orbital elements of
the chief. Then the equations relating differential orbital elements to the constants
of integration as shown above, may be summarized by δœ = N(œC)c, where the
matrix N has as its entries, the coefficients of the integration constants comprising
the differential orbital elements. Consequently, the relation δœ = N(œC)M(f0)x0
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yields the differential orbital elements in terms of the initial conditions. It can be
shown that detN = 2η3a/(e sin i) and detM = 1; this means the mapping from
relative Cartesian coordinates to differential orbital elements is singular when the
reference orbit is circular or equatorial (e = 0 or i = 0, respectively). In particular,
if e is a small number (or zero), then calculations for δl0 and δg from (3.17) and
(3.22), respectively, yield large numbers (or are undefined) due to e appearing in the
denominator. However, their sum is a small number, consistent with assumption of
small orbital element differences. This problem may be solved by using nonsingular
orbital elements. The solutions to the TH equations, and the development of
differential nonsingular orbital elements in terms of the initial conditions are presented
in a later section. The singularity due to e = 0 also ceases to be a problem if
the parameterization developed in this chapter, is used. However, for the following
sections, results are shown using the classical orbital element set since they are more
concisely expressed in terms of these elements.
3.4 Drift per Orbit due to Mismatched Semimajor Axes
If δa (and consequently, c3) is not zero, then from (3.9) it is evident that x and y will
grow in an unbounded fashion, due to the presence of K(f), which is an increasing
function. After one orbit of the chief, the drift in x and y directions are thus:
xdrift = x(f0 + 2pi)− x(f0) = −6pic3
η5
e sin f0 (1 + e cos f0) (3.23a)
ydrift = y(f0 + 2pi)− y(f0) = −6pic3
η5
(1 + e cos f0)
2 (3.23b)
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The drift in the unscaled coordinates, in terms of differential semimajor axis, can be
calculated to yield the following:
ξdrift = −3pi
η
e sin f0 δa (3.24a)
ϑdrift = −3pi
η
(1 + e cos f0) δa (3.24b)
It should be noted that ζ remains bounded. Thus the total drift in position, denoted
by %drift is:
%drift =
(
ξ2drift + ϑ
2
drift
) 1
2 =
3pi
η
δa (1 + e2 + 2e cos f0)
1
2 (3.25)
This drift is maximum at f0 = 0, and minimum at f0 = pi, and is bounded as shown
below (Carpenter and Alfriend 2005):
3pi δa
√
1− e
1 + e
≤ %drift ≤ 3pi δa
√
1 + e
1− e (3.26)
3.5 Periodic Orbits
Periodic solutions may be obtained by choosing initial conditions such that c3 = 0,
since the rest of the terms in the solution are sinusoids, and therefore, periodic.
Consequently, (3.11c) results in the following relation for bounded relative motion:
(2 + 3e cos f0 + e
2)x0 + e sin f0 (1 + e cos f0)x
′
0 + (1 + e cos f0)
2 y′0 = 0(3.27)
In unscaled coordinates, this is transformed into the following linear condition for
bounded relative motion, for arbitrary eccentricity and epoch:
(2 + e cos f0) (1 + e cos f0)
2
(
ξ
p
)
+ (1 + e cos f0)
(
ξ˙
√
p
µ
)
−e sin f0 (1 + e cos f0)2
(
ϑ
p
)
+ e sin f0
(
ϑ˙
√
p
µ
)
= 0 (3.28)
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Equation (3.27) is satisfied for an infinite combination of initial conditions, except
when f0 = 0 or f0 = pi. Furthermore, when e = 0, this reduces to the well-known
Hill’s condition for periodicity. Without loss of generality, one may choose:
y′0 = −
(2 + 3e cos f0 + e
2)
(1 + e cos f0)2
x0 − e sin f0
(1 + e cos f0)
x′0 (3.29)
With c3 = 0, the expressions for the trajectory are considerably simplified. Upon
substituting (3.29) in (3.11), the constants may be rewritten in terms of dimensional
position and velocity with f as the independent variable,
c1 =
(cos f0 + e cos 2f0)
(1 + e cos f0)2
x0 − sin f0
(1 + e cos f0)
x′0 =
ξ0
p
cos f0 − ξ
′
0
p
sin f0 (3.30a)
c2 =
(sin f0 + e sin 2f0)
(1 + e cos f0)2
x0 +
cos f0
(1 + e cos f0)
x′0 =
ξ0
p
sin f0 +
ξ′0
p
cos f0 (3.30b)
c4 = y0 − (2 + e cos f0)
(1 + e cos f0)
(
e sin f0
1 + e cos f0
x0 + x
′
0
)
=
ϑ0
p
(1 + e cos f0)− ξ
′
0
p
(2 + e cos f0) (3.30c)
c5 = z0 cos f0 − z′0 sin f0 =
ζ0
p
(cos f0 + e)− ζ
′
0
p
sin f0(1 + e cos f0) (3.30d)
c6 = z0 sin f0 + z
′
0 cos f0 =
ζ0
p
sin f0 +
ζ ′0
p
cos f0(1 + e cos f0) (3.30e)
Using (3.30), new relative orbit parameters, %1...3, ψ0, and φ0 may be defined:
%1 =
(
ξ20 + ξ
′2
0
) 1
2 =
a
η
(
η2δe2 + e2δl20
) 1
2 (3.31a)
%2 = ϑ0(1 + e cos f0)− ξ′0(2 + e cos f0) = p
(
δg + δh cos i+
1
η3
δl0
)
(3.31b)
%3 =
[
(1 + 2e cos f0 + e
2)ζ20 + (1 + e cos f0)
2ζ ′20 − 2e sin f (1 + e cos f)ζ0ζ ′0
] 1
2
= p
(
δi2 + δh2 sin2 i
) 1
2 (3.31c)
ψ0 = tan
−1
(
ξ0
ξ′0
)
− f0 = tan−1
(
−η
e
δe
δl0
)
(3.31d)
φ0 = tan
−1
(
(1 + e cos f0)ζ0
(1 + e cos f0)ζ ′0 − e sin f0ζ0
)
− f0
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= tan−1
(
−δh sin i
δi
)
+ g (3.31e)
Using these relative orbit parameters, the most general solution for periodic motion
near a Keplerian elliptic orbit with linearized differential gravity, denoted by the
subscript ‘℘’, is given by:
x℘(f) =
%1
p
sin(f + ψ0) (1 + e cos f) (3.32a)
y℘(f) =
%1
p
cos(f + ψ0) (2 + e cos f) +
%2
p
(3.32b)
z℘(f) =
%3
p
sin(f + φ0) (3.32c)
The constants c1...6 may be expressed using the design parameters, as shown:
c1 =
%1
p
sinψ0, c2 =
%1
p
cosψ0, c4 =
%2
p
, c5 =
%3
p
sinφ0, c6 =
%3
p
cosφ0 (3.33)
Obviously, the most general form of periodic solutions to the HCW equations are a
special case of (3.32).
Two advantages of using the new parameterization have been mentioned earlier, viz.
their uniform validity for 0 ≤ e < 1, and the fact that %1 and %3 are obviously size
parameters, %2 is a bias parameter, and ψ0 and φ0 are phase angle parameters. The
differential orbital elements may also be rewritten in terms of the parameter set.
These relations are useful, for example, if Gauss’ variational equations are used to
initiate a numerical procedure for formation establishment or reconfiguration. Such
an approach was used by Vaddi et al. (2005), to establish and reconfigure formations
near circular orbits, using impulsive thrust. Upon substituting (3.33) into (3.16)-
(3.22), and setting c3 = 0, the following are obtained:
δa = 0 (3.34a)
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δe = −η2c1 = −%1
a
sinψ0 (3.34b)
δi = sin g c5 + cos g c6 =
%3
p
cos(φ0 − g) (3.34c)
δh =
1
sin i
(− cos g c5 + sin g c6) = −%3
p
sin(φ0 − g)
sin i
(3.34d)
δl0 =
η3
e
c2 =
%1
a
η
e
cosψ0 (3.34e)
δg =
%2
p
− δl0
η3
− δh cos i (3.34f)
Corresponding expressions for nonsingular orbital elements are presented in a later
section.
3.6 Eccentricity-Induced Effects on Relative Orbit Geometry
The most general form of periodic motion in the setting of the HCW equations is
given (3.1), written in a slightly modified form:
ξh = k1 sin(τ + ψ0) (3.35a)
ϑh = 2k1 cos(τ + ψ0) + k2 (3.35b)
ζh = k3 sin(τ + φ0) (3.35c)
where τ = nt is the normalized time or mean anomaly, though in the case of the
HCW equations, this is equivalent to true anomaly since eccentricity is assumed zero.
The relative orbit obtained from the solution to the TH equations has a trajectory in
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the local frame whose components are given by the following expressions:
ξ℘ = rx℘ = %1 sin(f + ψ0) (3.36a)
ϑ℘ = ry℘ = 2%1 cos(f + ψ0)
(1 + (e/2) cos f)
(1 + e cos f)
+
%2
(1 + e cos f)
(3.36b)
ζ℘ = rz℘ = %3
sin(f + φ0)
(1 + e cos f)
(3.36c)
Eccentricity effects may be studied by expanding ϑ℘ and ζ℘ as Fourier series. In this
section, the effects of eccentricity are analyzed by using both true anomaly, and time
as the independent variable.
3.6.1 True Anomaly as the Independent Variable
The Cauchy residue theorem is now used to resolve the periodic terms in the
denominator of (3.36), into a Fourier series of terms composed of cos kf and sin kf ,
k = 1 . . .∞. This is similar to the approach used in Battin (1999, chap. 5) to obtain
a series expansion of eccentric anomaly in terms of mean anomaly. As an example,
an expansion of 1/(1 + e cos f), of the following form is desired:
1
(1 + e cos f)
= γ0 +
∞∑
k=1
γk cos kf (3.37)
The coefficient γ0 is obtained in a straightforward manner, as follows:
γ0 =
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
df
(1 + e cos f)
=
1
2pi
1
η
∫ 2pi
0
dE =
1
η
(3.38)
The procedure to obtain γk, k = 1 . . .∞ is slightly more involved. The following
integral is considered:
Iγk =
1
pi
∫ 2pi
0
exp(kf) df
(1 + e cos f)
(3.39)
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The integral Iγk can be solved by the change of variable, exp(f) = χ. Furthermore,
a new, eccentricity-dependent term is introduced, as shown:
ε =
√
1− η
1 + η
=
e
2
(
1 +
1
4
e2 +
1
8
e4 +
5
64
e6 + · · ·
)
= O(e) (3.40)
The change of variable to χ results in the following equations:
exp(kf) = χk (3.41a)
df = − 
χ
dχ (3.41b)
1 + e cos f = 1 +
e
2
(
χ+
1
χ
)
=
e
2χ
(χ+ ε)(χ+ 1/ε) (3.41c)
Using (3.41), Iγk reduces to the following form:
Iγk = − 2
pie
∮
C
χk dχ
(χ+ ε)(χ+ 1/ε)
= − 
piη
[∮
C
χk dχ
(χ+ ε)
−
∮
C
χk dχ
(χ+ 1/ε)
]
(3.42)
where subscript ‘C’ denotes integration over the unit imaginary circle centered at
zero. Observing that ε < 1 and 1/ε > 1, Cauchy’s residue theorem is made use of, to
show that: ∮
C
χk dχ
(χ+ 1/ε)
= 0 (3.43a)∮
C
χk dχ
(χ+ ε)
= 2pi(−ε)k (3.43b)
Upon substituting (3.43) in (3.42), the following is obtained:
Iγk =
2
η
(−ε)k (3.44)
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Since γk is simply the real part of Iγk, and Iγk is real, the following series is obtained:
1
(1 + e cos f)
=
1
η
+
2
η
∞∑
k=1
(−ε)k cos kf (3.45)
Similarly, it can be shown that:
cos f
(2 + e cos f)
(1 + e cos f)
= −ε
η
+
(2 + η + η2)
η(1 + η)
cos f
+
2
η(1 + η)
∞∑
k=2
(−ε)k−1 cos kf (3.46a)
sin f
(2 + e cos f)
(1 + e cos f)
=
(3 + η)
(1 + η)
sin f +
2
(1 + η)
∞∑
k=2
(−ε)k−1 sin kf (3.46b)
Using these series, the periodic solutions are resolved as the following:
ϑ℘(f) =
[
−ε
η
%1 cosψ0 +
1
η
%2
]
(3.47a)
+
[
(2 + η + η2)
η(1 + η)
%1 cosψ0 − 2ε
η
%2
]
cos f − (3 + η)
(1 + η)
%1 sinψ0 sin f
+
2
η(1 + η)
∞∑
k=2
(−ε)k−1
[
{%1 cosψ0 − ε(1 + η)%2} cos kf − η%1 sinψ0 sin kf
]
ζ℘(f) = −ε
η
%3 sinφ0 +
2
η(1 + η)
%3 (η cosφ0 sin f + sinφ0 cos f) (3.47b)
+
2
η(1 + η)
%3
∞∑
k=2
(−ε)k−1 (η cosφ0 sin kf + sinφ0 cos kf)
It is observed that both the ϑ and ζ components of motion have constant terms, a
primary harmonic, associated with relative orbit size parameters, and higher-order
harmonics. Thus the five effects of eccentricity are immediately recognized. The first
effect is obviously the presence of higher-order harmonics, whose amplitudes decrease
by a factor of ε successively. For non-zero eccentricities, this causes deviation from
the well-known circular shape of the HCW solutions.
The second effect is that of amplitude scaling, as may be observed by the presence of
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terms dependent on η in the amplitudes of the primary harmonics in both ϑ and ζ.
Consequently, as eccentricity increases, for the same choice of %1...3, the orbit tends
to shrink in the along-track direction and expand in the out-of-plane direction.
Third, a phase shift is introduced. This is readily observed by recasting (3.47b) as:
ζ℘(f) = −ε
η
%3 sinφ0 +
2
η(1 + η)
(
sin2 φ0 + η
2 cos2 φ0
) 1
2 %3 sin
(
f + φ˜0
)
(3.48)
+
2
η(1 + η)
(
sin2 φ0 + η
2 cos2 φ0
) 1
2 %3
∞∑
k=2
(−ε)k−1 sin
(
kf + φ˜0
)
where
φ˜0 = tan
−1
(
1
η
tanφ0
)
= φ0 +
e2
4
sin 2φ0 +
e4
8
(
sin 2φ0 +
1
4
sin 4φ0
)
+O(e6) (3.49)
Furthermore, the phase angle of the deputy also affects its amplitude.
Fourth, the formation is rendered off-center, due to the presence of constant terms in
the ϑ℘ and ζ℘ components of motion. The bias depends on the phase angles ψ0 and
φ0 of the deputy. While the bias in ζ℘ cannot be controlled since %3 is specified by
relative orbit design requirements, the bias in ϑ℘ can be removed by an appropriate
choice of %2.
The appearance of higher-order harmonics in ϑ℘ and ζ℘, but not in ξ℘, causes the
fifth effect - that of skewness of the relative orbit plane. When formations require
the phase angles in the along-track and out-of-plane to be equal, the radial motion is
in-phase with the along-track, and consequently, out-of-plane motion. Consequently,
a plot of the out-of-plane motion vs. the radial motion would result in a straight line.
However, due to eccentricity effects, higher-order harmonics appear in ζ℘, but not in
ξ℘. This causes deviations in the plane normal to the along-track direction. This will
be demonstrated in the context of Projected Circular Orbit solutions.
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3.6.2 Time as the Independent Variable
In this section, time is treated as the independent variable, since this is what is
directly observable with time-tagged data. Use is made of the normalized time τ ,
which is the same as the mean anomaly. In this case, the relative motion expressions
are qualitatively the same, i.e., they exhibit the same properties as in the previous
section. However, in the quantitative sense, the equations are different. In this section
use is made of the following relations (Battin 1999, chap. 5):
cos kl =
∞∑
m=−∞
Jm(−ke) cos(m+ k)E (3.50a)
sin kl =
∞∑
m=−∞
Jm(−ke) sin(m+ k)E (3.50b)
where Jm are Bessel functions of the first kind of order m (not to be confused with
the zonal harmonic J2), and
Jm(ν) =
∞∑
p=0
(−1)p
22p+m p! (m+ p)!
ν2p+m (3.51)
It can then be shown that:
ϑ℘(τ) = (A0%1 cosψ0 +B0%2) +
∞∑
k=1
[
(Ak%1 cosψ0 +Bk%2) cos kτ
−Ck sinψ0 sin kτ
]
(3.52a)
ζ℘(τ) = S0%3 sinφ0 + %3
∞∑
k=1
(Sk sinφ0 cos kτ + Tk cosφ0 sin kτ) (3.52b)
where,
A0 = − e
2η2
(3 + 2η2) (3.53a)
Ak = −(1− kη
4)
kη2
Jk+1(ke) +
(1 + kη4)
kη2
Jk−1(ke) (3.53b)
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B0 =
3− η2
2η2
(3.53c)
Bk =
e
kη2
[Jk+1(ke)− Jk−1(ke)] (3.53d)
Ck =
2
η
Jk(ke)
ke
− η [Jk+1(ke)− Jk−1(ke)] (3.53e)
S0 = − 3e
2η2
(3.53f)
Sk = − 1
kη2
[Jk+1(ke)− Jk−1(ke)] (3.53g)
Tk =
2
η
Jk(ke)
ke
(3.53h)
Even though Ck and Tk have e in the denominator, the computation of these
expressions do not cause problems as e→ 0, because of the following expansion:
Jk(ke)
ke
=
∞∑
m=0
(−1)m
22m+k l! (k +m)!
(ke)2m+k−1, k ≥ 1 (3.54)
The expansion of ξ℘ in terms of harmonics of the mean anomaly is straightforward
since the equations relating cos f and sin f to cos kl and sin kl are provided in Battin
(1999):
ξ℘(τ) = %1 sinψ0 cos f + %1 cosψ0 sin f
= −e%1 sinψ0 + 2η
2
e
%1 sinψ0
∞∑
k=1
Jk(ke) cos kl
−η%1 cosψ0
∞∑
k=1
[Jk+1(ke)− Jk−1(ke)] sin kl (3.55)
Consequently, using a numerical procedure, table lookup, or truncation of the series
to the desired order of eccentricity, (3.52a), (3.52b), and (3.55) provide time-explicit
expressions for bounded relative motion, which can perform as excellent reference
trajectories for formation-keeping.
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3.6.3 Correcting for Bias
The problem of bias correction is now studied in detail, for the two choices of the
independent variable. Although a bias correction is not strictly necessary, it is useful
to study eccentricity effects on bias, because this may cause a close approach between
the deputy and chief. Since the bias in ζ℘ cannot be controlled, only the bias in ϑ℘ is
examined. An examination of (3.47a) suggests the following choice of %2, to correct
for bias:
%2 = ε%1 cosψ0 (3.56)
Equation (3.52a) suggests the following condition:
%2 = [e(3 + 2η
2)/(3− η2)]%1 cosψ0 (3.57)
However, the bias corrections suggested by (3.56), and (3.57) have different
interpretations. Equation (3.56) does not offer meaningful physical interpretation, in
the sense that it is the average of a quantity of a variable that is a nonlinear function of
time. In this sense, Equation (3.57) is physically more significant, since this correction
will imply that the deputy spends equal amounts of time on either side of the chief
in the along-track direction. It is obvious that both interpretations converge as the
chief’s orbit eccentricity decreases, and have vastly different intepretations for high
eccentricities.
This point is illustrated by Figure 3.1, for a chief’s eccentricity of 0.6. Let %1 = 1/2,
%3 = 1 and ψ0 = φ0 = 0. For a circular reference orbit, these correspond to the
HCW initial conditions for a projected circular orbit. If %2 = ε%1 cosψ0, then the
variation of ϑ℘ with respect to τ is shown by the dashed, green line. It is therefore
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Fig. 3.1 Effect of Bias Corrections on Along-Track lotion, e = 0.6
not immediately apparent that this implies the deputy is on either side of the chief
in the along track direction, for equal portions of the true anomaly. Moreover, the
motion is not symmetric with respect to the ih vector since |ϑ℘(−ψ0)/%1| < 2%1 and
|ϑ℘(pi−ψ0)/%1| > 2%1. If %2 = [e(3+ 2η2)/(3− η2)]%1 cosψ0, then, the variation of ϑ℘
is depicted by the dotted, red line. This shows values that are greater than 2%1 for
regions near the chief’s perigee, and less than 2%1 for regions near the chief’s apogee.
However, the time-averaged value is zero. Thus if the mission requires the deputy
to be near the chief in the along track direction for large periods of time, this bias
correction is suitable.
The following condition is now examined:
%2 = e%1 cosψ0 (3.58)
This condition ensures that equality |ϑ℘(−ψ0)| = |ϑ℘(pi − ψ0)|. This may be
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demonstrated by direct substitution in (3.36), which leads to ϑ℘(−ψ0) = 2%1 and
ϑ℘(pi − ψ0) = −2%1. The use of this correction results in the solid, blue line in
Figure 3.1. It should be noted that motion subsequent to this correction is also
bounded between ±2%1.
Other versions of bias correction exist in the literature. Vaddi et al. (2003) and
Melton (2000) employ a correction that is valid for low eccentricities. Inalhan et al.
(2002) describe a process for obtaining initial relative velocity for symmetric motion,
by posing the problem as a linear program. However, any of the corrections derived in
this section, are valid for arbitrary eccentricity. For example, using (3.31) and (3.58),
results in the following:
ϑ0 − 2ξ′0 =
e sin f0
(1 + e cos f0)
ξ0 (3.59)
3.7 Corrections to HCW Initial Conditions
It is of interest to study the deviation induced from the classical HCW solutions due
to eccentricity. The different cases are analyzed individually.
3.7.1 Leader-Follower Formation Modified by an Eccentric Reference Orbit
In the Leader-Follower Formation, the deputy is at a fixed distance from the chief,
along the reference orbit. In the classical HCW environment, this is obtained by
setting k1 = k3 = 0, and k2 = d in (3.35), where d is the desired separation of the
deputy from the chief. However, if %1 = %3 = 0 and %2 = d in (3.36), then the
deputy-chief separation varies from d/(1+ e) to d/(1− e), with a time-averaged value
of c0d. Consequently, the correct choice for %2 should be %2 = d/B0 = 2η
2d/(3− η2).
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Irrespective of whether or not the distance is corrected for, care must be taken
that a value of %2 is chosen to ensure that the minimum separation meets design
requirements, because as eccentricity increases, the minimum separation decreases.
3.7.2 Projected Circular Orbit Modified by an Eccentric Reference Orbit
Projected Circular Orbits (PCO) are obtained in the HCW equations by setting
2k1 = k3 = %, and ψ0 = ϕ0 in (3.35). Consequently, ϑ
2
h + ζ
2
h = %
2. However,
PCOs can never be obtained near an eccentric reference, as is evident from (3.36).
It is possible, however, to choose initial conditions such that the relative orbit is as
circular as possible, at least to the first harmonic. Assuming that %2 = e%1 cosψ0 is
chosen as the zero-bias condition, then %1 = %/2 is sufficient to ensure that maximum
and minimum values of ϑ℘(τ) are consistent with HCW conditions. However, the new
phase angle for the first harmonic of ϑ℘(τ) is now ψ˜0, where:
tan ψ˜0 =
C1
A1 + e
tanψ0 (3.60)
For consistency, it is desired that the first harmonic of ζ℘(τ) also have the same phase
angle as ϑ℘(τ), so that to the first harmonic, a corrected-PCO is obtained. The phase
angle of the first harmonic of ζ℘(τ) is denoted by φ˜0, where:
tan φ˜0 =
S1
T1
tanφ0 (3.61)
Consequently,
tanφ0 =
T1
S1
tan φ˜0 =
T1
S1
tan ψ˜0 =
T1C1
S1(A1 + e)
tanψ0 (3.62)
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Finally, though out-of-plane bias cannot be controlled, its amplitude can be corrected
so that the time average of ζ℘(τ) is equal to %. Consequently,
%3 =
%(
S21 sin
2 φ0 + T 21 cos
2 φ0
) 1
2
(3.63)
It is also possible to ensure that maximum ζ℘(τ) does not exceed %. From
(3.36), the extrema of ζ℘(f) occur when cos(f + φ0) + e cosφ0 = 0, or when
f = −φ0 ± cos−1(−e cosφ0). Of these, the negative sign corresponds to minimum
ζ℘(f) and positive sign to maximum ζ℘(f). Thus if
%3 =
(
−e sinφ0 +
√
1− e2 cos2 φ0
)
% (3.64)
then the maximum deviation in the out-of-plane motion will be bounded by ±%. An
issue with this approach is that by placing bounds on the maximum out-of-plane
motion, its minimum is also naturally reduced, which may bring the deputy very
close to the chief.
Figure 3.2 shows examples of a formation initiated with the corrected and uncorrected
initial conditions, for a reference orbit with e = 0.2 and e = 0.7, with ψ0 = 0
◦. In
these figures, the ideal PCO is shown as a dashed-dotted, black line. If the (3.35)
are used to generate initial conditions for a PCO, then these will result in unbounded
motion since (3.29) is not satisfied. However, if (3.35) are used to generate initial
conditions for all the states excluding ϑ′0, and (3.29) is used to generate an initial
condition for ϑ′0, the result will be a relative orbit that is bounded, but without a
circular projection. The extent of this deviation is depicted by the dashed, red line.
The solid, blue line depicts the result of applying the amplitude correction developed
in this section, and the bias correction from (3.58). In both cases, bias in the out-of-
plane direction is absent, but as shown in Figure 3.2b, bias in the along-track direction
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Fig. 3.2 Near-PCO Relative Motion with HCW and Corrected Initial Conditions,
% = 1km, ψ0 = 0
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is significant. The corrections developed in this chapter successfully keep along-track
motion bounded to the desired value of 1 km. It should also be observed that for high
eccentricities, as shown in in Figure 3.2b, projected motion resembles a triangle; this
may be exploited for mission design. The bias in the y direction, which is a function
of cosψ0, and consequently is maximum when ψ0 = 0
◦, is removed entirely, as is
shown in Figure 3.2a.
Figure 3.3 shows the effects of eccentricity, if ψ0 = 90
◦. In this case, bias in the
along-track direction is absent, but out-of-plane bias, which is a function of φ0, is
maximum. While there is no significant difference upon application of the corrections
in Figure 3.3a, the amplitude correction is evident in Figure 3.3b. As eccentricity
increases, the deputy’s maximum displacement out of the plane increases to several
kilometers. The amplitude correction limits this excursion.
The effect of eccentricity on the three-dimensional character of the relative orbit is
shown in Figure 3.4. This figure corresponds to initial conditions consistent with
Figure 3.2, for three values of eccentricity. The solid, blue line shows the out-of-plane
vs. radial motion for a circular reference, which will be a straight line, since the
phase angles have been chosen to be equal. However, the dashed, red line, and the
dashed-dotted black line, which correspond to e = 0.3 and e = 0.8, respectively, show
that the effect of higher-order harmonics causes increasing deviation from the relative
orbit plane.
3.7.3 General Circular Orbit Modified by an Eccentric Reference Orbit
The General Circular Orbit (GCO) is obtained in the HCW sense by requiring that
ξ2h + ϑ
2
h + ζ
2
h = %
2. Consequently, k1 = %/2, k3 =
√
3%/2, k2 = 0, and ψ0 = φ0. These
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Fig. 3.4 Effect of Eccentricity on Relative Orbit Plane
conditions lead to a relative orbit that is circular on a plane (local in the rotating
frame). For an eccentric reference, the initial conditions need to be modified, since
using the HCW initial conditions do not lead to GCOs. The modifications derived
in this section only account for the first harmonic in the Fourier-Bessel expansions of
(3.36).
Upon choosing %3 = (
√
3/2) %/
√
(S21 sin
2 φ0 + T
2
1 cos
2 φ0), it is evident that ζ
2
℘(τ) =
(3/4) %2 sin2(f + φ˜0). Thus, %1 = %/2 remains a valid choice to obtain a GCO-like
relative orbit. The phase angles are chosen in the same fashion as those for the PCO.
Figures 3.5a and 3.5b show near-GCO formations for a reference orbit with e = 0.2, for
ψ0 = 0
◦ (maximum y-bias), and ψ0 = 90◦ (maximum z-bias), respectively. The legend
in the figures is consistent with the previous section, as is the choice of boundedness
condition. Furthermore, similar to the previous section, the corrections are able to
eliminate bias in the y direction, but not in the z direction.
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3.8 Relative Orbit Design Using Nonsingular Elements
The theory in this chapter is now extended by the use of the nonsingular element set
δns = {a λ0 i q1 q2 h}>, as given by (2.20). A solution to the TH equations using θ as
the independent variable is easily obtained, by observing that (3.9) may be rewritten
as:
x(θ) = (c˜1 cos θ + c˜2 sin θ)α+
2c3
η2
[
1− 3
2η3
αβ K(θ)
]
(3.65a)
y(θ) = (−c˜1 sin θ + c˜2 cos θ) (1 + α)− 3c3
η5
α2K(θ) + c4 (3.65b)
z(θ) = c5 cos θ + c6 sin θ (3.65c)
where,
α = 1 + q1 cos θ + q2 sin θ = 1 + e cos f (3.66a)
β = q1 sin θ − q2 cos θ = e sin f (3.66b)
The arbitrary constants c˜1 and c˜2 are evaluated as follows:
c˜1 = c1 cos g − c2 sin g
= − 3
η2α0
[
q1(1 + cos
2 θ0) + q2 sin θ0 cos θ0 + (2− η2) cos θ0
]
x0
− 1
η2
[
q1 sin θ0 cos θ0 − q2(1 + cos2 θ0) + sin θ0
]
x′0
− 1
η2
[
q1(1 + cos
2 θ0) + q2 sin θ0 cos θ0 + 2 cos θ0
]
y′0 (3.67a)
c˜2 = c1 sin g + c2 cos g
= − 3
η2α0
[
q1 sin θ0 cos θ0 + q2(1 + sin
2 θ0) + (2− η2) sin θ0
]
x0
− 1
η2
[
q1(1 + sin
2 θ0)− q2 sin θ0 cos θ0 − cos θ0
]
x′0
− 1
η2
[
q1 sin θ0 cos θ0 + q2(1 + sin
2 θ0) + 2 sin θ0
]
y′0 (3.67b)
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where α0 and β0 are (3.66) evaluated at θ = θ0. The constants c5 and c6 are already
nonsingular, and c4 is rewritten as:
c4 = − 1
η2
[1 + α0]
[
3β0
α0
x0 + (2− α0)x′0 + β0y′0
]
+ y0 (3.68)
Furthermore, K(θ) is Kepler’s equation rewritten in nonsingular variables:
K(θ) = (F − q1 sinF + q2 cosF )− (F0 − q1 sinF0 + q2 cosF0) = λ− λ0 (3.69)
The differential nonsingular orbital elements, δq1, δq2, and δλ0 can be written in terms
of the initial conditions as shown:
δq1 = cos g δe− e sin g δg
= (3q1 + 3 cos θ0)x0 − q2y0 − q2 cot i cos θ0 z0 + sin θ0(1 + q1 cos θ0 + q2 sin θ0)x′0
+ {q1 + cos θ0(2 + q1 cos θ0 + q2 sin θ0)} y′0 + q2 cot i sin θ0 z′0 (3.70a)
δq2 = sin g δe+ e cos g δg
= (3q2 + 3 cos θ0)x0 + q1y0 + q1 cot i cos θ0 z0 − cos θ0(1 + q1 cos θ0 + q2 sin θ0)x′0
+ {q2 + sin θ0(2 + q1 cos θ0 + q2 sin θ0)} y′0 − q1 cot i sin θ0 z′0 (3.70b)
δλ0 = δg + δl0
= cot i (cos θ0 z0 − sin θ0 z′0) +
1
1 + η
(2− η − η2 + q1 cos θ0 + q2 sin θ0)x0 + y0
− 1
1 + η
{
2η + 2η2 + (q1 cos θ0 + q2 sin θ0)(1 + q1 cos θ0 + q2 sin θ0)
}
x′0
+
1
1 + η
(q1 sin θ0 − q2 cos θ0)(2 + q1 cos θ0 + q2 sin θ0)y0 (3.70c)
Equations (3.70) are free from singularities when e = 0, but are more complicated
than the corresponding expressions for the classical orbital elements.
The most general form for periodic relative motion is also modified, since f cannot
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be uniquely determined. Therefore, (3.32) are rewritten as:
x℘(f) =
%1
p
sin(θ + ψ0) (1 + q1 cos θ + q2 sin θ) (3.71a)
y℘(f) =
%1
p
cos(θ + ψ0) (2 + q1 cos θ + q2 sin θ) +
%2
p
(3.71b)
z℘(f) =
%3
p
sin(θ + φ0) (3.71c)
where,
%1 =
(
ξ20 + ξ
′2
0
) 1
2
=
a
η
[ (
1− η2) δλ20 + 2 (q2δq1 − q1δq2) δλ0 − (q1δq1 + q2δq2)2
+δq21 + δq
2
2
] 1
2
(3.72a)
%2 = ϑ0(1 + q1 cos θ0 + q2 sin θ0)− ξ′0(2 + q1 cos θ0 + q2 sin θ0)
= p
[
δh cos i+
(1 + η + η2)
η3(1 + η)
(q2δq1 − q1δq2) + 1
η3
δλ0
]
(3.72b)
%3 =
[
(1 + 2q1 cos θ0 + 2q2 sin θ0 + q
2
1 + q
2
2)ζ
2
0 + (1 + q1 cos θ0 + q2 sin θ0)
2ζ ′20
−2 (q1 sin θ − q2 cos θ) (1 + q1 cos θ0 + q2 sin θ0)ζ0ζ ′0]
1
2
= p
(
δi2 + δh2 sin2 i
) 1
2 (3.72c)
ψ0 = tan
−1
(
ξ0
ξ′0
)
− θ0
= tan−1
[
(1 + η) (δq1 + q2δλ0)− q1 (q1δq1 + q2δq2)
(1 + η) (δq2 − q1δλ0)− q2 (q1δq1 + q2δq2)
]
(3.72d)
φ0 = tan
−1
(
(1 + q1 cos θ0 + q2 sin θ0)ζ0
(1 + q1 cos θ0 + q2 sin θ0)ζ ′0 − (q1 sin θ0 − q2 cos θ0) ζ0
)
− θ0
= tan−1
(
−δh sin i
δi
)
(3.72e)
Conversely, the orbital element differences δq1, δq2, and δλ0 may be written in terms
of the design parameters %1...3, ψ0, and φ0, as shown:
δq1 = q1q2
%1
p
cosψ0 − (1− q21)
%1
p
sinψ0 − q2
(
%2
p
− δh cos i
)
(3.73a)
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δq2 = q1q2
%1
p
sinψ0 − (1− q22)
%1
p
cosψ0 + q2
(
%2
p
− δh cos i
)
(3.73b)
δλ0 =
%2
p
− δh cos i− (1 + η + η
2)
(1 + η)
%1
p
[
q1 cosψ0 − q2 sinψ0
]
(3.73c)
It should be noted that though the use of nonsingular orbital elements eliminates
problems with e → 0, they are still not suitable for use when i → 0. For example,
cot i appears in (3.70).
Even though the Fourier-Bessel expansions with respect to f and τ as independent
variables, as given by (3.47a), (3.47b), (3.52a), and (3.52b) are only meaningful for
e 6= 0, the fact that they are written in terms of variables that cannot be determined
independently of g for very low eccentricities also requires some attention. It can be
shown that by using θ or λ as independent variables, uniformly valid expansions can
be written. This is demonstrated by the expansion of 1/(1 + e cos f). With θ as the
independent variable,
1
1 + q1 cos θ + q2 sin θ
=
1
1 + e cos f
=
1
η
+
2
η
∞∑
k=1
(−ε)k cos kf
=
1
η
+
2
η
∞∑
k=1
(−ε)k (cos kg cos kθ + sin kg sin kθ)
=
1
η
+
2
η
∞∑
k=1
(
− 1
1 + η
)k
(q1k cos kθ + q2k sin kθ)
where,
q1k +  q2k , (q1 +  q2)k (3.74)
When λ is to be used as the independent variable, the approach is similar. In this
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case,
1
1 + q1 cos θ + q2 sin θ
=
3− η2
2η2
+
∞∑
k=1
Bk
ek
(q1k cos kλ+ q2k sin kλ) (3.75)
where,
Bk
ek
=
1
kη2ek−1
[Jk+1(ke)− Jk−1(ke)] (3.76)
From (3.51), the lowest power of e in Jk(ke) is e
k. Therefore, e is not present in the
denominator of the above expression, as can be shown by the following expansion:
Jk+1(ke)
ek−1
=
∞∑
m=0
(−1)m kk+2m+1
2k+2m+1m! (k +m+ 1)!
(
q21 + q
2
2
)m+1
(3.77a)
Jk−1(ke)
ek−1
=
∞∑
m=0
(−1)m kk+2m−1
2k+2m−1m! (k +m− 1)!
(
q21 + q
2
2
)m
(3.77b)
3.9 Summary
This chapter studies the effects of eccentricity on the shape and size of relative orbits.
No assumptions are made regarding the value of eccentricity, although nonlinearity is
treated separately in Chapters V and VI. Parameters based upon the relative orbit
shape and phase angle are used to study these effects, since these are more meaningful
than the differential orbital elements by themselves. The key effects are identified as
those that lead to amplitude and phase changes, and introduction of bias. Corrective
schemes are proposed that exploit the effects of eccentricity, and in some cases, these
lead to relative orbits very close or similar to those predicted by the HCW equations.
Since the effects of eccentricity are studied both in a qualitative and quantitative
fashion, these results can serve as excellent models for future mission design. The
approach in this chapter unifies the solutions to the Tschauner-Hempel equations, and
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the relative motion description using differential orbital elements. The linear mapping
between the relative orbit parameters and differential orbital elements can be used to
design impulsive or continuous maneuvers for the establishment of such formations,
at low cost, since they include the full effects of eccentricity. Furthermore, tracking
orbits obtained from the time-explicit formulation for periodic relative motion will
result in lower costs than those obtained from the HCW equations.
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CHAPTER IV
OPTIMAL RENDEZVOUS NEAR A KEPLERIAN ORBIT
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, a novel analytical solution to the problem of optimal rendezvous
is developed. The theory is also applicable to formation reconfiguration, since
reconfiguration is simply a form of rendezvous where the final position and velocity
are not the origin of the rotating Cartesian frame. The development does not assume
small eccentricity of the reference orbit, and uses results developed in Chapter III.
The optimal rendezvous problem has been of historical interest, especially due to
Lawden’s primer vector theory (Lawden 1963). Billik (1964) used a differential
games approach to design optimal thruster programming laws for the HCW equations.
Edelbaum (1964) formulated and solved the optimal rendezvous problem in terms of
small orbital element differences. Gobetz (1965) also used a similar linearization in
orbital element space, with the additional assumption of a near-circular target orbit,
but used a nonsingular element set that extended the validity of the laws to those
cases where eccentricity and inclination are zero - known singularities in the classical
orbital element set. The elements used by Gobetz are similar to the equinoctial
elements (Broucke and Cefola 1972). Alfriend and Kashiwagi (1969) formulated
the open-loop, minimum-time rendezvous problem for elliptic orbits, using the TH
equations. Jezewski and Stoolz (1970) formulated the constant-thrust orbital transfer
problem, by expressing the gravity field as a third-order polynomial in time by using
two measurements of position and velocity and solving for the polynomial coefficients.
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Solutions to the continuous-thrust optimal rendezvous problem in a linearized gravity
field, using the TH equations as a base, have been explored extensively by Carter and
Humi (1987); Carter and Brient (1992); Humi (1993), among others, although these
references characterize the problem, but do not solve it. Euler (1969) approached
the rendezvous problem by attempting to find an open-loop optimal control to the
TH equations, for the standard low-thrust, limited-power quadratic cost function.
However, a completely analytical solution could not be found, and results were
obtained by restricting the equations to first order in eccentricity. Carter (1994)
proposed a method to solve the problem posed by Euler (1969), but the procedure
requires the numerical integration for a key matrix, for a complete solution. In this
chapter, the problem posed by Euler (1969) is solved in closed form.
The problem of optimal bounded, low-thrust rendezvous, using the HCW equations,
was solved by Guelman and Aleshin (2001). Recent work by Palmer (2006) provides
an analytical formulation for optimal transfer paths, also based on the HCW
equations. Zanon and Campbell (2006b) developed an approximate solution for
optimal open-loop, bounded-input control for rendezvous near elliptic orbits, using
Carter’s solution (Carter 1998) to the TH equations as a basis. In this work, spline
approximations were used for certain key integrals; however, as will be shown in this
chapter, these integrals can be solved in closed form.
4.2 Problem Statement
The Tschauner-Hempel (TH) equations for rendezvous near a Keplerian orbit with
arbitrary eccentricity, can be written in the following state-space representation:
x′ = A(f)x+B(f)u (4.1)
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where x ∈ X ⊂ R6, u ∈ U ⊂ R3, A : R≥0 → R6×6, B : R≥0 → R6×3, and the
following hold:
x =
 ρρ′
 = {x y z x′ y′ z′}> , B = (1 + e cos f)−3
 O3
13

A =
 O3 13
A˜ Ω
 , A˜ =

3/(1 + e cos f) 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 −1
 , Ω =

0 2 0
−2 0 0
0 0 0

In the above, O3 and 13 denote the 3 × 3 zero and identity matrices, respectively.
It should also be noted that the actual control acceleration uappl is obtained by the
following transformation:
uappl(f) =
µ
p2
u(f) (4.2)
The optimal control problem is posed as the following:
minJ = 1
2
∫ fT
f0
u>Ru df (4.3)
x(f0) = x0, x(fT ) = xT (4.4)
with fT specified, and where R ∈ R3×3 > 0. Althought this cost function is not
strictly appropriate for low-thrust, high-specific impulse thrust devices (Marec 1979,
chap. 1), the choice of true anomaly f instead of mean anomaly (time) l as the variable
of integration is a natural choice for penalizing control effort at the perigee, and the
difference between their use is only apparent at high eccentricities. Additionally,
the use of f results in readily integrable functions, as will be shown later. For the
linear-quadratic (LQ) problem posed, it can be shown that the necessary conditions
for optimality (Lewis and Syrmos 1995) yield the following conditions for the control
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and costates, denoted by λ:
λ′ = −A>(f)λ (4.5a)
u = −R−1B>λ (4.5b)
For the augmented linear system comprising states and costates, the values of x and
λ at any time are given by the state transition matrix (STM) Φ. Consequently, the
initial values of λ can be found by the following: x
′
λ′
 =
 A −BR−1B>
O6 −A>

 xλ
⇒
 x(f)λ(f)
 = Φ(f, f0)
 x(f0)λ(f0)

Φ =
 Φxx Φxλ
Φλx Φλλ
⇒ λ0 = Φ−1xλ (fT , f0)xT −Φ−1xλ (fT , f0)Φxx(fT , f0)x0 (4.6)
Thus, the LQ problem can be solved if Φxx, Φλλ, and Φxλ are determined.
4.3 Solution to the Problem
While not immediately obvious, the matrices can be evaluated analytically. This
is possible because the TH equations themselves have closed-form solutions. The
solutions to the unforced TH equations are given by (3.9) and (3.10). Let c =
{c1 · · · c6}> denote the vector of integration constants in (3.9) and (3.10). As shown
in Chapter III, the relationship between the states and the integration constants can
be expressed as x = L(f)c where the entries of the matrix L can be obtained from
the terms corresponding to the constants of integration in (3.9) and (3.10). This
matrix has determinant 1, and the constants of integration can then be calculated by
its adjoint, as shown in (3.11), to yield the relation c =M(f0)x0. The STM for the
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unforced equations can then be written as:
x(f) = L(f)M(f0)x0 (4.7)
⇒ Φxx(f, f0) = L(f)M(f0) (4.8)
The STM for the costates can be obtained by observing that the Hamiltonian system
comprising x and λ leads to a state transition matrix that is symplectic in nature. If
= denotes the symplectic matrix of appropriate order, (4.6) implies
Φ=Φ> = = (4.9)
or,
 Φxx Φxλ
Φλx Φλλ

 O6 16
−16 O6

 Φ>xx Φ>λx
Φ>xλ Φ
>
λλ
 =
 O6 16
−16 O6
 (4.10)
Resolving the matrix multiplication, and comparing the block matrices on both sides
leads to four equations, one of which is:
ΦxxΦ
>
λλ −ΦxλΦ>λx = 16 (4.11)
However, if x is not present in the cost function (as is the case considered here), λ
does not depend on x, and Φλx = O6. It follows that
Φλλ(f, f0) =
[
Φ>xx(f, f0)
]−1
=M>(f)L>(f0) (4.12)
From (4.12) and (4.5b), the solution to the forced system is:
x(f) = Φxx(f, f0)x0 −
∫ f
f0
Φxx(f, s)B(s)R
−1B>(s)Φλλ(s, f0)λ0 ds
= Φxx(f, f0)x0 +Φxλ(f, f0)λ0 (4.13)
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It follows that:
Φxλ(f, f0) = −
∫ f
f0
Φxx(f, s)B(s)R
−1B>(s)Φλλ(s, f0) ds
= −L(f)
(∫ f
f0
M(s)B(s)R−1B>(s)M>(s) ds
)
L>(f0) (4.14)
= −L(f) [W(f)−W(f0)]L>(f0) (4.15)
where, W(f) =
∫
M(f)B(f)R−1B>(f)M>(f) df (4.16)
It is evident that the problem can be solved completely if W(f) is evaluated. It is
also worth noting that W(f) is symmetric. It can be shown that:
B(f)R−1B>(f) = (1 + e cos f)−6
 O O
O R−1
 (4.17)
Though it appears at the outset that the integration process is complicated due to
the presence of terms containing (1 + e cos f) in the denominator, integration can be
performed by changing the independent variable to E. This step can also be used to
solve the integrals presented by Zanon and Campbell (2006b), as was shown in Zanon
and Campbell (2006a). The matrix W(f) may be rewritten as:
W(f) =W(3)(f)K3(f) +W(2)(f)K2(f) +W(1)(f)K(f) +W(0)(f) (4.18)
The components ofW(0...3)(f) are presented in Appendix A, where it is also assumed
that R is a diagonal matrix, with entries R1...3. For the sake of brevity,
W(fT , f0) ,W(fT )−W(f0) (4.19)
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4.4 Dependence of Cost on Final Value of True Anomaly
For given initial and final conditions, x0 and xT , and epoch f0, the cost is purely a
function of the final value of the true anomaly, fT . From (4.3) and (4.5b), the optimal
cost is given by:
J ∗(fT ) = 1
2
∫ fT
f0
λ>(f)B(f)R−1B>(f)λ(f) df
=
1
2
∫ fT
f0
λ>0Φ
>
λλ(f, f0)B(f)R
−1B>(f)Φλλ(f, f0)λ0 df
To ease notation, L(f0) = L0, L(fT ) = LT , M(f0) = M0, and M(fT ) = MT .
Furthermore, since λ0 is a constant, the use of (4.12) and (4.16) results in the following
equation:
J ∗ = 1
2
λ>0 L0WL
>
0 λ0 (4.20)
Using (4.6) and (4.15) yields the following expression for the optimal cost:
J ∗ = 1
2
(MTxT −M0x0)>W−1 (MTxT −M0x0) (4.21)
Since J ∗ ≥ 0 for all possible choices of initial and final conditions xT and x0, W−1
must be positive semi-definite. In fact, J ∗ = 0 implies that either 1)MTxT =M0x0,
or 2) W
−1
is singular. The first case is only possible if xT = Φxx(fT , f0)x0, or if the
desired states arise from the natural evolution of the state from the initial states. The
second case arises if at least one eigenvalue ofW
−1
is zero, or if at least one eigenvalue
of W is infinity. Since W comprises only bounded periodic terms and K(f), which
increases with f , this must mean K(fT ) → ∞, and consequently, fT → ∞. This
agrees with the physics of the problem, since in both cases, control required is zero.
Therefore in the cases where control is required, W
−1
and W are positive definite.
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Furthermore, since W is symmetric and block diagonal in structure, methods such
as the Cholesky decomposition may be used to find the inverse.
4.5 Numerical Simulations
Fig. 4.1 Optimal Cost of Reconfiguration as a Function of Eccentricity of the
Reference and True Anomaly Gap
The availability of the analytical solution to the LQ problem allows the examination
of the dependence of the cost of rendezvous on the final value of the true anomaly.
Since the control and costates are known functions, the Hamiltonian corresponding
the LQ problem reduces to a function of one variable, f . Therefore, solving for the
zeros of this Hamiltonian provides a necessary condition for a maneuver with the
smallest true anomaly change, and as a consequences, a solution to the minimum-
time problem. In this case, it is observed that solving for the zeros is particularly
difficult due to the complicated nature of the Hamiltonian, because the true anomaly
expresses itself through various orders of harmonics. However, additional insight
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into the problem may be obtained by studying Figure 4.1. In this figure, a sample
reconfiguration from x0 = {0 1 0 0.5 0 1}> to xT = {0 2 0 1 0 2}> is chosen, with
f0 = 35
◦. This figure shows the optimal cost for rendezvous, scaled by the maximum
cost, as a function of the eccentricity of the reference orbit, and the final value of true
anomaly. It is observed that the cost for rendezvous decreases as the gap between
initial and final true anomaly increases. This is a consequence of the fact that W
comprises K(f) which increases with true anomaly, and that the cost depends on
W
−1
. Furthermore, it can also be seen that depending on the final true anomaly, the
cost for rendezvous can be significantly high. In this case, when e ∼ 0, it is best to
wait for target to complete one or more revolutions about the gravitational center, to
obtain lower costs. Finally, it is observed that the rendezvous cost displays pitchfork
bifurcation, with reference orbit eccentricity as a parameter. While it is apparent
that for low eccentricities that the cost is minimum when the target completes one or
more revolutions, for high eccentricities new minima appear approximately half-way
between complete revolutions. In this case, these regions correspond to the apogee.
Although Figure 4.1 is the result of just one set of initial and final conditions, the
qualitative behavior of the cost does not change with other boundary conditions.
4.6 Summary
This chapter derives an analytical solution to the LQ rendezvous problem. The
solution can be easily extended to intercept maneuvers, since in this case, one set of
final conditions on relative velocity are exchanged for another set of final conditions on
the costates corresponding the relative velocity, and state transition due to the forcing
function will still require the evaluation of W. Furthermore, the analytical solution
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to the initial costate values can serve as an excellent guess to solve the nonlinear
rendezvous problem using an open-loop control derived using shooting methods, or
with higher-order methods for feedback control.
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CHAPTER V
SECOND-ORDER STATE TRANSITION FOR RELATIVE MOTION
NEAR PERTURBED, ELLIPTIC ORBITS
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the problem of nonlinear relative motion is analyzed. The purpose
is to develop a suitable method for state transition that is valid for large relative
orbits. In spite of the extensive literature related to the rendezvous problem and
formation flight, the effects of nonlinearity are yet to be modeled fully. Nonlinearity
in the HCW equations were treated as perturbations and the system was solved
by Knollman and Pyron (1963); London (1963), and with particular application to
formation flight and periodic motion, by Richardson and Mitchell (2003); Vaddi et al.
(2003); Gurfil (2005b). By representing relative motion using spherical coordinates,
and by the use of perturbation techniques, Karlgaard and Lutze (2003, 2004) solved
the HCW equations perturbed by second-order differential gravity terms with a
circular reference. In their approach, a frequency correction was introduced to ensure
validity of the solution. Kasdin et al. (2005) used a Hamiltonian formulation to obtain
solutions to a similar problem, but with J2 perturbations, also with a circular orbit
assumption. Gurfil and Kasdin (2004) presented differential equations that model
nonlinear relative motion in the configuration space, assuming a central field, by using
a series representation for eccentricity effects. Yan (2006) presented expressions for J2-
perturbed relative motion coordinates, correct to the second order in J2, by using the
higher-order generating function from Brouwer theory. Consequently, small element
differences up to the third order were also included, to ensure consistency between the
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magnitudes of second-order J2, and nonlinearity effects. A map for relative position
propagation using second partials from the unit-sphere approach, was also derived.
However, the general case of nonlinear relative motion using state variables and one
independent variable has not been solved.
This chapter solves the relative motion problem to the second-order, by formulating
a nonlinear map that can be used to find the relative states from differential orbital
elements, that is accurate to the second order, and can therefore be used for large
relative orbits. A method for solving the inverse problem is also devised, thereby
leading to the formulation of a linear-quadratic map between the initial relative
states, and the relative states at a desired time, using differential orbital elements
as an intermediary. Furthermore, it is shown that simply isolating the quadratic map
is sufficient for use with STMs that take into account J2 perturbations, since for many
cases, quadratic terms and terms with J2 are of the same order, and for large relative
orbits, nonlinearity effects dominate. A nonsingular element set is used to ensure
uniform validity even when the eccentricity of the reference orbit is small or zero.
5.2 Nonlinear Relative Motion
The nonlinear relative motion equations in a central field have been presented in
Chapter II, and are given by (2.7), or their scaled equivalent, by (2.15), and in
perturbed form, by (2.16). The system of equations restricted to quadratic terms
were presented by Euler and Shulman (1967). For the special case of periodic
relative motion, this system can be solved (Sengupta et al. 2006). However, for
the more general case where periodicity conditions have not been enforced, it is not
yet known whether a method using a frequency correction can successfully be applied.
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A formulation for relative motion equations with a circular reference orbit has been
presented by Bond (1999), where the only assumption on the chaser orbit is that its
eccentricity is low. Using the methodology described therein, it can be shown that all
solutions are stable and bounded, which is true for any two satellites orbiting around
a central body. The local in-plane growth term, for the simplest case of relative
motion between two circular orbits, is given by sin(∆n t), where ∆n is the difference
between the mean motions of the chaser and target. This term can be expanded using
a Taylor series comprising terms up to an arbitrary order:
sin(∆n t) = ∆n t− 1
6
(∆n t)3 + . . . (5.1)
Since terms comprising tk, k = 1 . . .∞ arise from the expansion process, standard
perturbation methods cannot be used successfully to obtain a uniformly valid solution
(Alfriend et al. 2002).
To circumvent the problems associated with an analytical solution to the perturbed
system, the geometric method is used. Each orbit is uniquely defined by a set of
nonsingular orbital elements, ns = {a θ i q1 q2 h}>, as defined in Chapter II. Use
is also made of the geometric equations, as given by (3.13). If it is assumed that
the orbital elements of the deputy are not much different from those of the chief,
then the direction cosine matrix of the deputy can be expanded in a Taylor series,
using the chief as a reference. For example, the differential inclination δi, if assumed
small, allows expansions of the type cos δi ≈ 1 − δi2/2 and sin δi ≈ δi. Using these
approximations, the relative position is given by:
ξ ≈ δr − r
2
(
cos2 θ + cos2 i sin2 θ
)
δh2 − r
2
sin2 θ δi2 − r
2
δθ2
+r sin i sin θ cos θ δh δi− r cos i δh δθ (5.2a)
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ϑ ≈ (r + δr) (δθ + cos i δh) + r
2
sin2 i sin θ cos θ δh2 − r
2
sin θ cos θ δi2
−r sin i sin2 θ δh δi (5.2b)
ζ ≈ (r + δr) (sin θ δi− sin i cos θ δh) + r
2
sin i cos i sin θ δh2
+r sin i sin θ δh δθ + r cos θ δi δθ (5.2c)
It should be noted that if only linear terms are considered in (5.2), then the out-of-
plane dynamics depend only on differential RAAN, δh, and differential inclination,
δi, and are therefore uncoupled from the in-plane dynamics. The inclusion of second-
order terms introduces coupling effects.
To obtain the second-order map for the position variables, the expansions of δr and
δθ, are required. The first quantity is obtained by considering the equation of the
radius of a satellite, which is written in terms of a, q1, q2, and θ, as follows:
r =
a(1− q21 − q22)
(1 + q1 cos θ + q2 sin θ)
(5.3)
For the sake of brevity, the functions α and β, defined in (3.66) are used. Using these
functions, it is easily shown that:
∂α
∂θ
= −β, ∂α
∂q1
= cos θ,
∂α
∂q2
= sin θ (5.4a)
∂β
∂θ
= α− 1, ∂β
∂q1
= sin θ,
∂β
∂q2
= − cos θ (5.4b)
Using (3.66) and (5.4) to calculate the partials of r with respect to the orbital
elements, the differential radius δr is obtained using a Taylor series expansion to
the second order, in the differential elements δa, δq1, δq2, and δθ:
δr
r
≈ δa
a
+
β
α
δθ − 1
η2α
(
2q1α+ η
2 cos θ
)
δq1 − 1
η2α
(
2q2α+ η
2 sin θ
)
δq2
− 1
2α2
(α2 − 3α+ 2η2) δθ2 + 1
η2α2
(
η2 cos2 θ + 2q1α cos θ − α2
)
δq21
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+
1
η2α2
(
η2 sin2 θ + 2q2α sin θ − α2
)
δq22 +
β
α
δa
a
δθ
− 1
η2α
(
2q1α+ η
2 cos θ
) δa
a
δq1 − 1
η2α
(
2q2α+ η
2 sin θ
) δa
a
δq2
− 1
η2α2
(
2q1αβ + 2η
2β cos θ − η2α sin θ) δθ δq1
− 1
η2α2
(
2q2αβ + 2η
2β sin θ + η2α cos θ
)
δθ δq2
+
2
η2α2
(
q1α sin θ + q2α cos θ + η
2 sin θ cos θ
)
δq1 δq2 (5.5)
The second quantity, δθ, is required in terms of its initial value, δθ0. Since θ = g+ f ,
it follows that δθ = δg + δf . By the use of (2.1) and (2.2), the differential true
anomaly, correct to the second order, is given by:
δf = dl δl + de δe+ dll δl
2 + dee δe
2 + dle δl δe (5.6)
where,
dl =
1
η3
(1 + e cos f)2 (5.7a)
de =
1
η2
sin f (2 + e cos f) (5.7b)
dll = − e
η6
sin f (1 + e cos f)3 (5.7c)
dee =
1
2η4
sin f (2e+ 5 cos f + 6e cos2 f + 2e2 cos3 f) (5.7d)
dle = − 1
η5
(e− 2 cos f − 2e cos2 f)(1 + e cos f)2 (5.7e)
Use is made of the mean argument of latitude, λ, which allows one to use the relation
δl = δλ − δg. The following equations are also required to obtain δθ in terms of
nonsingular elements:
e2 δg ≈ −e sin g δq1 + e cos g δq2 + sin g cos g
(
δq21 − δq22
)
− cos 2g δq1 δq2 (5.8a)
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e δe ≈ e cos g δq1 + e sin g δq2 + 1
2
sin2 g δq21 +
1
2
cos2 g δq22
−1
2
sin 2g δq1 δq2 (5.8b)
δλ = δλ0 + δn∆t = δλ0 +
(
−3
2
δa
a
+
15
8
δa2
a2
)
n∆t (5.8c)
where δλ0 is the initial mean argument of latitude difference. Kepler’s equation using
nonsingular elements is used to denote elapsed time:
K(θ2, θ1) ,
∫ θ2
θ1
η3
(1 + q1 cos θ + q2 sin θ)2
dθ
= (F2 − q1 sinF2 + q2 cosF2)− (F1 − q1 sinF1 + q2 sinF1)
= λ2 − λ1 = λ˙∆t (5.9)
where F is the eccentric argument of latitude, and λ˙ = g˙ + l˙ = n, for the two-body
problem. The following equations relate the true and eccentric arguments of latitude:
cosF =
(1 + η − q22) cos θ + q1q2 sin θ + (1 + η)q1
(1 + η)(1 + q1 cos θ + q2 sin θ)
(5.10a)
sinF =
(1 + η − q21) sin θ + q1q2 cos θ + (1 + η)q2
(1 + η)(1 + q1 cos θ + q2 sin θ)
(5.10b)
cos θ =
(1 + η − q22) cosF + q1q2 sinF − (1 + η)q1
(1 + η)(1− q1 cosF − q2 sinF ) (5.10c)
sin θ =
(1 + η − q21) sinF + q1q2 cosF − (1 + η)q2
(1 + η)(1− q1 cosF − q2 sinF ) (5.10d)
Let δns = {δa/a δθ δi δq1 δq2 δh}> denote the vector of differential orbital elements,
as defined in (2.20). In the two-body problem, all orbital element differences are
constant, except δθ. Equation (5.6) and δg are used to compose δθ, and (5.7) and
(5.8) are used to write δθ in terms of the nonsingular element differences, δq1, δq2,
and δλ. The quantity δλ is rewritten in terms of its initial value, δλ0, which can be
obtained from δθ0, using the inverse of the process described above. Consequently,
the propagation of the differential orbital elements can be written in the following
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form:
δns(θ2) ≈ G(θ2, θ1) δns(θ1) + 1
2
H(θ2, θ1)⊗ δns(θ1)⊗ δns(θ1) (5.11)
where G ∈ R6×6 is the transition matrix for the differential orbital elements, and
H ∈ R6×6×6 is the next-order tensor for transition. In (5.11), the operator ⊗ denotes
the dyadic product, i.e., in indicial notation this equation is equivalent to:
δnsi(θ2) = Gij(θ2, θ1) δnsj(θ1) +
1
2
Hijk(θ2, θ1) δnsj(θ1) δnsk(θ1) (5.12)
with repeated indices implying summation. The components of G and H are given
in Appendix B.
The expressions for relative velocities require the formulation of the quantities δθ˙ and
δr˙. These quantities can be calculated by taking the variations upto the second order
in θ˙ = f˙ =
√
µ/p3 α2, and r˙ =
√
µ/p β.
5.3 Formulation of the State Transition Matrix and Tensor
Let x = {x y z x′ y′ z′}> denote the state vector. The nondimensional relative
velocities are given by ρ′ = dρ/dθ. In the two-body problem, θ and f differ by a
constant, g; therefore a derivative with respect to θ is equivalent to a derivative with
respect to f .
The objective is to obtain a mapping between the state vector at θ = θ2, and the state
vector at θ = θ1, that includes quadratic nonlinearities. Consequently, an expression
of the following type is required:
x(θ2) = Φ
(1)(θ2, θ1)x(θ1) +
1
2
Φ(2)(θ2, θ1)⊗ x(θ1)⊗ x(θ1) (5.13)
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In this equation, Φ(1) ∈ R6×6 is the STM for linearized relative motion. The second
term contains Φ(2) ∈ R6×6×6, which is a third-order tensor for state transition,
accounting for second-order nonlinearities. Since a matrix is also a second-order
tensor, both Φ(1) and Φ(2) will be referred to as state-transition tensors (STTs).
The evaluation of the STTs is performed via the use of the mapping between the
Cartesian LVLH states and differential orbital elements. Using (5.5) in (5.2), and
using some more algebra, results in the following mapping between x(θ) and δns:
x(θ) = P(θ)δns(θ) +
1
2
Q(θ)⊗ δns(θ)⊗ δns(θ) +O (|δns(θ)|3) (5.14)
where P ∈ R6×6 and Q ∈ R6×6×6 are provided in Appendix C. To formulate the
expressions for Φ(1) and Φ(2), an inverse map from x to δns is required. Therefore,
the objective is to solve for δns in terms of the given state vector, x, at any value of
θ.
5.3.1 Inverse Map from States to Differential Orbital Elements
It is stated at the outset, that an inverse map for the linear system has been provided
by Gim and Alfriend (2003). However, for better accuracy, an inverse map that is
quadratic in the states, is sought. From the vis-viva integral (Battin 1999, chap. 3),
the relationship between a, orbit energy, E , and the velocity and position of a satellite,
is given by:
E = v
2
2
− µ
r
= − µ
2a
(5.15)
It is shown in Sengupta et al. (2006), that by using position and velocity scaled in the
sense of the TH equations, the energy difference between two neighboring orbits as a
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function of the true anomaly of the reference orbit, can be written in the following
form:
η2
2
δE
E = (2 + 3e cos f + e
2)x+ e sin f (1 + e cos f)x′ + (1 + e cos f)2 y′
+
1
2
[
− (1− e2)x2 + (2 + 3e cos f + e2) y2 + (1 + e cos f + e2 sin2 f) z2
+(1 + e cos f)2(x′2 + y′2 + z′2) + 2e sin f (1 + e cos f)(xx′ + yy′ + zz′)
+2(1 + e cos f)2(xy′ − yx′)
]
+O (|ρ|3) (5.16)
where E is used to denote the orbital energy of the chief. The third- and higher-order
terms in (5.16) are contributed by Legendre polynomials of equivalent order, and
contribute relative position terms only. From (5.15), the semimajor axis difference
can also be written in terms of the energy difference. To the second order, the equation
relating the two quantities is as follows:
δa =
µ
2E2 δE −
µ
2E3 δE
2 +O(δE3) (5.17)
or,
δa
a
≈ −δEE +
(
δE
E
)2
(5.18)
Upon substituting (5.16) in (5.18), and keeping terms up to the second order, an
expression for the semimajor axis difference is obtained, in terms of the relative
position and velocity components.
However, the procedure for determining expressions for the remaining five differential
orbital elements is far more complicated, because the vis-viva integral is the only
constant of two-body motion that relates a single orbital element to the states of a
satellite. The remaining integrals - the eccentricity and angular momentum vectors
- yield equations in multiple orbital elements, and furthermore, these equations have
to be rewritten in inertial coordinates to introduce inclination and RAAN.
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A related approach is to first solve for the position and velocity of the deputy in the
ECI frame, given the relative states, and then convert the ECI position and velocity
to the orbital elements of the chief. Vadali et al. (2002) present a set of nonlinear
equations that can be used to calculate relative position and velocity in B, when the
relative position and velocity in N , and position and velocity of the chief in N , are
provided. Consequently, for the inverse operation, as required by the first step of this
approach, a series of nonlinear equations in relative states is obtained. The second
step of conversion from the deputy’s ECI position to the deputy’s orbital elements,
further complicates the approach.
Both methods discussed in this section result in a set of nonlinear equations, which can
be solved using numerical techniques, but are not amenable to closed-form analysis.
In this chapter, a reversion of series is chosen as a feasible transformation, since
|ρ|  1, second-order terms in |ρ| are much smaller in magnitude than first-order
terms.
5.3.2 Inverse Map Using Series Reversion
The reversion of series for a function of one or many variables (Feagin and Gottlieb
1971), can also be written using tensors of increasing order (Turner 2003). In the
present case, following the development in Turner (2003), a reversion of series is
applied on (5.14), comprising linear and quadratic terms only. Series reversion leads
to the following approximate solution for δns(θ), for a given state vector x(θ), and θ:
δns(θ) = P−1(θ)x(θ)− 1
2
P−1(θ)
{
Q(θ)⊗ [P−1(θ)x(θ)]⊗ [P−1(θ)x(θ)]}
+O (|x(θ)|3) (5.19)
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Let R(θ) = P−1(θ). Furthermore, let S(θ2, θ1) be a tensor such that its operation on
the vector x(θ1) is given by:
S(θ2, θ1)⊗x(θ1)⊗x(θ1)
= Q(θ2)⊗
[
G(θ2, θ1)P
−1(θ1)x(θ1)
]⊗[G(θ2, θ1)P−1(θ1)x(θ1)]
= Q(θ2)⊗
[
G(θ2, θ1)R(θ1)x(θ1)
]⊗[G(θ2, θ1)R(θ1)x(θ1)] (5.20)
From Appendix B, it is observed that when θ2 = θ1, G(θ2, θ1) is the identity matrix.
The matrix G(θ2, θ1) is introduced to facilitate the formulation of the STT, as will be
made clear later. The above equation can be written in indicial notation as follows:
Sijk(θ2, θ1)xj(θ1)xk(θ1)
= Qijk(θ2)Gjn(θ2, θ1)Rnl(θ1)xl(θ1)Gko(θ2, θ1)Rom(θ1)xm(θ1)
= Qilm(θ2)Gln(θ2, θ1)Rnj(θ1)Gmo(θ2, θ1)Rok(θ1)xj(θ1)xk(θ1) (5.21)
In the above expression, j, k, l and m are repeated indices and can therefore be
interchanged. It follows that:
Sijk(θ2, θ1) = Qilm(θ2)Gln(θ2, θ1)Rnj(θ1)Gmo(θ2, θ1)Rok(θ1) (5.22)
In matrix notation, this is rewritten as:
Si(θ2, θ1) =
[
G(θ2, θ1)R(θ1)
]>
Qi(θ2)
[
G(θ2, θ1)R(θ1)
]
(5.23)
where, Si =

Si11 · · · Si16
...
...
Si61 · · · Si66
 , Qi =

Qi11 · · · Qi16
...
...
Qi61 · · · Qi66

It is obvious that Sijk = Sikj. Upon substituting the tensor S(θ1, θ1) from (5.22) in
(5.19), the following equation is obtained from which δns can be calculated from the
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state vector at θ = θ1 :
δns(θ1) = R(θ1)x(θ1)− 1
2
R(θ1) [S(θ1, θ1)⊗ x(θ1)⊗ x(θ1)] +O
(|x(θ1)|3) (5.24)
Substituting (5.24) and (5.11) in (5.14) evaluated at θ = θ2 leads to the following
expression:
x(θ2) = P(θ2)G(θ2, θ1) δns(θ1) +
1
2
P(θ2)H(θ2, θ1)⊗ δns(θ1)⊗ δns(θ1)
+
1
2
Q(θ2)⊗ [G(θ2, θ1) δns(θ1)]⊗ [G(θ2, θ1) δns(θ1)]
+O (|δns(θ1)|3) (5.25)
= P(θ2)G(θ2, θ1)R(θ1)x(θ1)
−1
2
P(θ2)G(θ2, θ1)R(θ1) [S(θ1, θ1)⊗ x(θ1)⊗ x(θ1)]
+
1
2
P(θ2)H(θ2, θ1)⊗
[
R(θ1)x(θ1)
]⊗ [R(θ1)x(θ1)]
+
1
2
Q(θ2) ⊗
[
G(θ2, θ1)R(θ1)x(θ1)
]⊗ [G(θ2, θ1)R(θ1)x(θ1)]
+O(|x(θ1)|3) (5.26)
Upon comparing (5.26) with (5.13), and by using (5.22), the following expressions for
the STTs are obtained:
Φ
(1)
ij (θ2, θ1) = Pik(θ2)Gkl(θ2, θ1)Rlj(θ1) (5.27a)
Φ
(2)
ijk(θ2, θ1) = Sijk(θ2, θ1)− Pin(θ2)Gnm(θ2, θ1)Rml(θ1)Sljk(θ1, θ1)
+Pin(θ2)Hnlm(θ2, θ1)Rlj(θ1)Rmk(θ1) (5.27b)
Thus, x(θ2) can be obtained in terms of x(θ1), if the matrices P, R, and tensor Q are
known. Furthermore, let S(θ) denote a tensor such that Sijk(θ) = −Ril(θ)Sljk(θ, θ).
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Then, (5.24) reduces to the following form:
δns(θ) = R(θ)x(θ) +
1
2
S(θ, θ)⊗ x(θ)⊗ x(θ) +O (|x(θ)|3) (5.28)
The tensors R and S are presented in Appendix C. It is worth noting that δa/a
obtained from (5.28) matches the expression obtained from (5.18).
The properties of the state transition matrices and tensors can easily be verified. For
example, the first-order STT has the following properties:
1. Φ(1)(θ1, θ1) = 16
2. Φ(1)(θ2, θ1) =
[
Φ(1)(θ1, θ2)
]−1
3. Φ(1)(θ3, θ1) = Φ
(1)(θ3, θ2)Φ
(1)(θ2, θ1)
Noting from (5.27b) that Φ(1)(θ2, θ1) = P(θ2)G(θ2, θ1)R(θ1), the first property is
verified, if it can be shown that G(θ1, θ1) = 16. This can easily be observed from
Appendix B, wherein the fact that K(θ1, θ1) = 0 is used. The second property can be
verified, if it can be shown that [G(θ2, θ1)]
−1 = G(θ1, θ2). This can also be observed
by using K(θ2, θ1) = −K(θ1, θ2), in Appendix B. The third property may be verified
by the following steps:
Φ(1)(θ3, θ1) = P(θ3)G(θ3, θ1)R(θ1)
= P(θ3)G(θ3, θ2)G(θ2, θ1)R(θ1)
= P(θ3)G(θ3, θ2)R(θ2)P(θ2)G(θ2, θ1)R(θ1)
= Φ(1)(θ3, θ2)Φ
(1)(θ2, θ1) (5.29)
where the fact thatG(θ3, θ1) = G(θ3, θ2)G(θ2, θ1) is easily demonstrated by observing
that K(θ3, θ1) = K(θ3, θ2) +K(θ2, θ1).
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The properties of the second-order STT can also be verified using similar steps. In
particular, the following can be shown:
1. Φ
(2)
ijk(θ1, θ1) = 0
2. Φ
(2)
ijk(θ1, θ2) = −Φ(1)il (θ1, θ2) Φ(2)lmn(θ2, θ1) Φ(1)mj(θ1, θ2) Φ(1)nk (θ1, θ2)
3. Φ
(2)
ijk(θ3, θ1) = Φ
(1)
il (θ3, θ2) Φ
(2)
ljk(θ2, θ1) + Φ
(2)
ilm(θ3, θ2) Φ
(1)
lj (θ2, θ1) Φ
(1)
mk(θ2, θ1)
For the sake of completeness, the following relations can be used to transform between
the dimensional and scaled states: %%˙
 =
 p/α13 O3√
(µ/p) β,13
√
(µ/p)α13

 ρρ′
 (5.30a) ρρ′
 =
 (1/p)α13 O3
−(1/p) β 13 √(p/µ)/α13

 %%˙
 (5.30b)
where α and β are defined in (3.66). The matrices in (5.30) are denoted by T(θ) and
T−1(θ), respectively.
Since the analysis in this chapter uses nonsingular orbital elements, evaluation of the
intermediate tensors are still singular for equatorial orbits. This is easily observed
from the expressions in Appendix C, some of which comprise cot i and csc i. The
formulation using either equinoctial elements or kinematic states is more complicated
and is beyond the scope of this dissertation. A state transition matrix for the linear,
J2-perturbed case, that uses equinoctial elements, is presented in Gim and Alfriend
(2005).
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5.4 Oblateness Effects
The most significant advantage of the formulation in the previous section is that the
second-order STT can very easily be used with more accurate first-order STTs that
also account for J2-induced oblateness effects.
It is first necessary to compare the order of the terms arising due to J2 and nonlinear
differential gravity. Sengupta et al. (2006) show that if the states of the TH equations
are scaled by %0/(1 + e cos f), instead of p/(1 + e cos f), where %0 represents the size
of the relative orbit, then the second-order terms in x, y, and z have  = %0/p as a
coefficient, where the overbar indicates the use of mean elements. Consequently,
 is a measure of nonlinearity. Similarly, as shown in Kasdin et al. (2005), the
linear terms that arise due to the inclusion of terms with J2 in the gravitational
potential, have J = J2(R⊕/p)2 as their coefficient, where R⊕ is the radius of the
Earth. Scaling the states by %0/(1 + e cos f) leads to |ρ| = O(1), and consequently
both linear and quadratic terms are of the same order, and the effect of J2 and
nonlinearity can be studied by comparing  and J . Assuming a reference orbit with
a = 13, 000 km, and e = 0.3, and using the values from Table 2.1, calculations show
that J = 3 × 10−4. For small relative orbits, the inclusion of second-order terms
may not lead to significant improvement in the accuracy of the propagated states,
since oblateness effects dominate. However, second-order terms may be required when
the chief’s orbit is highly eccentric, even when the relative orbit is small, since the
nonlinear terms also have (1 + e cos f) in the denominator of (2.16), and can be
significantly dominant. In all cases of relative motion involving large relative orbits,
the inclusion of second-order terms is necessary for an accurate description of relative
motion.
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The above analysis also shows that the second-order terms can be limited to their
representation in mean elements, and the inclusion of short-periodic and long-
periodic variations are not necessary. If ns denotes a mean element, then the
corresponding osculating element is given by ns = ns [1 +O(J2)]. Consequently,
ns2 = O()+O(J2)+O(J22 ). Since the mean to osculating conversion employed in Gim
and Alfriend (2003) is correct to first order in J2, and J2 ≈ J22 , only secular growth
terms need to be incorporated in the higher-order terms. Therefore, in Q, the mean
elements a, e, and i are used instead of the osculating semimajor axis, eccentricity,
and inclination, respectively. Furthermore, the RAAN, argument of periapsis, and
mean anomaly, are propagated by their respective mean secular rates, denoted by h˙s,
g˙s, and l˙s. In terms of nonsingular elements, the following equations are obtained
(Gim and Alfriend 2003):
q1 = e cos(g0 + g˙s∆t) = q10 cos(g˙s∆t)− q20 sin(g˙s∆t) (5.31a)
q2 = e sin(g0 + g˙s∆t) = q10 sin(g˙s∆t) + q20 cos(g˙s∆t) (5.31b)
λ = λ0 + (g˙s + l˙s)∆t (5.31c)
where
g˙s = −3
4
J n(1− 5 cos2 i) (5.32a)
M˙s = n
[
1 +
3
4
Jη (−1 + 3 cos2 i2)
]
(5.32b)
and n =
√
(µ/a3). It should be noted that since the RAAN does not appear in of the
elements of Q, its secular rate is not required.
For consistent analysis, notation is borrowed from Gim and Alfriend (2003), with the
understanding that the true argument of latitude is the independent variable, instead
of time. This is easily accommodated for, as the time can be obtained from the true
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argument of latitude without the inverse solution to Kepler’s equation, by using (5.9)
and (5.10). Additionally, the state vector in Gim and Alfriend (2003) is defined as
{ξ ϑ ζ ξ˙ ϑ˙ ζ˙}>; consequently it is necessary to use the matrix T as defined in (5.30)
to transform between scaled and unscaled states, as well as to define the permutation
matrix Π, whose nonzero entries are:
Π11 = Π23 = Π35 = Π42 = Π54 = Π66 = 1 (5.33)
Lastly, the differential orbital element set used in Gim and Alfriend (2003) does not
scale the differential semimajor axis. Therefore, the scaling matrix Γ(ns) is also
defined, whose nonzero entries are:
Γ11 = a, Γ22 = Γ33 = Γ44 = Γ55 = Γ66 = 1 (5.34)
The inverse matrices Π−1 and Γ−1 are easily obtained by inspection.
Let Σ(θ) be the first-order geometric map between δns(θ), and the unscaled states,
as defined in Gim and Alfriend (2003). It follows that the map between x(θ) and
δns(θ) is given by:
x(θ) = T−1(θ)ΠΣ(θ)Γ(ns) δns(θ) (5.35)
The osculating differential nonsingular elements can be written in terms of the initial
mean differential nonsingular elements, denoted by δns(θ1), by the following equation:
Γ(ns) δns(θ2) = D(θ2)Φe(θ2, θ1)Γ(ns) δns(θ1) (5.36)
where D(θ) = ∂δns(θ)/∂δns(θ), and Φe is the state transition matrix mapping initial
mean nonsingular element differences at θ1, to the element differences at θ2, as given
in Gim and Alfriend (2003). In the absence of J2 perturbations, Φe = G, and Σ = P,
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as defined in the appendices.
To include second-order terms in the map from initial mean orbital element differences
to the osculating relative states, it is first necessary to define Ξ as the following matrix:
Ξ = Γ
−1
ΦeΓ (5.37)
where Γ = Γ(ns). It can be shown that:
Ξij =

Φeij , i = 2 . . . 6, j = 2 . . . 6 and i = j = 1
Φeij/a, i = 1, j = 2 . . . 6
aΦeij , j = 1, i = 2 . . . 6
(5.38)
Appending the tensors Q and H to (5.35), where the overbar denotes mean elements,
and using (5.37):
x(θ2) = T
−1(θ2)ΠΣ(θ2)D(θ2)Φe(θ2, θ1)Γ δns(θ1)
+
1
2
Σ(θ2)H(θ2, θ1)⊗ δns(θ1)⊗ δns(θ1)
+
1
2
Q(θ2)⊗ [Ξ δns(θ1)]⊗ [Ξ δns(θ1)] (5.39)
= P˜(θ2, θ1) δns(θ1) +
1
2
Q˜(θ2, θ1)⊗ δns(θ1)⊗ δns(θ1) (5.40)
where,
P˜(θ2, θ1) = T
−1(θ2)ΠΣ(θ2)D(θ2)Φe(θ2, θ1)Γ (5.41a)
Q˜ijk(θ2, θ1) = Σil(θ2)H ljk(θ2, θ1) +Qilm(θ2) Ξlj Ξmk (5.41b)
In (5.37), it is necessary to use Φe, instead of G, even though it appears at the
quadratic level in (5.41b). This occurs because the structure ofΦe in Gim and Alfriend
(2003) introduces terms of the order of J
2
K(θ2, θ1)
2/n2, which can become O(J) after
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a few orbits.
The structure of (5.40) allows a straightforward application of a reversion of series on
(5.40), as outlined in the chapter, by using P˜ and Q˜ in place of P and Q, in (5.24).
It should be noted that for the initial conditions, Φe = 16 and H ijk = 0.
The propagation of the states using the second-order tensor does not require
additional computation, since the matrices Σ, D, and Φe are already available in
the literature, and are required even in the linear case for the perturbed model.
5.5 Numerical Simulations
5.5.1 Validation of the Inverse Transformation from Relative States to Differential
Orbital Elements (No Oblateness Effects)
The effectiveness of series reversion to obtain initial differential orbital elements, using
P, Q, R and S in (5.19) is tested in this section by way of an example. Consider a
reference orbit with the following orbital elements:
a = 13, 000 km, θ0 = 0.1 rad, i = 0.87266 rad
q1 = 0.29886, q2 = 0.02615, h = 0.34907 rad
(5.42)
Relative motion is established by selecting the following arbitrary initial relative
position and velocity in the LVLH frame:
ξ0 = −3.0331 km, ϑ0 = −12.967 km, ζ0 = 3.0837 km
ξ˙0 = −10.3931m/s, ϑ˙0 = 4.3801m/s, ζ˙0 = 37.6743m/s
(5.43)
The relative position and velocity of the deputy are converted to the position and
velocity in the ECI frame, using the procedure outlined in Vadali et al. (2002). These
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Fig. 5.1 Trajectory in the Rotating Frame
are used as initial conditions to integrate the ECI equations of motion due to a central
field without J2 accelerations. At each instant, the ECI position and velocity of the
chief and deputy are converted to their respective orbital elements, and the former is
subtracted from the latter to provide the true differential orbital elements. The ECI
positions and velocities of the two satellites are also converted to the relative position
and velocity in the LVLH frame of the chief. This relative trajectory is shown in
Figure 5.1, with the circle denoting epoch. The relative distance involved is more
than 50 km and the chief’s eccentricity is 0.3. For a relative orbit of this size, it is
not expected that linear analysis, for either the inverse transformation from relative
states to differential orbital elements, or as a tool for state transition, will provide
satisfactory results.
The orbital elements are now calculated over a period of 10 orbits of the chief,
using the inverse mapping derived, as shown in (5.24). The results are shown in
Figures 5.2a-5.2f. In all figures, the solid line indicates differential orbital elements
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Fig. 5.2 Errors in Differential Orbital Elements Obtained from First-Order and
Second-Order Maps
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Fig. 5.2 Continued
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obtained using only the linear part of the transformation, given by R(θ)x(θ). The
broken line shows the differential orbital elements obtained using the second-order
map. The errors are shown on a logarithmic scale to bring out the accuracy of
the second-order method. The relative distance is large, and the second-order map
reduces errors by three magnitudes on an average.
5.5.2 State Transition Including Oblateness Effects
To account for oblateness effects, the initial mean orbital elements of the chief’s
trajectory are selected as shown in (5.42). These are converted to osculating elements
using Brouwer theory, and then to ECI position and velocity. Relative position and
velocity of the deputy are selected as shown in (5.43). The integration of the ECI
equations include the J2 accelerations, and is performed for 10 orbits of the chief.
The relative trajectory in this case is not expected to match Figure 5.1 due to the
inclusion of J2 effects; it is sufficient to note that the relative orbit size is of the same
order as that in the non-J2 case.
The initial mean orbital element differences are calculated using series reversion
on (5.40). This reversion is straightforward since θ2 = θ1, and the inverse of
the matrices are known. The mean differential orbital elements obtained from the
linear transformation are denoted by δns1, and those obtained using the quadratic
correction are denoted by δns2. These are shown as the second and third columns of
Table 5.1. When compared with the exact mean differential orbital elements (Column
4 of Table 5.1), it is obvious that the second-order transformation shows a marked
improvement over the linear inverse transformation. The position and velocity for
10 orbits are obtained by using δns1 and the linear part of (5.40), and δns2 with
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Table 5.1 Comparison of Initial Mean Differential Orbital Elements
Mean Element 1st-Order 2nd-Order Exact
Difference (δns1) (δns2)
δa −0.43937 km 0.19993 km 0.20000 km
δθ0 −0.15601× 10−2 rad −0.15526× 10−2 rad −0.15526× 10−2 rad
δi 0.50006× 10−2 rad 0.50000× 10−2 rad 0.50000× 10−2 rad
δq10 0.81355× 10−4 0.11479× 10−3 0.11452× 10−3
δq20 0.13376× 10−2 0.13415× 10−2 0.13415× 10−2
δh0 0.21037× 10−3 rad 0.19994× 10−3 rad 0.20000× 10−3 rad
the complete linear-quadratic map in (5.40). The position error from either map is
calculated from the norm of the individual radial, along-track, and out-of-plane errors,
and is shown in Figure 5.3. It is immediately obvious that the linear map quickly
loses validity, as indicated by the solid, blue line. The error using the linear-quadratic
map (broken, red line) is approximately 10m after 10 orbits, or approximately 0.03
per cent. The lack of accuracy of δns1 results in the large errors for the linear map
seen in Figure 5.3.
5.5.3 State Transition with Exact Initial Differential Orbital Elements
If it is now assumed that the initial mean differential orbital elements are known
exactly, as given by Column 4 of Table 5.1, then propagation of these elements to
obtain relative position and velocity results in the errors shown in Figure 5.4. The
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Fig. 5.3 Position Errors from First-Order and Second-Order STTs, with Oblateness
Effects
solid, blue line, indicating the use of the linear map, shows a marked improvement
from Figure 5.3. The error after 10 orbits is approximately 200m, which is
approximately 0.44 per cent of the orbit size. The error from the second-order map
(broken, red line) does not show improvement over Figure 5.3, although it is still one
order of magnitude lower than that from the linear map. The position error with
the inclusion of the quadratic map, as shown in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4, are nearly
identical, because the initial mean differential orbital elements used in both cases,
as shown in Column 3 and Column 4 of Table 5.1 are nearly equal to each other.
The remaining error, although small in magnitude, is a result of ignoring third- and
higher-order terms in the development of the theory in this chapter, as well as second-
and higher-order J2 perturbations.
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5.6 Summary
A second-order tensor suitable for satellite relative motion calculations has been
developed using reversion of a vector series relating differential orbital elements, to
relative position and velocity. This tensor can be used to obtain state transition
representations, accurate to second-order, and it is shown that its use reduces
position errors between analytical propagation and integration by upto two orders of
magnitude in comparison with the errors from the linear propagation. The tensor is
applicable to cases where a two-body model for satellite motion has been assumed, as
well as one perturbed by oblateness effects. In the latter case, no modification to the
theory is necessary since the effects of second-order nonlinearities can be of the same
order as perturbations due to oblateness effects, and higher-order coupling between
these two effects can be neglected. Finally, the use of nonsingular elements extends
the validity of state transition to any value of eccentricity of an elliptic reference orbit.
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CHAPTER VI
PERIODIC RELATIVE MOTION NEAR A KEPLERIAN ELLIPTIC
ORBIT WITH NONLINEAR DIFFERENTIAL GRAVITY
6.1 Introduction
As shown in Chapter III, The HCW equations, (2.12), admit a special set of solutions
that result in bounded relative motion. The applicability of the HCW conditions
is limited in the same sense as the HCW solutions, to a circular reference orbit
with a linearized gravitation field without perturbations. Modifications to the model
must be made to account for the realities of the system, which manifest themselves
as a violation to the underlying assumptions. In this chapter1, the conditions for
periodicity are derived when these assumptions are violated.
Previous work, limiting attention only to the two-body problem, may be categorized
into those that deal with 1) nonlinear differential gravity, 2) noncircular reference
orbit, and 3) the combination of nonlinearity and noncircular orbits. Assuming a
circular reference orbit, conditions for periodic motion correct through the third order
in differential gravitation terms were derived by Richardson and Mitchell (2003). A
condition for the linear, eccentric case was derived by Inalhan et al. (2002); although
an explicit formulation was only provided for orbit initiation at apogee or perigee, the
condition for epoch at any other location on the chief’s orbit could be obtained by
a matrix inversion. In Chapter III, a generalized linear condition was derived, using
the TH equations.
1Portions of this chapter were published by Sengupta et al. (2006). The author of
this dissertation retains copyright.
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Literature on establishing initial conditions for formations amply shows the
importance of addressing the effects of eccentricity as well as nonlinearity. To this end,
Anthony and Sasaki (1965) obtained approximate solutions to the HCW equations
by including quadratic nonlinearities and first-order eccentricity effects. Vaddi et al.
(2003) studied the combined problem of eccentricity and nonlinearity and obtained
periodicity conditions in the presence of these effects. However, these conditions lose
validity even for intermediate eccentricities, primarily because of the higher-order
coupling between eccentricity and nonlinearity. Recent work by Gurfil (2005b) poses
the bounded-motion problem in terms of the energy-matching condition. Since the
velocity appears in a quadratic fashion in this equation, velocity corrections to the full,
nonlinear problem can be obtained in an analytical manner, without assumptions on
relative orbit size. However, the more general problem of period-matching is reduced
to the solution of a sixth-order algebraic equation in any of the states, assuming the
other five states are known. This approach requires a numerical procedure to obtain a
solution, starting with an initial guess. The sixth-order polynomial has multiple roots,
some of which have no physical significance. Euler and Shulman (1967) first presented
the TH equations perturbed by nonlinear differential gravity with no assumptions on
eccentricity. It was claimed in their work, that these equations could not be solved
analytically.
If orbital elements are used to describe relative motion, then the boundedness
condition is straightforward since the only requirement is that the semimajor axes
of all satellites in the formation be equal. Though much work has been done on the
problem of formation flight using orbital elements, in many ways, the use of relative
motion equations in the LVLH frame is preferred over orbital element differences.
It is easier to obtain local ranging data directly, than to have the position and
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velocity of either satellite reported to a terrestrial station and translated into orbital
elements. This also allows the use of decentralized control algorithms for the control
of formations.
The work in this chapter studies the perturbed TH equations by treating second-
order nonlinearities. In effect, the problem posed in Euler and Shulman (1967) is
solved, for the case of bounded relative motion. These results are valid for arbitrary
eccentricities and implicitly account for eccentricity-nonlinearity effects. The exact
analytical solution, while complicated in appearance at first, leads to an elegant form
of expressions for relative motion. Furthermore, the terms that lead to secular growth
in the perturbed equations are easily identified as those that also lead to secular
growth in the unperturbed equation, as observed in Carter (1990). Consequently,
collecting these terms and negating their effects leads to a valid condition for periodic
orbits.
6.2 Problem Description
A modified form of (2.16) is used in this chapter. Upon scaling the true position by
the radius of the chief satellite, an additional scaling by the following dimensionless
parameter is introduced:
 =
%0
p
(6.1)
where, %0 is some measure of the relative orbit size. This is similar to the
approach followed by Alfriend and Kashiwagi (1969), although only the linear TH
equations were considered in their work. For low eccentricities, %0 may be the
circular orbit radius as predicted by the HCW solutions. Without loss of generality,
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%0 =
√
(ξ20 + ϑ
2
0 + ζ
2
0 ) a. The scaled relative position vector is now defined as
ρ =
%
%0
(1 + e cos f) (6.2)
The use of this new parameter as a scaling factor slightly modifies (2.16). In this
case, the equations of motion are as follows:
x′′
y′′
z′′
+

0 −2 0
2 0 0
0 0 0


x′
y′
z′
+

−3/(1 + e cos f) 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 1


x
y
z

= 
3
2
(1 + e cos f)−1

y2 + z2 − 2x2
2xy
2xz
+O(
2) (6.3)
From (6.3), it is evident that if the terms of order  and higher are ignored, then the
equations reduce to the unperturbed TH equations. It should be noted that the small
parameter , as shown in (6.1) depends not only on the size of the relative orbit, but
also on the eccentricity of the reference. Furthermore, the quantity (1 + e cos f)
appears in the denominator of the nonlinear terms. These reflect the fact that
eccentricity and nonlinearity effects in formation flight are coupled.
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6.3 Solution Using a Perturbation Approach
A straightforward expansion (Nayfeh 1973, chap. 2) of the following form is
considered:
x(f) = x0(f) + x1(f) + · · ·
y(f) = y0(f) + y1(f) + · · · (6.4)
z(f) = z0(f) + z1(f) + · · ·
Lindstedt-Poincare´ or renormalization techniques are not required since a frequency
correction is not necessary. As shown in Chapter III, the linear TH system is 2pi-
periodic. Furthermore, in fully nonlinear relative motion, periodic motion between
two satellites is only possible when the two satellites have the same mean motion
and the period of relative motion is also 2pi-periodic2. Consequently, higher-
order corrections to the frequency must necessarily be zero, since the coefficient
corresponding to each correction is an increasing power of the small parameter.
Equation (6.4) is substituted in (6.3), with perturbations up to order  included.
Collecting terms of the same order, the following two systems are obtained:
x′′0 − 2y′0 −
3x0
(1 + e cos f)
= 0 (6.5a)
y′′0 + 2x
′
0 = 0 (6.5b)
z′′0 + z0 = 0 (6.5c)
2In all other cases, motion, though bounded, is quasi-periodic (Gurfil and
Kholshevnikov 2006)
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and,
x′′1 − 2y′1 −
3x1
(1 + e cos f)
=
3
2
(y20 + z
2
0 − 2x20)
(1 + e cos f)
(6.6a)
y′′1 + 2x
′
1 =
3x0y0
(1 + e cos f)
(6.6b)
z′′1 + z1 =
3x0z0
(1 + e cos f)
(6.6c)
6.3.1 Solution to the Unperturbed System
The approach followed in this section is for epoch at a general initial value of true
anomaly fi. In a later section, the explicit formulation for fi = 0 (periapsis) and
fi = pi (apoapsis) will be presented. This considerably simplifies the expressions
obtained.
Following the approach in Chapter III, use is made of the function J(f) to write the
following solution to the homogeneous zeroth-order system:
x0(f) = c1 cos f (1 + e cos f) + c2 sin f (1 + e cos f)
+c3
[
2e sin f (1 + e cos f)J(f)− cos f
(1 + e cos f)
]
(6.7a)
y0(f) = −c1 sin f (2 + e cos f) + c2 cos f (2 + e cos f)
+2c3(1 + e cos f)
2J(f) + c4 (6.7b)
z0(f) = c5 cos f + c6 sin f (6.7c)
x′0(f) = −c1(sin f + e sin 2f) + c2(cos f + e cos 2f)
+c3
[
2e(cos f + e cos 2f)J(f) +
(sin f + e sin 2f)
(1 + e cos f)2
]
(6.7d)
y′0(f) = −c1(2 cos f + e cos 2f)− c2(2 sin f + e sin 2f)
−2c3
[
e(2 sin f + e sin 2f)J(f)− cos f
(1 + e cos f)
]
(6.7e)
z′0(f) = −c5 sin f + c6 cos f (6.7f)
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The function J(f) is used rather than K(f), since it is consistent with the
development of the forced TH model as shown in Carter and Humi (1987); Carter
(1990). In terms of the eccentric anomaly, this function is given by:
J(f) =
∫
cos f
(1 + e cos f)3
df
= −(1− e2)−5/2
[
3e
2
E − (1 + e2) sinE + e
4
sin 2E
]
(6.8)
The first-order periodicity condition, (3.27), is satisfied for infinite combinations of
initial conditions, and for resolution, a constraint is required. One suitable constraint
may be to keep the initial states as a given and calculate the minimum velocity
impulse required to obtain a periodic orbit. A similar approach has been used by
Inalhan et al. (2002), wherein the ∆v for formation insertion is minimized by posing
the problem as a linear program. The problem may also be posed as one where the
2-norm of the impulse, with components ∆x′0 and ∆y
′
0, is minimized:
min Φ(∆x′0,∆y
′
0) =
(
∆x′20 +∆y
′2
0
)1/2
subject to : Ψ(∆x′0,∆y
′
0) = l1x0i + l2
(
x′0i +∆x
′
0
)
+ l3
(
y′0i +∆y
′
0
)
= 0 (6.9)
where
l1 = e
2 + 3e cos fi + 2
l2 = e sin fi(1 + e cos fi)
l3 = (1 + e cos fi)
2
By minimizing Φ+`Ψ, where ` is a Lagrange multiplier, the following unique solution
is obtained:
∆x′0 = −
l2
l22 + l
2
3
(l1x0i + l2x
′
0i
+ l3y
′
0i
) (6.10a)
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∆y′0 = −
l3
l22 + l
2
3
(l1x0i + l2x
′
0i
+ l3y
′
0i
) (6.10b)
Irrespective of the manner in which the initial conditions are established, the result
is the most general (linear) periodic solution, as shown in (3.32).
6.3.2 Solution to the Perturbed System
Having obtained initial conditions for periodicity in the unperturbed system, its
periodic form is now substituted in (6.6). The solutions to these equations are similar
to (6.7), with additional particular integrals. The equation in z1(f) is considered
separately, due to its tractable nature:
z′′1 + z1 =
3xpzp
(1 + e cos f)
= 3ρ1ρ3 sin(f + ψ0) sin(f + φ0) (6.11)
Solving (6.11) yields:
z1(f) = b5 cos f + b6 sin f +
1
2
ρ1ρ3 [3 cos(ψ0 − φ0) + cos(2f + ψ0 + φ0)] (6.12)
Since there are no secular growth terms in (6.12), an arbitrary choice may be made
for the constants of integration b5 and b6. Although not necessariy, one option is
to remove terms with cos(f) and sin(f), i.e., to ensure that the mean value of the
z amplitude is the same as that predicted by the linear equations. Therefore, the
following choices for the initial conditions are made:
z1i =
1
2
ρ1ρ3 cos(2fi + ψ0 + φ0) +
3
2
ρ1ρ3 cos(ψ0 − φ0) (6.13a)
z′1i = −ρ1ρ3 sin(2fi + ψ0 + φ0) (6.13b)
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As a result,
z1(f) =
3
2
ρ1ρ3 cos(ψ0 − φ0) + 1
2
ρ1ρ3 cos(2f + ψ0 + φ0) (6.14)
Carter and Humi (1987) developed the TH equations in the presence of a forcing
function. Utilizing this result, it can be shown that the x1 and y1 solutions are:
x1(f) = b1 cos f (1 + e cos f) + b2 sin f (1 + e cos f) (6.15a)
+b3
[
2e sin f (1 + e cos f)J(f)− cos f
(1 + e cos f)
]
+ φ
∫
Λ
φ2
df
y1(f) = −b1 sin f (2 + e cos f) + b2 cos f (2 + e cos f) (6.15b)
+2b3(1 + e cos f)
2J(f) + b4 + 3
∫∫
xpyp
(1 + e cos f)
df
+
1
e
[
(1 + e cos f)2
∫
Λ
φ2
df −
∫
Λ
sin2 f
df
]
where φ = sin f (1 + e cos f), and
Λ =
3
2
∫
(y2p + z
2
p − 2x2p) sin f df −
3
e
(1 + e cos f)2
∫
xpyp
(1 + e cos f)
df
+
3
e
∫
xpyp(1 + e cos f) df
= Λ0 +
5∑
k=1
(Λck cos kf + Λsk sin kf) (6.16)
The coefficients, {Λ0,Λc1 · · ·Λc5 ,Λs1 · · ·Λs5} are provided in Appendix D. The
complete solution of (6.15) requires the evaluation of the integrals of cos(kf)/φ2,
sin(kf)/φ2, cos(kf)/ sin2 f , and sin(kf)/ sin2 f , k = 1 . . . 5. These integrals can also
be evaluated in terms of J(f) and sinusoidal functions of the true anomaly, and are
presented in Appendix D. Though it may appear that the terms in the appendix are
not defined for f = npi, it should be noted that when multiplied by the appropriate
coefficient, the logarithmic terms, and terms containing f explicitly, cancel each other
for and value of f , and are therefore ignored from further analysis. Consequently, the
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analytical solution to the perturbed system can be constructed.
From Appendix D and the solution to (6.15a), the secular growth terms are identified
as those which contain J(f). It follows that setting the combined coefficient of J(f)
to zero will prevent secular growth to the second order. Collecting the coefficients of
J(f) in x1(f) results in the following condition:
2eb3 + 2eΛ0 − 2
3
(2 + e2)Λc1 +
2
3e
(2 + e2)Λc2 − 2(2− e2)Λc3
− 2
3e3
(8− 24e2 + 13e4)Λc4 −
2
3e4
(32− 80e2 + 50e4 − 5e6)Λc5 = 0 (6.17)
or b3 = −e
4
(
2ρ21 cos 2ψ0 + ρ
2
3 cos 2φ0
)− 2ρ1ρ2 cosψ0 − e
4
(
ρ21 + 2ρ
2
2 + ρ
2
3
)
− 1
2e
(
2ρ21 + 2ρ
2
2 + ρ
2
3
)
(6.18)
The seemingly complex integrals involved in the equation actually reduce to fairly
simple expressions. Ignoring the terms containing J(f), since they are rendered absent
by the choice of b3 in (6.18), the integrals may be rewritten as the following:
p1(f) = φ
∫
Λ
φ2
df =
3∑
k=1
Gk sin kf +
1
(1 + e cos f)
4∑
k=0
Hk cos kf (6.19a)
s1(f) = 3
∫∫
xpyp
(1 + e cos f)
df =
3∑
k=1
(Ek sin kf + Fk cos kf) (6.19b)
s2(f) =
1
e
[
(1 + e cos f)2
∫
Λ
φ2
df −
∫
Λ
sin2 f
df
]
= Q0 +
3∑
k=1
(
Qk sin kf +Qk cos kf
)
(6.19c)
The coefficients are presented in Appendix D.
The initial conditions for the perturbed system, x1i = {x1i y1i x′1i y′1i}>, integration
constants b = {b1 · · · b4}>, and initial values of the forcing function, are related by
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the following:
x1i = Λ˜b+w (6.20)
It follows that:
Λ˜ =

L11 L12 L13 0
L21 L22 L23 1
L41 L42 L43 0
L51 L52 L53 0

(6.21)
It can be shown using the matrix L from Chapter III, that detΛ˜ = 1. The initial
values of the forcing functions are given by w = {p1 (s1 + s2) p′1 (−2p1 + s′1)}>
evaluated at f = fi.
Initial conditions are required that will lead to the particular value of b3 specified
in (6.18). This provides one constraint on the initial conditions. If only a velocity
correction is required, one may choose x1i = y1i = x
′
1i
= 0. By substituting the b1...3
obtained from solving (6.20) into the last equation for y′1i , the following is obtained:
∆ , y′1i =
l1
l3
(p1 + L13b3) +
l2
l3
(p′1 + L43b3) + L53b3 − 2p1 + s′1
= −e(cos fi + e cos 2fi)
(1 + e cos fi)2
p1 +
e sin fi
(1 + e cos fi)
p′1 + s
′
1 +
eb3
(1 + e cos fi)2
(6.22)
It should be noted that the apparent zero-eccentricity singularity in (6.18) is removed
by the e multiplier in (6.22). The quantity ∆ specifies the correction to the initial
conditions required to negate secular growth arising from second-order differential
gravity. Consequently,
∆x′ = − l2
l22 + l
2
3
[l1x(fi) + l2x
′(fi) + l3y′(fi)] (6.23a)
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∆y′ = − l3
l22 + l
2
3
[l1x(fi) + l2x
′(fi) + l3y′(fi)] + ∆ (6.23b)
To convert this to initial dimensional relative position and velocity, (ξi, ϑi, ζi, ξ˙i, ϑ˙i,
ζ˙i), the following transformation may be used:
ξi
ϑi
ζi
 =
%0
(1 + e cos fi)

xi
yi
zi
 (6.24a)
ξ˙i
ϑ˙i
ζ˙i
 = %0
√
µ
p3
(1 + e cos fi)

x′i
y′i
z′i
+ %0
√
µ
p3
e sin fi

xi
yi
zi
 (6.24b)
6.3.3 Epoch at Periapsis/Apoapsis
The expressions are simplified greatly if it is assumed that fi = 0 or fi = pi. At these
values of fi, l2 = 0. The condition for periodicity in the linearized field reduces to:
y′0i = −
(2± e)
(1± e)x0i (6.25)
where the positive and negative signs denote fi = 0 and fi = pi, respectively. These
are obtained in an equivalent fashion by Inalhan et al. (2002). Since l2 = 0, it is
now unnecessary to evaluate p′1. From the expressions for L0, Λck and Λsk that are
presented in the appendix, it is observed that:
p1(0) = − 1
(1 + e)
(
Λ0 +
5∑
k=1
Λck
)
(6.26a)
=
1
(1 + e)
[
1
4
ρ3
2 cos 2φ0 − 1
4
ρ1
2
(
5 e+ e2 + 2
)
cos 2ψ0
−ρ1ρ2 (3 + e) cosψ0 +3
2
ρ1
2 − 1
4
ρ1
2e2 +
3
4
ρ3
2 +
3
2
ρ2
2
]
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p1(pi) =
1
(1− e)
(
Λ0 +
5∑
k=1
(−1)kΛck
)
(6.26b)
=
1
(1− e)
[
1
4
ρ3
2 cos 2φ0 − 1
4
ρ1
2
(−5 e+ e2 + 2) cos 2ψ0
+ρ1ρ2 (3− e) cosψ0 +3
2
ρ1
2 − 1
4
ρ1
2e2 +
3
4
ρ3
2 +
3
2
ρ2
2
]
By substituting p1, s
′
1 = E1+2E2+3E3 and b3 in (6.22), the initial condition correction
is:
y′1i =
1
4
(e2 ∓ 2 e− 4) ρ12
1± e −
1
4
(2± e)
(1± e)
(
2ρ22 + ρ
2
3
)∓ 1
4
eρ3
2 cos 2φ0
1± e
−1
4
ρ1
2 (3 e2 ± 8 e+ 6) cos 2ψ0
1± e −
ρ1ρ2 (2 e± 3) cosψ0
1± e (6.27)
6.3.4 Second-Order Analytical Expressions for Relative Motion
Since the the choice of the constants b1, b2, and b4 is arbitrary, they may be chosen
to yield a suitable second-order equation for relative motion. Equation (6.15b) is now
reconsidered. Upon substituting (6.18) in (6.15b), it can be shown that:
y1(f) = (−2b1 +Q1 + E1) sin f +
(
−eb1
2
+Q2 + E2
)
sin 2f + (Q3 + E3) sin 3f
+
(
2b2 +Q1 + F1
)
cos f +
(
eb2
2
+Q2 + F2
)
cos 2f + (Q3 + F3) cos 3f
+
(
eb2
2
+ b4 +Q0
)
(6.28)
It is observed that Q3 = −E3 and Q3 = −F3. The values of b1, b2, and b4 can be
chosen such that the coefficients of sin f and cos f , and the constant term are zero.
In this event,
b1 =
1
2
(Q1 + E1) (6.29a)
b2 = −1
2
(
Q1 + F1
)
(6.29b)
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b4 = −Q0 −
eb2
2
(6.29c)
Consequently,
y1(f) =
(
−eQ1
4
− eE1
4
+Q2 + E2
)
sin 2f +
(
−eQ1
4
− eF1
4
+Q2 + F2
)
cos 2f
= −e
2
8
ρ21 sin 2f +
e
4
ρ1ρ2 sin(2f + ψ0)− 1
8
(2− e2)ρ21 sin(2f + 2ψ0)
−1
4
ρ23 sin(2f + 2φ0) (6.30)
Now, (6.15a) is considered, after the removal of secular terms. In this case,
x1(f) = b1 cos f (1 + e cos f) + b2 sin f (1 + e cos f)
+G1 sin f +G2 sin 2f +G3 sin 3f
+
1
(1 + e cos f)
[H0 + (H1 − b3) cos f +H2 cos 2f
+H3 cos 3f +H4 cos 4f ] (6.31)
It can be shown that
1
(1 + e cos f)
[H0 + (H1 − b3) cos f +H2 cos 2f +H3 cos 3f +H4 cos 4f ]
= N1 cos f +N2 cos 2f +N3 cos 3f (6.32)
where N1 = −Q1/2, N2 = −Q2, and N3 = −3Q3/2. It follows that:
x1(f) =
eb1
2
+ (b1 +N1) cos f + (b2 +G1) sin f +
(
eb1
2
+N2
)
cos 2f
+
(
eb2
2
+G2
)
sin 2f +N3 cos 3f +G3 cos 3f
= −1
8
[(
4− e2) ρ21 + 4ρ22 + 2ρ23]− e4ρ1ρ2 cosψ0 − e28 ρ21 cos 2ψ0
−3
2
ρ1ρ2 cos(f + ψ0)− 3e
8
ρ21 cos(f + 2ψ0)−
e
4
ρ1 ρ2 cos (2f + ψ0)
+
e2
8
ρ1
2 cos 2f − 1
8
(4 + e2) ρ1
2 cos (2f + 2ψ0) +
1
4
ρ3
2 cos (2f + 2φ0)
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−e
8
ρ21 cos(3f + 2ψ0) (6.33)
The analytical solution for a relative orbit near a Keplerian orbit, accounting for
second-order terms, is thus given by (6.4), with x0(f), y0(f), and z0(f) given by
(3.32), and x1(f), y1(f), and z1(f) by (6.33), (6.30), and (6.12), respectively.
6.4 Periodic Orbits and the Energy-Matching Condition
Two spacecraft in Keplerian elliptic orbits will have periodic relative motion if the
total energy E of each spacecraft (and consequently, the semi-major axis of each
spacecraft) is the same. Denoting the quantities of the Deputy with subscript ‘D’ and
those of the Chief with subscript ‘C’, the vis-viva equation (Battin 1999, chap. 3) for
each spacecraft leads to the following condition for periodic relative motion:
∆E(ξ, ϑ, ζ, ξ˙, ϑ˙, ζ˙) , ED − EC
= −
(
µ
2aD
− µ
2ac
)
=
(
v2D
2
− µ
rD
)
−
(
v2C
2
− µ
rC
)
= 0 (6.34)
Using rD = (r+ ξ)ir + ϑiθ + ζih, and vD = (r˙+ ξ˙− θ˙ϑ)ir + (ϑ˙+ θ˙ξ + θ˙r)iθ + ζ˙ih, and
normalizing these quantities in the same manner as the TH equations, (6.34) can be
rewritten as:
∆E(ρ,ρ′) = (2 + 3ecf + e
2)
(1 + ecf )
x+ esfx
′ + (1 + ecf )y′
+

2(1 + ecf )
[
− (1− e2)x2 + (2 + 3ecf + e2)y2 + (1 + ecf + e2s2f )z2
+(1 + ecf )
2(x′2 + y′2 + z′2) + 2esf (1 + ecf )(xx′ + yy′ + zz′)
+2(1 + ecf )
2(xy′ − yx′)
]
+
∞∑
n=2
(−1)nnρn+1Pn+1
(
x
ρ
)
= 0 (6.35)
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where cf and sf denote the cosine and sine of f , respectively. If terms of O()
and higher are neglected, then (6.35) is exactly the same as (3.27). Appending
the correction scheme developed in this chapter, to the initial conditions leads to
∆E(ρ,ρ′) = O(2). This may be observed by using (6.27), and setting f = 0 in
(6.35). Consequently,
∆E ≈ µ
2a2
∆a ≈ %0a(1− e2)
√
µ
p3
2
2 (6.36a)
∆a =
2%30
a2(1− e2)4 (6.36b)
The effect of eccentricity on the semi-major axis difference is thus clearly evident.
The formation-keeping problem may be posed by appending ∆E(ρ,ρ′) = 0 as a
constraint to a cost function comprising velocity increments. In Gurfil (2005b) it is
shown that instead of expanding the period-matching condition in terms of Legendre
polynomials, the velocity increments can be solved for the complete nonlinear system
analytically. This is possible because the relative velocity terms appear only up to
the second order in (6.35).
6.5 Drift Measurement
To measure the efficacy of the initial condition corrections developed in this chapter,
an index is desired that captures secular drift and periodic motion behavior. Unlike
the solutions to the linear, autonomous HCW equations, circular relative orbits in the
general elliptic case cannot be obtained. Consequently, a new measure of deviation
from the nominal solution is desired, which can be used to compare the results in this
chapter, with existing results in the literature. Therefore, the following measure of
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error is defined:
δ(t) ,
[
1
t
∫ t
0
[ρ(t)− ρp(t)]2 dt
] 1
2
(6.37)
where ρ =
√
(x2 + y2 + z2) and ρp =
√
(x2p + y
2
p + z
2
p). The advantage of using this
function is in its behavior in the presence of various forms of error. Phase, frequency
or amplitude errors lead to a constant value of δ(t) as t increases, as can be shown
by taking ρp(t) = A sinωt, and ρ(t) = (A + ε1) sin [(ω + ε2)t+ ε3], where ε1...3 are
constant errors. Then it can be shown that
lim
t→∞
δ =
[
A2 +
1
2
ε21 + Aε1
]1/2
(6.38)
the term A2 arises due to frequency and phase errors, while the rest of the terms arise
due to amplitude errors. Therefore, as long as the function δ is observed to approach
a constant value, the solution ρ(t) is considered bounded. However, a secular drift
from the nominal solution will lead to an increasing δ(t).
6.6 Numerical Simulations
6.6.1 Periodicity Condition
The efficacy of the initial condition result derived is demonstrated in this section. All
simulations are performed by integrating the sixth-order ECI system of equations
for each satellite. Furthermore, the periapsis for all examples is kept constant
at rp = 7, 100 km, so that a can be obtained for any given e from the relation
a = rp/(1 − e). The purpose of this approach is to ensure that the satellite never
approaches too near the surface of the Earth, for very high eccentricities.
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Fig. 6.1 Corrected and Uncorrected Relative Orbit, e = 0.3, fi = 105
◦
First, the results derived will be used to set up a periodic relative orbit at an
arbitrary epoch. For convenience, nondimensional units are chosen, although the
simulations are based upon dimensional coordinates with time as the independent
variable. The initial true anomaly, orbit size, and eccentricity, are chosen as
fi = 105
◦, e = 0.3, %0 = 10 km, respectively. The initial values of the states of
the Deputy satellite, denoted by xi, are chosen from the HCW initial conditions by
setting e = 0, ρ1 = ρ3 = 1, ρ2 = 0, and ψ0 = φ0 = 30
◦ in (3.32). Therefore,
x0i = {0.5 1.732 0.5 0.866 −1 0.866}> (nondimensional). Equations (6.10) can be
used to obtain their values for a periodic orbit. Upon correction
x′0i = 0.762, y
′
0i
= −1.331
By using the formulae derived, the correction required to negate secular drift induced
by second-order differential gravity is found to be y′1i = −2.386. The trajectory with
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and without this correction is shown in Figure 6.1. The broken blue line indicates the
trajectory without the correction, and considerable drift can be seen after 5 orbits.
The solid red line indicates that the corrected trajectory effectively accounts for the
second-order differential gravity terms and remains bounded.
To analyze the extent of efficiency of the correction developed, various cases are drawn
from existing works in the literature. The following cases assume epoch at fi = 0.
First, comparisons are made with the eccentricity/nonlinearity correction from Vaddi
et al. (2003). A reference orbit with e = 0.05 is chosen with %0 = 10 km. The initial
conditions are chosen such that ψ0 = φ0 = 0
◦, ρ1 = 2ρ3 = 1, and ρ2 = 0. Figure 6.2a
shows the relative orbit using Hill’s initial conditions (without eccentricity and/or
nonlinearity conditions), and using the correction developed in this chapter. The
broken line indicates the propagation using the HCW conditions, for a period of 20
orbits, and it is evident that a large amount of drift is present. However, by using the
corrected initial conditions, the orbit shows negligible deviation even after 20 orbits.
Figure 6.2b shows the percentage drift calculated by using (6.37). It is observed that
the uncorrected condition shows about 80% error, which is also directly observed from
Figure 6.2a. By using the correction for nonlinearity and eccentricity developed in
Vaddi et al. (2003), this error is reduced to 10% (correction 1). These errors agree
with those from Vaddi et al. (2003), for similar initial conditions. By using (6.27),
this error is approximately 0.2% (correction 2).
Next, a comparison is made for a reference orbit with moderate eccentricity, where the
result obtained by Vaddi et al. (2003) fails, but where the zeroth-order eccentricity
correction, also presented by Inalhan et al. (2002), is expected to be valid. Figure 6.3a
shows the relative orbit for e = 0.2 and %0 = 10 km. The Deputy’s orbit is initiated
using the periodic equations in (3.32), setting ρ1 = 0.5, ρ2 = 0.1, ρ3 = 1.2, and
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ψ0 = φ0 = 0
◦. It is evident that these initial conditions show secular drift due to
nonlinear differential gravity, as indicated by the broken line. However, by employing
the correction derived, the drift is negligible even after 5 orbit periods, as indicated by
the solid line. A study of the drift as shown in Figure 6.3b shows that the nonlinearity
correction results in an error of approximately 0.3% of the orbit size, as opposed to
the linear condition, which shows approximately 12% drift and continues to increase.
Figure 6.4a shows an orbit with Chief’s eccentricity selected as e = 0.8, all other
values kept the same as in the previous case. In this case it is observed that the
initial conditions that satisfy the linearized periodicity condition do not even lead to
bounded motion, and the relative motion quickly diverges within one orbit period in
the presence of nonlinear terms, as indicated by the broken line. The solid line shows
that by using the correction developed in this chapter, periodicity is maintained.
As shown in Figure 6.4b, the error after the correction is approximately 2% of the
orbit size. Keeping in mind that the error functions for the corrected solution, as
depicted in Figures 6.2b, 6.3b and 6.4b, approach constant values, these values only
indicate the amplitude error as a result of the correction. The orbits themselves show
negligible drift.
6.6.2 Accuracy of the Analytical Solution
The second-order analytical solution which has been developed in this chapter,
is tested against numerical integration in a fully nonlinear differential gravity
environment. The reference orbit has e = 0.4 and a = 12, 000 km. The relative orbit is
of dimension %0 = 20 km, and the formation is initiated at fi = 30
◦. The parameters
for the relative orbit are: ρ1 = 0.4782, ρ2 = 0.1729, ρ3 = 0.9165, ψ0 = −0.5236
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and φ0 = −0.5136. The errors between integrated relative position, and the relative
position as predicted by the second-order analytical equations, is shown in Figure 6.5.
It is observed that after 5 orbits, the error in position prediction is within 100m. This
is an error of less than 1%. Growth is observed in the error due to the contribution
of terms of third and higher order.
6.6.3 Energy-Matching Criterion
The exact periodicity condition for formation flight is ∆a = 0, or when the time
periods of the Chief and Deputy are equal. However, the periodicity conditions
based on the unperturbed TH equations and the perturbed TH equations, only
approximately satisfy the equation ∆a = 0. The extent to which this condition
is satisfied can be measured if the initial conditions of the Chief’s and Deputy’s
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states in the local reference frame are converted to their respective inertial positions
and velocities, and then to their respective orbital elements. A comparison of the
uncorrected and nonlinear-corrected initial conditions is shown in Figure 6.6. These
results are for a reference orbit with a = 40, 000 km, and %0 = 10 km, with epoch at
fi = 0. It is observed that even if the Chief’s eccentricity is 0.9, the difference between
the Deputy and Chief semi-major axes is of the order of millimeters. Given the
limitations of navigation technology, this is almost exact. In contrast, the uncorrected
initial conditions lead to semi-major axis differences of hundreds of meters even for
intermediate eccentricities, which lead to considerable drift in relative motion.
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6.6.4 Effect of Eccentricity and Nonlinearity on Boundedness
It is now desired to study the efficacy of the correction under the effect of increasing
%0. This is shown in Figure 6.7. These simulations were carried out for 10 time
periods of the reference, for a variety of eccentricity values, as indicated. The figure
shows that for %0 up to 30 km, and even with moderate values of eccentricity, the error
is less than 1%. However, for high eccentricities, such as those greater than 0.8, the
error is shown to increase markedly. This is due to the fact that the combined effect
of large %0 and large e leads to 
2 and  being of the same order, and thus third-order
terms in (6.3) are no longer negligible in comparison with the second-order terms.
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6.7 Summary
Phase space initial conditions for periodic relative motion have been developed for
an orbit with arbitrary eccentricity, by treating second-order nonlinear differential
gravity terms as perturbations to the Tschauner-Hempel equations. By identifying
only those terms that contribute to secular growth in relative motion, a condition
for ensuring periodic motion is easily obtained. These initial conditions are shown
to work remarkably well under the most general conditions, including those with
very high eccentricities, and can serve as excellent guesses for initiating a numerical
procedure for matching the semi-major axes of the two satellites by correcting one of
the relative motion initial conditions. The removal of secular growth terms leads to the
formulation of analytical, second-order relative motion equations, that very accurately
model relative orbits in terms of its parameters. These expressions can be used for
stationkeeping algorithms and will require less fuel for relative orbit maintenance.
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CHAPTER VII
AVERAGE RELATIVE POSITION AND VELOCITY IN HILL’S
FRAME DUE TO OBLATENESS EFFECTS
7.1 Introduction
In this chapter, expressions for averaged relative motion are derived. Relative motion
is examined in the linear sense, but with oblateness effects due to J2 accounted for.
Instead of the state-space approach that has been followed in the previous chapters,
the geometric method is found useful here.
It is first necessary to distinguish between the average of a function of the Delaunay
elements, and the mean function of the Delaunay elements. Let œ be any
osculating element set describing an orbit, and œ be the corresponding mean element
set. The osculating elements corresponding to œ are obtained using a first-order
transformation due to Brouwer (1959). Let κ(œ) be any function of the orbital
elements. Then, in general,
κ(œ) 6= κ(œ) (7.1)
The value of the operation on the LHS of (7.1) is the average of the function, and the
value of the operation on the RHS is a function of the mean. Since the latter is simply
obtained by substituting mean elements in place of the corresponding osculating
elements, it is easier to calculate, but physically less meaningful than the former.
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7.2 Averaged Relative Motion
A complete description of generating functions in the Hamiltonian framework can
be found in Goldstein (1965). As shown by Brouwer (1959), if the potential due J2
is treated as a perturbation to the the two-body Hamiltonian using the Delaunay
element set given by (2.3), then a series of canonical transformations result in the
mean elements, of which L, G, and H are constants, and l, g, and h are linear
functions of time. The inverse transformation to obtain short- and long-periodic
variations, is obtained by the use of generating functions that are also functions of
the mean elements. Consequently, the osculating elements can be obtained from the
mean elements.
The average of the function, including only short-periodic variations due to J2, is
calculated as follows:
κ(œ) = κ(œ) +
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
κsp(œ) dl (7.2)
where
κsp(œ) = −J2R2⊕
(
κ,Wsp1 +Wsp2
)
(7.3)
where (·, ·) denotes the Lie bracket operator, andWsp1 andWsp2 are the short-periodic
generating functions, as shown in Brouwer (1959):
Wsp1 = −
1
4G
3
(
1− 3H
2
G
2
)(
f − l + e sin f) (7.4a)
Wsp2 =
3
8G
3
(
1− H
2
G
2
)[
sin(2f + 2g) + e sin(f + 2g) +
e
3
sin(3f + 2g)
]
(7.4b)
Of interest is the averaged relative position and velocity, due to J2 effects. In this case,
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short-periodic perturbations are accomodated by averaging them over one orbit. For
a limited number of orbits, long-periodic perturbations exhibit themselves as secular
growth of O(J22 ), and are therefore neglected in this chapter.
The non-dimensional state vector for relative motion in a Local-Vertical Local-
Horizontal frame, with origin on the chief satellite, is redefined as x =
{ξ/a ϑ/a ζ/a ξ˙/(n a) ϑ˙/(n a) ζ˙/(n a)}>, where the relative position coordinates along
the radial, along-track, and out-of-plane directions, are scaled by the mean semimajor
axis of the chief, and the relative velocities are scaled by the velocity-like quantity n a,
where n is the mean motion using mean elements, given by
√
(µ/a3). The vector x
denotes the averaged value of the state vector. Consequently, one seeks a description
of the form:
x = (P0 + JPJ)δœ (7.5)
where J = J2(R⊕/p)2, P0 is the transformation matrix corresponding to the non-J2
problem, and PJ = O(J2) is a correction that is added to calculate the averaged
relative motion. The advantage of this approach is that mean elements of the chief,
and mean differential orbital elements can be used everywhere, to yield concise results.
A nonsingular element set is chosen to describe the orbit: œ = {a λ0 i q10 q20 h0}>.
As discussed in Chapter II, λ is used instead of θ, because by using mean elements,
the former is a linear function of time. The subscript ‘0’ is used to denote the value
of the respective quantity at epoch. The differential orbital element set is defined as,
δœ , {δa/a δλ0 δi δq10 δq20 δh0}>.
From the geometric description of relative motion (Gim and Alfriend 2003), it can be
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shown that:
ξ = δr (7.6a)
ϑ = r(δθ + δh cos i) (7.6b)
ζ = r(δi sin θ − δh sin i cos θ) (7.6c)
ξ˙ = δvr (7.6d)
ϑ˙ = δvθ + vr(δθ + δh cos i)− vh(δi cos θ + δh sin i sin θ)− ωh ξ + ωr ζ(7.6e)
ζ˙ = δvh + vr(δi sin θ − δh sin i cos θ) + vθ(δi cos θ + δh sin i sin θ)
−ωr ϑ+ ωθ ξ (7.6f)
where r is the radial distance of the chief, vr, vθ, and vh are the components of the
chief’s velocity in the LVLH frame, and ωr, ωθ, and ωh are the components of the
rotation rate of the LVLH frame. By using (3.66), it can be shown that:
r =
aη2
α
(7.7a)
ωr = h˙ sin i sin θ + i˙ cos θ = O(J2) (7.7b)
ωθ = h˙ sin i cos θ − i˙ sin θ = O(J2) (7.7c)
ωh =
nα2
η3
(7.7d)
vr =
naβ
η
(7.7e)
vθ = rωh =
naα
η
(7.7f)
vh = −rωθ (7.7g)
It should be noted from (7.7b) and (7.7c) that mean elements can be used in the
expressions for ωr and ωθ without significant loss of accuracy, since the short- and long-
periodic effects of J2 will only result in contributions of O(J22 ). The other quantities
may be expressed as the sum of a function using direct substitution of mean elements,
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and short-periodic variations using the generating functions. For example,
r = rmean + Jrsp (7.8a)
rmean =
a η2
α
(7.8b)
rsp = −a2 η2
(
rmean,Wsp1 +Wsp2
)
(7.8c)
To this end, the following expressions are obtained:
rsp = aη
2(1− 3 cos2 i)
(
η + α
4(1 + η)
+
η
2α
)
+
aη2
4
sin2 i cos 2θ (7.9a)
whsp =
1
2
n (1− 3 cos i2)α2 [α
2 + ηα+ 2η(1 + η)]
η3(1 + η)
+
1
4η3
n sin2 i α2(cos 2θ + 2q1 cos θ − 2q2 sin θ) (7.9b)
vrsp = −
a n
4η(1 + η)
(1− 3 cos2 i)β(α2 + η + η2)− a n
2η
sin2 i α2 sin 2θ (7.9c)
vθsp = −
a n
4η(1 + η)
(1− 3 cos2 i)α [α(η + α) + 2η(1 + η)]
+
a n
4η
sin2 i
[
α(1 + α) cos 2θ + 2α(q1 cos θ − q2 sin θ)
]
(7.9d)
isp =
1
4
sin i cos i
(
3 cos 2θ + 3q1 cos θ − 3q2 sin θ + q1 cos 3θ + q2 sin 3θ
)
(7.9e)
hsp = −3
2
cos i
(
θ − λ+ β)
+
1
4
cos i
(
3 sin 2θ + 3q1 sin θ + 3q2 cos θ + q1 sin 3θ − q2 cos 3θ
)
(7.9f)
θsp =
β
2
− 3
4
(1− 5 cos2 i)(θ − λ)− 1
4
(1− 3 cos2 i) β
(1 + η)
(α+ 4η + 5)
−1
4
cos2 i (q1 sin 3θ − q2 cos 3θ) +
1
8
(1− 7 cos2 i) sin 2θ
+
1
4
(2− 5 cos2 i)(q1 sin θ + q2 cos θ) (7.9g)
A few interesting points are noted here. First, vrsp 6= r˙sp. Second, the expression
for θsp is more concise than what is provided by Gim and Alfriend (2003). Third,
expressions for short-periodic variations in r have appeared in other works. For
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example, Kozai (1959) obtained a similar expression as shown above; however,
numerical computations show that his expression is incorrect since it fails to remove
a bias. The use of Hill’s variables by Aksnes (1972) also results in expressions for
short-periodic behavior of r and r˙. Even though the derivation presented therein is
nonsingular (no eccentricity divisor), the relevant expressions are nevertheless written
in terms of the classical orbital elements. The expressions in this chapter are written
in nonsingular form and use (3.66) for conciseness. A low-eccentricity approximation
for the average radius has also been derived by Born et al. (2001). The development
of expressions for short-periodic variations in r, vr, and vθ is essential to obtain
simplified, mean relative position and velocity. The only other alternative is to
individually find the average values of the short-periodic variations in all the orbital
elements, in their various functional forms, as shown in Gim and Alfriend (2003).
7.3 Special Integrals
It is evident that finding the mean values of expressions involving short-periodic
variations, as shown in (7.9), requires the solutions to integrals of the following form:
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
(f − l) p(f) dl, 1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
cos kf
(1 + e cos f)2
dl, etc. (7.10)
where p(f) is any even or odd 2pi-periodic function. In this section, the solutions to
these integrals are shown.
The following integral is considered first:
I0 =
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
(f − l) p(f) dl (7.11)
Integrals of this form occur when the average of a quantity comprising θ, δθ, or δh is
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required. De´prit and Rom (1970) noted that closed-form solutions to the indefinite
integral corresponding to (7.11) could not be found, and there was a possibility that
such a solution does not exist. However, it is shown here that a series solution to
the indefinite form of (7.11) involving Bessel functions exists, and in particular, that
I0 = 0.
From Battin (1999), the following expansion is presented for f − l, known as the
equation of the center:
f − l = 2
∞∑
k=1
1
k
[ ∞∑
m=−∞
Jm(−ke)ε|k+m|
]
sin kl (7.12)
where ε =
√
[(1− η)/(1 + η)], and Jm is the mth-order Bessel function of the first
kind. Furthermore, also shown in Battin (1999), is the following:
sin kl =
∞∑
j=−∞
Jj(−ke) sin[(j + k)E] (7.13)
Finally, from Kepler’s equation,
l = E − e sinE ⇒ dl = (1− e cosE) dE (7.14)
The use of (2.1), (7.13), and (7.14) reduces the problem of solving for I0, to one of
solving for the following integral:∫ 2pi
0
sin[(j + k)E] p˜(E) (1− e cosE) dE (7.15)
where p˜(E) is simply obtained by substituting (2.1) in p(f). It follows that p˜(E) is
also 2pi-periodic. Consequently, it is only necessary to show that:∫ 2pi
0
sinmE p˜(E) dE = 0, m ∈ Z (7.16)
This is true irrespective of whether p˜ (or p) is even or odd, as can easily be verified
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by integrating the above expression by parts.
Next, a solution is found to integrals of the following type:
Imk =
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
exp(kf)
(1 + e cos f)m
dl (7.17)
where k,m ∈ Z. Integrals of this form are encountered, when the average value of
a term comprising the mean radius is required, or when (1 + e cos f) appears in the
denominator of a term. Hoots (1981b) presented solutions to Imk, for specific values
of m and k. It is observed that for the derivations in this chapter, it is sufficient to
obtain expressions for Imk for m = 0, 1, 2, although values of k of upto 9 are required,
which were not given by Hoots (1981b). Consequently, a general form for Imk as a
function of k is presented here, with m = 0, 1, 2. The procedure for obtaining the
solution is demonstrated for m = 2; for other values the procedure is similar and
more straightforward.
The key step in solving these integrals, is the complex change of variable, exp(f) = χ,
as shown in Chapter III. Also used is the relation dl = η3 df/(1 + e cos f)2. After
some algebra, it can be shown that:
I2k = − 
2pi
16η3
e4
∮
C
χk+3 dχ
(χ+ ε)4(χ+ 1/ε)4
(7.18)
The integrand in the above expression can be split into partial fractions. Noting that
ε < 1 and 1/ε > 1, Cauchy’s integral theorem is then used to show that:∮
C
χk+3 dχ
(χ+ ε)
= 2pi(−ε)k+3,
∮
C
χk+3 dχ
(χ+ 1/ε)
= 0 (7.19a)∮
C
χk+3 dχ
(χ+ ε)2
= 2pi(k + 3)(−ε)k+2,
∮
C
χk+3 dχ
(χ+ 1/ε)2
= 0 (7.19b)∮
C
χk+3 dχ
(χ+ ε)3
= pi(k + 3)(k + 2)(−ε)k+1,
∮
C
χk+3 dχ
(χ+ 1/ε)3
= 0 (7.19c)
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∮
C
χk+3 dχ
(χ+ ε)4
=
pi
3
(k + 3)(k + 2)(k + 1)(−ε)k,
∮
C
χk+3 dχ
(χ+ 1/ε)4
= 0 (7.19d)
Substituting the above equations in (7.18), and noting that exp(kf) = cos kf +
 sin kf , the following results are obtained:
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
cos kf dl
(1 + e cos f)2
=
1
6η4
(−ε)k [k3η3 + 6k2η2 + kη(15− 4η2)
+(15− 9η2)] (7.20a)
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
sin kf dl
(1 + e cos f)2
= 0 (7.20b)
Using the above methodology, the following can also be shown:
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
cos kf dl
(1 + e cos f)
=
1
2η2
(−ε)k [k2η2 + 3kη + (3− η2)] (7.21a)
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
sin kf dl
(1 + e cos f)
= 0 (7.21b)
and,
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
cos kf dl = (−ε)k [kη + 1] (7.22a)
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
sin kf dl = 0 (7.22b)
7.4 Average Position and Velocity
Some amount of algebra, performed easily via symbolic computation, is required to
obtain the averaged position and velocity. For example, since r = rmean + Jrsp, it
follows that:
ξ = δrmean + δ
(
J rsp
)
(7.23)
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and consequently,
ξ = δrmean +
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
δ(J rsp) dl (7.24)
From (5.5), δrmean is easily obtained to the first order in differential orbital elements.
Additionally, use is made of the functions g1...3(θ) from Appendix B, to yield the
following relation:
δθ = g1(θ) δλ+ g2(θ) δq1 + g3(θ) δq2 (7.25)
To propagate the mean orbital element differences, the following vector is defined:
Φ˜e(t2, t1) = Pe(t2)Φe(t2, t1)P
−1
e (t1) (7.26)
where Φe is the transition matrix for mean elements as given by Gim and Alfriend
(2003), and the matrix Pe is used to scale the semimajor axis difference, and convert
from δθ to δl. The non-zero components of Pe are given by:
Pe11 = 1/a (7.27a)
Pe22 =
1
g1(θ)
(7.27b)
Pe24 = −
g2(θ)
g1(θ)
(7.27c)
Pe25 = −
g3(θ)
g1(θ)
(7.27d)
Pe33 = Pe44 = Pe55 = Pe66 = 1 (7.27e)
The inverse matrix is easily obtained by inspection:
P−1e11 = a (7.28a)
P−1e22 = g1(θ) (7.28b)
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P−1e24 = g2(θ) (7.28c)
P−1e25 = g3(θ) (7.28d)
P−1e33 = P
−1
e44
= P−1e55 = P
−1
e66
= 1 (7.28e)
From (7.5) and (7.26), the following transformation is obtained, that can be used to
find the average states in terms of mean elements:
x = (P0 + JPJ) Φ˜e δœ0 (7.29)
The matrices P0 and PJ are given in Appendix E.
7.5 Numerical Simulations
An example from Gim and Alfriend (2003) is considered, to test the results of this
chapter. Consider a reference orbit with the following initial mean orbital elements:
a = 7, 091.870 km, θ0 = 3.141596 rad, i = 1.221521 rad
q1 = 0.00523, q2 = 0.001709, h = 0.7853999 rad
(7.30)
Relative motion is established by selecting the following initial mean differential
orbital elements
δa = 0.415m, δλ0 = −6.195769× 10−7 rad
δq10 = 1.601× 10−7, δq20 = 3.561× 10−5
δi = −7.079055× 10−5 rad δh0 = 0 rad
(7.31)
Similar to the procedure in Chapter V, the mean elements of the deputy and chief
are converted to osculating elements using Brouwer theory, and then converted to
ECI position and velocity. These are used as initial conditions to integrate over the
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satellite orbit.
For comparison, three errors are defined. The osculating error refers to the error
between the states as predicted by the Gim-Alfriend STM. The mean error refers
to the error between the states obtained by using the transformation matrix P0, by
using mean elements only. This would have the same results as using mean elements
in any of the existing STMs that assume a central gravitation field. The average error
is obtained by adding the correction matrix PJ to the transformation.
The three errors are shown for the radial, along-track and out-of-plane directions,
in Figure 7.1, Figure 7.2, and Figure 7.3, respectively. In these figures, the solid
blue line indicates the osculating error over 20 orbits, and these are identical to
the results shown in Gim and Alfriend (2003). The broken green line indicates the
mean error, and the dashed-dotted red line indicates the error after correction. It is
observed that the radial correction is the most beneficial, and this a consequence of
the short-periodic correction to the satellite radius, presented in this chapter. It is also
observed that the bias is not completely removed, and is also present in the osculating
error. This is a consequence of linearization, and can be removed if the higher-order
STT developed in Chapter V is used. These figures also show the usefulness of the
matrices P0 and PJ . If a tracking controller design is desired such that short-periodic
perturbations due to J2 (or any perturbation that can be obtained via a generating
function) are ignored, then in effect, what is desired is a tracking profile indicated
by the dashed-dotted red line in Figures 7.1-7.3. The mean error as shown by this
indicator, is essentially the difference between the actual state that contains short-
and long-periodic variations, and the average state as obtained by the matrices P0
and PJ .
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The velocity errors are shown in Figure 7.4, Figure 7.5, and Figure 7.6. There is no
improvement in the radial velocity; in fact the bias correction is found to be zero. It
can also be shown that the average short-periodic variation in radial velocity is zero.
The improvement in the out-of-plane direction is also minimal, since the use of mean
elements does not appear to create a non-zero bias error. As shown in Figure 7.5, the
along-track velocity correction is the most significant among the three.
7.6 Summary
The average expressions for relative motion that have been derived in this section, can
prove useful for different purposes. The number of computations required to calculate
the average states are far lower than those required to calculate the osculating states.
For small orbits, the errors between the two are of the order of centimeters. As the
orbit size increases, the bias introduced by the use of mean elements will also increase,
and the use of the correction matrix PJ becomes more important. However, the bias
due to linearization also increases, so it may be necessary to introduce second-order
terms. The advantage, as shown in Chapter V, is that the higher-order terms can be
introduced using mean elements only, thereby resulting in a complete, mean-element
description of relative motion.
The matrices P0 and PJ can also be used as an analytical filter to remove J2-induced
short-periodic perturbations from the osculating (actual) states, if the elements of the
chief are known. From the inverse maps developed by Gim and Alfriend (2003) and
in Chapter V, the osculating - and by extension - mean differential orbital elements
corresponding to the osculating states can be determined. This mean differential
orbital elements can then be used to find the corresponding average states.
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CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
In this dissertation, the problem of relative motion was analyzed by relaxing the
underlying assumptions of the HCW equations. The extensive literature review
revealed the need for analytical solutions to model equations for rendezvous and
formation flight, near arbitrarily eccentric orbits, for large relative orbits, and/or near
an oblate planet. This dissertation has addressed this need, by providing analytical
solutions to all these problems.
In the process of developing the theory in the preceding chapters, several interesting
quantities and integrals have been encountered. The first is the eccentricity-like
quantity ε, which not only expressed itself in the Fourier expansions when modeling
eccentricity effects on formation geometry, but also appeared in the process of
averaging the short-periodic effects due to J2. Similarly, several integrals were
encountered in the process of modeling nonlinear perturbations, and when averaging
short-periodic effects due to J2, which were previously not solved. Some of these
integrals included Kepler’s equation as an integrand, especially in the rendezvous
problem.
There are several extensions to this problem that have not been explored in this
dissertation. Perturbations due to atmospheric drag have not been accounted for
in the analysis. They will be required when modeling the long-term dynamics of
satellite relative motion. These perturbations have been explored to some extent by
Kechichian (1998); Carter and Humi (2002); Humi and Carter (2002); Mishne (2004).
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More complicated models for relative motion, that also include lunisolar perturbations
have been presented in recent work by Wnuk and Golebiewska (2005, 2006), although
a state transition matrix that includes these effects has not been derived.
Following the development of an optimal control for rendezvous as shown in Chapter
IV, it may be possible to use similar theory to obtain an optimal multi-impulsive
control, that is useful for high-thrust engine mechanisms, near an arbitrarily eccentric
orbit. Similar schemes have been proposed by Schaub and Alfriend (2001), that
exploit the dynamics of relative motion to obtain locations where impulses are most
effective in changing a given orbital element. A numerical procedure that was useful
for highly eccentric orbits was also presented by Sengupta et al. (2004). However, an
analytical solution to the multi-impulse rendezvous or reconfiguration problem has
not yet been obtained.
The use of the analytical solution to the LQ problem of Chapter IV, as a basis for
the development of optimal feedback controls that include nonlinear effects is also
currently being explored.
Several aspects of the theory developed in this dissertation can possibly be used
for formation flight problems in other environments, such as deep-space gravity-free
problems, or the restricted three-body problem.
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APPENDIX A
MATRICES W(0...3) FOR RENDEZVOUS
By denoting 1/Ri = ri, the non-zero components of W
(0...3)(f) are:
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[
− e
2
(
13e6 − 4e4 − 66e2 − 20) (e
2
cos 3f + 3 cos 2f
)
+
(
9
4
e8 − 60 e6 + 123
2
e4 + 237 e2 + 48
)
cos f
+
e
2
(
e6 − 94 e4 + 206 e2 + 272) ] (A.3d)
W
(1)
23 =
eη5
3
W
(2)
44 (A.3e)
W
(1)
22 = −
r1
16η15(1 + e cos f)4
×[
e3
(
113e6 + 536e4 + 360e2 − 8) (e
8
cos 4f + cos 3f
)
+
e4
2
(
137 e6 + 1094 e4 + 3792 e2 + 1984
)
cos 2f
+e
(
339 e8 + 1996 e6 + 3416 e4 + 1224 e2 + 32
)
cos f
+
(
−141
8
e10 + 744 e8 + 1588 e6 + 1793 e4 + 264 e2 + 8
)]
+
r2
8η13(1 + e cos f)3
[
− 7e
2
2
(
4e4 − 7e2 − 8) (e
2
cos 3f + 3 cos 2f
)
150
+
3e
4
(
4 e6 − 159 e4 + 348 e2 + 192) cos f +(
−2 e6 − 149
2
e4 + 253 e2 + 16
)]
(A.3f)
W
(1)
14 =
sin f
2η9(1 + e cos f)3
×[
3e (r1 − 5r2) cos f + e
2
2
(r1 − 5r2) cos 2f + e
2
2
(5r1 − r2)− 12 r2
]
(A.3g)
W
(1)
11 =
1
2
r1
η9
+
1
8
(47 e2 + 16) r2
η11
, W
(1)
13 =
2η5
3
W
(2)
14 , W
(1)
12 = eW
(1)
14 (A.3h)
W
(0)
66 = −
r3 sin f
120η8(1 + e cos f)5
[
e2
4
(
190e4 + 131e2 − 6) (e
2
cos 4f + 5 cos 3f
)
+
e
2
(
150 e6 + 1789 e4 + 1271 e2 − 60) cos 2f
+
(
1385
2
e6 +
6365
4
e4 +
2325
2
e2 − 60
)
cos f
+
e
8
(
410e6 + 6993e4 + 7282e2 + 2640
) ]
(A.4a)
W
(0)
55 = −
r3 sin f
120η6(1 + e cos f)5
[
e2
4
(
29e2 + 6
) (e
2
cos 4f + 5 cos 3f
)
+
e
2
(
21 e4 + 269 e2 + 60
)
cos 2f +
(
395
4
e4 +
435
2
e2 + 60
)
cos f
+
e
8
(
247e4 + 478e2 + 1200
) ]
(A.4b)
W
(0)
56 = −
(5e2 − 1)
80η10
(cos f + e)r3
(1 + e cos f)5
[
e3
2
cos 4f − e2 (e2 − 5) cos 3f
+2e
(
e4 − 4 e2 + 10) cos 2f + (−4 e6 + 17 e4 − 25 e2 + 40) cos f
+
e (12 e6 − 49 e4 + 137 e2 + 40)
2(5 e2 − 1) (A.4c)
W
(0)
44 = −
r1e sin f
240η12 (1 + e cos f)5
×[
e3
4
(
240 e6 − 2460 e4 + 5047 e2 + 2178) (e
2
cos 4f + 5 cos 3f
)
151
+
e2
2
(
21300 + 46687 e2 − 18357 e4 + 180 e6 + 240 e8) cos 2f
+
5e
4
(−5556 e6 + 720 e8 + 31098 e2 + 893 e4 + 15888) cos f
+
(
7680 +
80197
4
e4 − 76939
8
e6 +
795
2
e8 + 90 e10 − 15810 e2
)]
+
r2e sin f
120η10 (1 + e cos f)5
[
e3
4
(
10 e4 + 211 e2 − 606) (e
2
cos 4f + 5 cos 3f
)
−e
2
2
(
30 e6 − 289 e4 − 1591 e2 + 5700) cos 2f
−5e
4
(
82 e6 − 761 e4 + 198 e2 + 3792) cos f
−
(
65
4
e8 +
47
8
e6 + 2250 e2 − 4261
4
e4 + 1440
)]
(A.4d)
W
(0)
33 =
η10
9
W
(2)
44 (A.4e)
W
(0)
34 = −
r1e
12η10(1 + e cos f)4
[
e2
(
9 e4 − 20 e2 − 2) (e
8
cos 4f + cos 3f
)
−e
2
(
6 e8 − 36 e6 + 11 e4 + 89 e2 + 21) cos 2f
+
(−8 e8 + 67 e6 − 96 e4 − 30 e2 − 24) cos f
−e
8
(
24 e8 − 191 e6 + 208 e4 + 66 e2 + 348) ]
− r2e
6η8(1 + e cos f)3
[
e
2
(
12 e2 − 5) (e
2
cos 3f + 3 cos 2f
)
+
(
18 e4 +
93
4
e2 − 3 e6 − 12
)
cos f − e
2
(
10 e4 − 66 e2 + 21) ] (A.4f)
W
(0)
22 = −
r1 sin f
240η12 (1 + e cos f)5
×[
e2
4
(
1247 e6 + 3318 e4 + 480 e2 − 40) (e
2
cos 4f + 5 cos 3f
)
+
e
2
(
1143 e8 + 12947 e6 + 31920 e4 + 4320 e2 − 280) cos 2f
+
(
19865
4
e8 +
34695
2
e6 + 27960 e4 + 3650 e2 − 120
)
cos f
152
+
e
8
(
61 e8 + 61414 e6 + 119520 e4 + 84520 e2 + 9760
) ]
+
r2 sin f
120η10 (1 + e cos f)5
[
e2
4
(
220 e4 − 559 e2 − 46) (e
2
cos 4f + 5 cos 3f
)
+
e
2
(
60 e6 + 1909 e4 − 5419 e2 − 400) cos 2f
+
(
385 e6 +
2855
4
e4 − 9995
2
e2 − 240
)
cos f
e
8
(
20 e6 + 5763 e4 − 11278 e2 − 15680) ] (A.4g)
W
(0)
23 = −
r1e
12η10(1 + e cos f)4
[
e
(
3e6 − 6 e4 − 12 e2 + 2) (e
8
cos 4f + cos 3f
)
+
(
27
2
e6 − 75
2
e4 − 49
2
e2 + 3
)
cos 2f + e
(
9 e6 + 2 e4 − 84 e2 − 18) cos f(
69
8
e8 − 75
4
e6 + 14 e4 − 255
4
e2 + 3
)]
− r2
6η8(1 + e cos f)3
[
e
2
(
9e4 + 3e2 − 5) (e
2
cos 3f + 3 cos 2f
)
+
(
15
4
e6 +
153
4
e4 − 15
4
e2 − 12
)
cos f +
e
2
(
17 e4 + 57 e2 − 39) ] (A.4h)
W
(0)
24 =
r1 sin f
240η12 (1 + e cos f)5
× (A.4i)[
e3
4
(
730 e6 − 2347 e4 − 3348 e2 − 40) (e
2
cos 4f + 5 cos 3f
)
+
e2
2
(
450 e8 + 5107 e6 − 23617 e4 − 31410 e2 − 580) cos 2f
+
5e
4
(
1886 e8 − 2513 e6 − 20448 e4 − 21248 e2 − 720) cos f
+
(
535
4
e10 +
25239
8
e8 − 11488 e6 − 16600 e4 − 9130 e2 − 480
)]
+
r2 sin f
120η10 (1 + e cos f)5
[
e3
4
(
115 e4 − 174 e2 − 326) (e
2
cos 4f + 5 cos 3f
)
+
e2
2
(
15 e6 + 1099 e4 − 1914 e2 − 3050) cos 2f
153
+
5e
4
(
113 e6 + 666 e4 − 2098 e2 − 1992) cos f(
−55
8
e8 +
1429
4
e6 − 689
4
e4 − 2105 e2 − 720
)]
(A.4j)
W
(0)
11 = −
r1 sin f
12η6(1 + e cos f)3
(5 e+ 6 cos f + e cos 2f)
− r2 sin f
120η8 (1 + e cos f)5
[
e2
4
(
361 e2 − 46) (e
2
cos 4f + 5 cos 3f
)
+
e
2
(
249 e4 + 3301 e2 − 400) cos 2f + (4735
4
e4 +
4885
2
e2 − 240
)
cos f
+
e
8
(
443 e4 + 13362 e2 + 3520
) ]
(A.4k)
W
(0)
12 =
r1
12η12(1 + e cos f)4
[
e
(
3 e6 − 6 e4 − 12 e2 + 2) (e
8
cos 4f + cos 3f
)
+
1
2
(
27 e6 − 75 e4 − 49 e2 + 6) cos 2f + e (9 e6 + 2 e4 − 84 e2 − 18) cos f
+
(
69
8
e8 − 75
4
e6 + 14 e4 − 255
4
e2 + 3
)]
− r2
60η12(1 + e cos f)5
×[
e2
8
(
75 e6 + 450 e4 + 75 e2 + 23
) (e
2
cos 5f + 5 cos 4f
)
+
5e
16
(
111 e8 + 966 e6 + 3711 e4 + 659 e2 + 160
)
cos 3f
+
(
270 e8 +
2615
2
e6 + 2520 e4 + 515 e2 + 60
)
cos 2f
+
5e
8
(
81 e8 + 1752 e6 + 5017 e4 + 5225 e2 + 1008
)
cos f
+
1
8
(
1449 e8 + 10370 e6 + 16105 e4 + 10845 e2 + 480
) ]
(A.4l)
W
(0)
13 =
η5
3
W
(1)
14 (A.4m)
W
(0)
14 =
r1
12η12(1 + e cos f)4
[
e2
(
9 e4 − 20 e2 − 2) (e
8
cos 4f + cos 3f
)
e
2
(
6 e8 − 36 e6 + 11 e4 + 89 e2 + 21) cos 2f
154
+
(−8 e8 + 67 e6 − 96 e4 − 30 e2 − 24) cos f
−e
8
(
24 e8 − 191 e6 + 208 e4 + 66 e2 + 348) ]
+
r2
60η12(1 + e cos f)5
[
− e
3
8
(
105 e4 + 355 e2 + 163
) (e
2
cos 5f + 5 cos 4f
)
+
5e2
16
(
24 e8 − 261 e6 − 871 e4 − 3279 e2 − 1220) cos 3f
+
5e
2
(
22 e8 − 248 e6 − 268 e4 − 1126 e2 − 249) cos 2f
+
1
8
(
300 e10 − 1135 e8 − 11685 e6 − 14825 e4 − 35190 e2 − 2880) cos f
+
e
8
(
656 e8 − 4995 e6 − 4505 e4 − 18585 e2 − 11820) ] (A.4n)
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APPENDIX B
MATRIX G AND TENSOR H FOR DIFFERENTIAL ORBITAL
ELEMENT PROPAGATION
Let g1...9(θ) denote the following functions:
g1(θ) =
α2
η3
(B.1a)
g2(θ) =
q2α
2
(1 + η)η3
+
sin θ α
η2
+
q2 + sin θ
η2
(B.1b)
g3(θ) = − q1α
2
(1 + η)η3
− cos θ α
η2
− q1 + cos θ
η2
(B.1c)
g4(θ) = −α
3β
η6
(B.1d)
g5(θ) =
q1q2(3 + 4η)α
2
2η5(1 + η)2
+
α
η4(1 + η)
[(1 + η)q1 sin θ + ηq2 cos θ]
+
q1
η4
(q2 + sin θ) +
g2(θ)
2η2
[
(α+ 1) cos θ − β sin θ − 2q2αβ
η(1 + η)
]
+
1
2η2
sin θ cos θ (B.1e)
g6(θ) = −q1q2(3 + 4η)α
2
2η5(1 + η)2
− α
η4(1 + η)
[ηq1 sin θ + (1 + η)q2 cos θ]
− q2
η4
(q1 + cos θ) +
g3(θ)
2η2
[
(α+ 1) sin θ + β cos θ +
2q1αβ
η(1 + η)
]
1
2η2
sin θ cos θ (B.1f)
g7(θ) =
2α3
(1 + η)η6
[q1 + (1 + η) cos θ]− q1α
2
(1 + η)η6
[
2α2 + η(1 + η)
]
(B.1g)
g8(θ) =
2α3
(1 + η)η6
[q2 + (1 + η) sin θ]− q2α
2
(1 + η)η6
[
2α2 + η(1 + η)
]
(B.1h)
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g9(θ) =
(q22 − q21)
2η5(1 + η)2
[
(3 + 4η)α2 + 2η(1 + η)2
]
−(q1 cos θ − q2 sin θ)
η4(1 + η)
[(1 + 2η)α+ 1 + η]
− 1
2η2
cos 2θ +
(α+ 1)
2η2
[g2(θ) sin θ + g3(θ) cos θ]
+
β
2η2
[g2(θ) cos θ − g3(θ) sin θ] + αβ
η3(1 + η)
[q1 g2(θ)− q2 g3(θ)](B.1i)
Using these functions, the non-zero components of G are:
G11 = G33 = G44 = G55 = G66 = 1 (B.2a)
G21 = −3
2
g1(θ2)K(θ2, θ1) (B.2b)
G22 =
g1(θ2)
g1 (θ1)
(B.2c)
G24 = −g1(θ2)
g1(θ1)
g2(θ1) + g2(θ2) (B.2d)
G25 = −g1(θ2)
g1(θ1)
g3(θ1) + g3(θ2) (B.2e)
The non-zero components of H are (with Hijk = Hikj):
H211 =
9
2
g4(θ2)K
2(θ2, θ1) +
15
4
g1(θ2)K(θ2, θ1) (B.3a)
H212 = −3 g4(θ2)
g1(θ1)
K(θ2, θ1) (B.3b)
H214 = −3
2
g7 (θ2)K(θ2, θ1) + 3
g4(θ2) g2(θ1)
g1(θ1)
K(θ2, θ1) (B.3c)
H215 = −3
2
g8(θ2)K(θ2, θ1) + 3
g4(θ2) g3(θ1)
g1(θ1)
K(θ2, θ1) (B.3d)
H222 = 2
g4(θ2)
g21(θ1)
− 2 g1(θ2) g4(θ1)
g31(θ1)
(B.3e)
H224 =
g7(θ2)
g1(θ1)
− g7(θ1) g1(θ2) + 2 g4(θ2) g2(θ1)
g21(θ1)
+ 2
g1(θ2) g4(θ1) g2(θ1)
g31(θ1)
(B.3f)
H225 =
g8(θ2)
g1(θ1)
− g1(θ2) g8(θ1) + 2 g4(θ2) g3(θ1)
g21(θ1)
+ 2
g1(θ2) g4(θ1) g3(θ1)
g31(θ1)
(B.3g)
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H244 = 2 g5(θ2)− 2 g5(θ1) g1(θ2) + g7(θ2) g2(θ1)
g1(θ1)
+2
g2(θ1) [g7(θ1) g1(θ2) + g4(θ2) g2(θ1)]
g21(θ1)
− 2 g1(θ2) g4(θ1) g
2
2(θ1)
g31(θ1)
(B.3h)
H245 = g9(θ2)− g1(θ2) g9(θ1) + g7(θ2) g3(θ1) + g8(θ2) g2(θ1)
g1(θ1)
+
2 g4(θ2) g3(θ1) g2(θ1) + g1(θ2) g8(θ1) g2(θ1) + g1(θ2) g3(θ1) g7(θ1)
g21(θ1)
−2 g1(θ2) g4(θ1) g3(θ1) g2(θ1)
g31(θ1)
(B.3i)
H255 = 2 g6(θ2)− 2 g8(θ2) g3(θ1) + g1(θ2) g6(θ1)
g1(θ1)
+2
g3(θ1) [g4(θ2)g3(θ1) + g1(θ2) g8(θ1)]
g21(θ1)
− 2 g1(θ2) g4(θ1) g
2
3(θ1)
g31(θ1)
(B.3j)
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APPENDIX C
MATRICES P AND R, AND TENSORS Q AND S RELATING
RELATIVE STATES TO DIFFERENTIAL ORBITAL ELEMENTS
Let Q = e exp( g) = q1 +  q2, and Θ = exp( θ) = cos θ +  sin θ, where  =
√−1.
Furthermore, let Q∗ and Θ∗ denote the complex conjugates of Q and Θ, respectively.
The non-zero components of the matrices, P, R, and tensors Q and S (with
Qijk = Qikj and Sijk = Sikj, respectively), are listed below, by using Q and Θ,
for conciseness:
P11 = 1 (C.1a)
P12 =
β
α
(C.1b)
P14 +  P15 = −Θ
α
− 2Q
η2
(C.1c)
P22 = 1 (C.1d)
P26 = cos i (C.1e)
P33 + 
(
P36
sin i
)
= −Θ (C.1f)
P41 =
−3β
2α
(C.1g)
P42 = 2− 3
α
+
η2
α2
(C.1h)
P44 +  P45 =
3βQ
η2α
−  (α+  β) Θ
α2
(C.1i)
P51 = −3
2
(C.1j)
P52 = −2β
α
(C.1k)
P54 +  P55 =
2Θ
α
+
3Q
η2
(C.1l)
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P63 + 
(
P66
sin i
)
= Θ (C.1m)
R11 = −2 + 6α
η2
(C.2a)
R14 + R15 =
2α
η2
(β +  α) (C.2b)
R22 = 1 (C.2c)
R23 + R26 = cot iΘ
∗ (C.2d)
R33 + R36 = Θ
∗ (C.2e)
R41 + R51 = 3(α−  β)Θ (C.2f)
R42 + R52 =  (α− 1−  β)Θ (C.2g)
R43 + R53 =  cot i cos θ(α− 1−  β) (C.2h)
R44 + R54 = − αΘ (C.2i)
R45 + R55 = (2α−  β)Θ (C.2j)
R46 + R56 = − cot i sin θ(α− 1−  β) (C.2k)
R63 + R66 = − csc iΘ∗ (C.2l)
Q112 =
β
α
(C.3a)
Q114 + Q115 = −Θ
α
− 2Q
η2
(C.3b)
Q122 = −2 + 3
α
− 2η
2
α2
(C.3c)
Q124 + Q125 = − (α− 2 β) Θ
α2
− 2βQ
αη2
(C.3d)
Q126 = − cos i (C.3e)
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Q133 + 
(
Q136
sin i
)
=  sin θΘ (C.3f)
Q144 = − 2
η2
+
4q1 cos θ
η2α
+
2 cos2 θ
α2
(C.3g)
Q145 =
2(q1 sin θ + q2 cos θ)
η2α
+
2 sin θ cos θ
α2
(C.3h)
Q155 = − 2
η2
+
4q2 sin θ
η2α
+
2 sin2 θ
α2
(C.3i)
Q212 = 1 (C.4a)
Q216 = cos i (C.4b)
Q222 =
2β
α
(C.4c)
Q224 + Q225 = −Θ
α
− 2Q
η2
(C.4d)
Q226 = cos i
β
α
(C.4e)
Q233 + 
(
Q236
sin i
)
= − sin θΘ (C.4f)
Q246 + Q256 = − cos i
(
Θ
α
+
2Q
η2
)
(C.4g)
Q313 + 
(
Q316
sin i
)
= −Θ (C.5a)
Q323 + 
(
Q326
sin i
)
= (α−  β)Θ
α
(C.5b)
Q334 + Q335 = − sin θ
(
Θ
α
+
2Q
η2
)
(C.5c)
Q346 + Q356 = sin i cos θ
(
Θ
α
+
2Q
η2
)
(C.5d)
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Q411 =
3
4
β
α
(C.6a)
Q412 = 2− 3
2α
+
η2
α2
(C.6b)
Q414 + Q415 =
3βQ
2η2α
+  (α− 2 β) Θ
2α2
(C.6c)
Q416 =
3
2
cos i (C.6d)
Q422 =
β
α
(
4− 3
α
+
2η2
α2
)
(C.6e)
Q426 = cos i
2β
α
(C.6f)
Q424 + Q425 = −(3α2 − 4α+ 2η2 −  αβ) Θ
α3
− (4α2 − 3α+ 2η2) Q
η2α2
(C.6g)
Q433 + 
(
Q436
sin i
)
= Θ2 (C.6h)
Q444 = −2β cos
2 θ
α3
− 4q1β cos θ
η2α2
+
1
η4α
[
3(1− q22)β + 2η2q1 sin θ
]
(C.6i)
Q455 = −2β sin
2 θ
α3
− 4q2β sin θ
η2α2
+
1
η4α
[
3(1− q21)β − 2η2q2 cos θ
]
(C.6j)
Q445 = −2β sin θ cos θ
α3
− 2
η2α2
(q1 sin θ + q2 cos θ)
+
1
η4α
[
3q1q2β + η
2(q2 sin θ − q1 cos θ)
]
(C.6k)
Q446 + Q456 = cos i
(
2Θ
α
+
3Q
η2
)
(C.6l)
Q511 =
3
4
(C.7a)
Q512 = −2β
α
(C.7b)
Q514 + Q515 =
Θ
2α
+
3Q
2η2
(C.7c)
Q522 = 4− 8
α
+
4η2
α2
(C.7d)
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Q524 + Q525 =  (α−  3β) Θ
α2
+
4βQ
η2α
(C.7e)
Q526 = cos i
(
2− 3
α
+
η2
α2
)
(C.7f)
Q533 + 
(
Q536
sin i
)
= −Θ2 (C.7g)
Q544 =
3
η4
(1− q22)−
2 cos2 θ
α2
− 2q1 cos θ
η2α
(C.7h)
Q555 =
3
η4
(1− q21)−
2 sin2 θ
α2
− 2q2 sin θ
η2α
(C.7i)
Q545 =
3q1q2
η4
− 2 sin θ cos θ
α2
− 1
η2α
(q1 sin θ + q2 cos θ) (C.7j)
Q546 + Q556 = cos i
3βQ
η2α
−  cos i (α+  β) Θ
α2
(C.7k)
Q613 + 
(
Q616
sin i
)
= −(α−  3β) Θ
2α
(C.8a)
Q623 + 
(
Q626
sin i
)
= − (α2 − 3α+ η2 −  αβ) Θ
α2
(C.8b)
Q634 + Q635 =
1
α
+ (α cos θ + 3β sin θ)
Q
η2α
+ β sin θ
Θ
α2
(C.8c)
Q646 + Q656 = 
sin i
α
+ sin i (α sin θ − 3β cos θ) Q
η2α
− sin i β cos θ Θ
α2
(C.8d)
Q166 + Q266 =  sin
2 i sin θΘ∗ − 1 (C.9a)
Q466 + Q566 = − sin2 iΘ2 (C.9b)
Q366 + Q666 =  sin i cos iΘ
∗ (C.9c)
S111 =
6
η4
(η2 − 2α)(η2 − 6α) (C.10a)
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S114 = −6αβ
η4
(η2 − 4α) (C.10b)
S115 = −6α
2
η4
(η2 − 4α) (C.10c)
S122 = − 2
η2
(η2 − 3α) (C.10d)
S124 = −2α
2
η2
(C.10e)
S125 =
2αβ
η2
(C.10f)
S133 = − 2
η2
(η2 − 3α+ α2) (C.10g)
S136 =
2αβ
η2
(C.10h)
S144 = −2α
2
η2
(3η2 − 8α+ 4α2) (C.10i)
S145 =
8α3β
η4
(C.10j)
S155 =
2α2
η4
(η2 + 4α2) (C.10k)
S166 =
2α2
η2
(C.10l)
S212 = −1 (C.11a)
S213 +  S216 = − cot iΘ∗ (C.11b)
S223 +  S226 = − cot iΘ∗ (C.11c)
S233 = −(cot2 i+ csc2 i) sin θ cos θ (C.11d)
S234 = cot i sin θ (C.11e)
S236 = − cot2 i cos2 θ + csc2 i sin2 θ (C.11f)
S256 = cot i sin θ (C.11g)
S266 = (cot
2 i+ csc2 i) sin θ cos θ (C.11h)
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S313 +  S316 = −Θ∗ (C.12a)
S323 + S326 = Θ
∗ (C.12b)
S333 +  S336 = cot i cos θΘ
∗ (C.12c)
S356 = − cos θ (C.12d)
S366 = cot i sin
2 θ (C.12e)
S411 +  S511 = 6(Θ +Q) (C.13a)
S412 +  S512 =  (3Θ + 2Q) (C.13b)
S413 +  S513 =  cot i cos θ (3Θ + 2Q) (C.13c)
S414 +  S514 = −2 αΘ (C.13d)
S415 +  S515 = 2(α+ 1)Θ− 2Q (C.13e)
S416 +  S516 = − cot i sin θ (3Θ + 2Q) (C.13f)
S422 +  S522 = (3Θ + 2Q) (C.13g)
S423 +  S523 = − cot iΘQ (C.13h)
S424 +  S524 = −(Θ +Q) (C.13i)
S433 +  S533 = (Θ + 2Q)− 1
2
csc2 iQ (1 + Θ2) + 1
2
(Q−Q∗)Θ2
−csc
2 i
4
Q (Θ2 −Θ∗2) (C.13j)
S434 +  S534 = cot i (α cos θΘ+  sin θQ) (C.13k)
S435 +  S535 =  cot i cos θ [(α+ 1)Θ +Q] (C.13l)
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S436 +  S536 = −Θ−  1
2
csc2 iQΘ2 + 1
2
 (Q−Q∗)Θ2
+
csc2 i
4
Q (Θ2 −Θ∗2) (C.13m)
S425 +  S525 =  (Θ +Q) (C.13n)
S426 +  S526 = − cot iΘQ (C.13o)
S445 +  S545 = − αΘ (C.13p)
S446 +  S546 = − cot i sin θ αΘ (C.13q)
S455 +  S555 = 2αΘ (C.13r)
S456 +  S556 = − cot i (α+ 1) sin θΘ (C.13s)
S466 +  S566 = 2(Θ +Q)− 1
2
csc2 iQ (1−Θ2)− 1
2
(Q−Q∗)Θ2
+
csc2 i
4
Q (Θ2 −Θ∗2) (C.13t)
S613 +  S616 = csc iΘ
∗ (C.14a)
S623 +  S626 =  csc iΘ
∗ (C.14b)
S633 +  S636 =  cot i csc iΘ
∗2 (C.14c)
S656 = − csc i sin θ (C.14d)
S666 = − cot i csc i sin 2θ (C.14e)
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APPENDIX D
COEFFICIENTS FOR PERIODIC RELATIVE MOTION
EXPRESSIONS
Coefficients Λ0,Λck ,Λsk :
Λ0 =
9e
8
ρ21 cos 2ψ0 + 3ρ1ρ2 cosψ0 (D.1a)
Λc1 = −
3
8
ρ3
2 cos 2φ0 − 3
4
ρ3
2 +
3
4
ρ1
2 cos 2ψ0 − 3
2
ρ1
2 +
3e2
16
ρ1
2
+
3e
4
ρ1ρ2 cosψ0 − 3
2
ρ2
2 +
e2
4
ρ1
2 cos 2ψ0 (D.1b)
Λs1 = −
e2
16
ρ1
2 sin 2ψ0 +
3
8
ρ3
2 sin 2φ0 − 3
4
ρ1
2 sin 2ψ0 +
3e
4
ρ1ρ2 sinψ0(D.1c)
Λc2 =
e
4
ρ1
2 cos 2ψ0, Λs2 = −
e
4
ρ1
2 sin 2ψ0 (D.1d)
Λc3 =
e
4
ρ1ρ2 cosψ0 +
1
8
ρ3
2 cos 2φ0 − 1
4
ρ1
2 cos 2ψ0 +
e2
32
ρ1
2 cos 2ψ0
+
e2
16
ρ1
2 (D.1e)
Λs3 = −
e2
32
ρ1
2 sin 2ψ0 +
1
4
ρ1
2 sin 2ψ0 − e
4
ρ1ρ2 sinψ0 − 1
8
ρ3
2 sin 2φ0(D.1f)
Λc4 = −
e
8
ρ1
2 cos 2ψ0, Λs4 =
e
8
ρ1
2 sin 2ψ0 (D.1g)
Λc5 = −
e2
32
ρ1
2 cos 2ψ0, Λs5 =
e2
32
ρ1
2 sin 2ψ0 (D.1h)
Evaluating
∫
Λ/ sin2 f df :∫
1
sin2f
df = − cot f (D.2a)∫
sin f
sin2f
df = ln
(1− cos f)
sin f
,
∫
cos f
sin2f
df = −cosecf (D.2b)∫
sin 2f
sin2f
df = 2 ln sin f,
∫
cos 2f
sin2f
df = − cot f − 2f (D.2c)
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∫
sin 3f
sin2f
df = 4 cos f + 3 ln
(1− cos f)
sin f
,∫
cos 3f
sin2f
df = −3 cosecf + 2cos 2f
sin f
(D.2d)∫
sin 4f
sin2f
df = 2 cos 2f + 2 + 4 ln sin f,∫
cos 4f
sin2f
df = −2 cot f + cos 3f
sin f
− 4f (D.2e)∫
sin 5f
sin2f
df =
4
3
cos 3f + 8 cos f + 5 ln
(1− cos f)
sin f
,∫
cos 5f
sin2f
df = −5 cosecf + 2
3
cos 4f
sin f
+
10
3
cos 2f
sin f
(D.2f)
Evaluating
∫
Λ/φ2 df :∫
1
φ2
df = 2e J(f)− 1
φ2
sin 2f
2
(D.3a)∫
cos f
φ2
df = −2
3
(2 + e2) J(f)
+
1
φ2
[
e
6
sin 2f − 1
3
sin 3f − e
12
sin 4f
]
(D.3b)∫
cos 2f
φ2
df =
2
3e
(2 + e2) J(f)
+
1
φ2
[
−1
e
sin f − 2
3
sin 2f +
1
3e
sin 3f +
1
12
sin 4f
]
(D.3c)∫
cos 3f
φ2
df = −2(2− e2) J(f) + 1
φ2
[
− sin f − e
2
sin 2f +
e
4
sin 4f
]
(D.3d)∫
cos 4f
φ2
df = − 2
3e3
(8− 24e2 + 13e4) J(f)− 8
e2
f
+
1
φ2
[
4
e3
(1 + e2) sin f +
1
6e2
(4 + 13e2) sin 2f
− 4
3e3
(1 + e2) sin 3f − 1
3e2
(1 + 4e2) sin 4f
]
(D.3e)
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∫
cos 5f
φ2
df = − 2
3e4
(−32 + 80e2 − 50e4 + 5e6) J(f) + 32
e3
f (D.3f)
+
1
φ2
[
.− 1
e4
(16 + 24e2 + e4) sin f
− 1
6e3
(16 + 96e2 − 5e4) sin 2f
+
1
3e4
(16 + 24e2 − 5e4) sin 3f
+
1
12e3
(16 + 96e2 − 5e4) sin 4f + sin 5f
]
(D.3g)
η4
∫
sin f
φ2
df =
1
2
(1− e)2 ln(1− cos f)− 1
2
(1 + e)2 ln(1 + cos f)
+2e ln(1 + e cos f)− eη
2
1 + e cos f
(D.3h)
η4
∫
sin 2f
φ2
df = (1− e)2 ln(1− cos f) + (1 + e)2 ln(1 + cos f)
−2(1 + e2) ln(1 + e cos f) + 2η
2
1 + e cos f
(D.3i)
η4
∫
sin 3f
φ2
df =
3
2
(1− e)2 ln(1− cos f)− 3
2
(1 + e)2 ln(1 + cos f)
+6e ln(1 + e cos f)− (4− e
2)
e
η2
1 + e cos f
(D.3j)
η4
∫
sin 4f
φ2
df = 2(1− e)2 ln(1− cos f) + 2(1 + e)2 ln(1 + cos f)
+
4
e2
(2− 5e2 + e4) ln(1 + e cos f)
+
4(2− e2)
e2
η2
1 + e cos f
(D.3k)
η4
∫
sin 5f
φ2
df =
5
2
(1− e)2 ln(1− cos f)− 5
2
(1 + e)2 ln(1 + cos f)
+
16
e2
η4 cos f − 2
e3
(16− 32e2 + 11e4) ln(1 + e cos f)
−(16− 12e
2 + e4)
e3
η2
1 + e cos f
(D.3l)
Coefficients Qk, Qk, Ek, Fk, Gk, Hk:
Q1 =
e
4
ρ21 cos 2ψ0 + 2ρ1ρ2 cosψ0 +
e
2
ρ21 −
1
e
(
2ρ21 + 2ρ
2
2 + ρ
2
3
)
(D.4a)
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Q2 =
1
2
ρ21 cos 2ψ0 −
1
4
ρ23 cos 2φ0 −
1
4
(
2ρ21 + 2ρ
2
2 + ρ
2
3
)
(D.4b)
Q3 =
e
12
ρ21 cos 2ψ0 (D.4c)
Q0 = ρ
2
1
(
1
4
− 1
2e2
)
sin 2ψ0 +
1
2e2
ρ23 sin 2φ0 +
1
e
ρ1ρ2 sinψ0 (D.4d)
Q1 = ρ
2
1
(
e
4
− 1
e
)
sin 2ψ0 +
1
e
ρ23 sin 2φ0 + 2ρ1ρ2 sinψ0 (D.4e)
Q2 =
1
4
ρ21 sin 2ψ0 (D.4f)
Q3 =
e
12
ρ21 sin 2ψ0 (D.4g)
E1 = −3e
4
ρ21 cos 2ψ0 − 3ρ1ρ2 cosψ0,
F1 = −3e
4
ρ21 sin 2ψ0 − 3ρ1ρ2 sinψ0 (D.4h)
E2 = −3
4
ρ21 cos 2ψ0, F2 = −
3
4
ρ21 sin 2ψ0 (D.4i)
E3 = − e
12
ρ21 cos 2ψ0, F3 = −
e
12
ρ21 sin 2ψ0 (D.4j)
G1 = Q1/2, G2 = Q2, G3 = 3Q3/2 (D.4k)
H0 = − e
2
16
ρ21 cos 2ψ0 −
e
2
ρ1ρ2 cosψ0 +
(
1
2
− e
2
8
)
ρ21 +
1
2
ρ22 +
1
4
ρ23 (D.4l)
H1 = −7e
8
ρ21 cos 2ψ0 − 3ρ1ρ2 cosψ0 −
e
8
ρ23 cos 2φ0
−e
8
(
2ρ21 + 2ρ
2
2 + ρ
2
3
)
(D.4m)
H2 = −1
8
(4 + e2)ρ21 cos 2ψ0 −
e
2
ρ1ρ2 cosψ0 +
1
4
ρ23 cos 2φ0
+
(
1− e
2
8
)
ρ21 + ρ
2
2 +
1
2
ρ23 (D.4n)
H3 = −3e
8
ρ21 cos 2ψ0 +
e
8
ρ23 cos 2φ0 +
e
8
(
2ρ21 + 2ρ
2
2 + ρ
2
3
)
(D.4o)
H4 = − e
2
16
ρ21 cos 2ψ0 (D.4p)
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APPENDIX E
COEFFICIENTS FOR AVERAGE RELATIVE MOTION
The components of P0 and PJ are as follows:
P011 =
η¯2
α¯
(E.1a)
P012 =
β¯
η¯
(E.1b)
P013 = 0 (E.1c)
P014 =
q¯1q¯2 sin θ¯
η¯(1 + η¯)
− (1 + η¯ − q¯1
2) cos θ¯
η¯(1 + η¯)
(E.1d)
P015 =
q¯1q¯2 cos θ¯
η¯(1 + η¯)
− (1 + η¯ − q¯2
2) sin θ¯
η¯(1 + η¯)
(E.1e)
P016 = 0 (E.1f)
P021 = 0 (E.2a)
P022 =
α¯
η¯
(E.2b)
P023 = 0 (E.2c)
P024 =
q¯2α¯
(1 + η¯)η¯
+ sin θ¯ +
q¯2 + sin θ¯
α¯
(E.2d)
P025 = −
q¯1α¯
(1 + η¯)η¯
− cos θ¯ − q¯1 + cos θ¯
α¯
(E.2e)
P026 =
η¯2
α¯
cos i¯ (E.2f)
P031 = 0 (E.3a)
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P032 = 0 (E.3b)
P033 =
η¯2
α¯
sin θ¯ (E.3c)
P034 = 0 (E.3d)
P035 = 0 (E.3e)
P036 = −
η¯2
α¯
cos θ¯ sin i¯ (E.3f)
P041 = −
β¯
2η
(E.4a)
P042 =
α¯2
η¯4
(α¯− 1) (E.4b)
P043 = 0 (E.4c)
P044 =
α¯2
η¯4(1 + η¯)
[
q¯2(α¯− 1) + η¯(1 + η¯) sin θ¯
]
(E.4d)
P045 =
α¯2
η¯4(1 + η¯)
[
q¯2β¯ + (1 + η¯) cos θ¯
]
(E.4e)
P046 = 0 (E.4f)
P051 = −
3α¯
2η
(E.5a)
P052 = −
α¯2β¯
η¯4
(E.5b)
P053 = 0 (E.5c)
P054 =
3q¯1
η¯3
α¯+
2
η¯
cos θ¯ − β¯
η¯3
[
q¯2
η¯(1 + η¯)
α¯2 + (α¯+ 1) sin θ¯ + q¯2
]
(E.5d)
P055 =
3q¯2
η¯3
α¯+
2
η¯
sin θ¯ +
β¯
η¯3
[
q¯1
η¯(1 + η¯)
α¯2 + (α¯+ 1) cos θ¯ + q¯1
]
(E.5e)
P056 =
β¯
η¯
cos i¯ (E.5f)
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P061 = 0 (E.6a)
P062 = 0 (E.6b)
P063 =
1
η¯
(q¯1 + cos θ¯) (E.6c)
P064 = 0 (E.6d)
P065 = 0 (E.6e)
P066 =
1
η¯
(q¯2 + sin θ¯) sin i¯ (E.6f)
PJ11 = −
3
4
η¯(1− 3 cos2 i¯)− η¯
2
4
(1 + 2η¯)
(1 + η¯)2
(q¯1
2 − q¯22) sin2 i¯ (E.7a)
PJ12 = 0 (E.7b)
PJ13 =
9
2
η¯ sin i¯ cos i¯+
η¯2
2
(1 + 2η¯)
(1 + η¯)2
(q¯1
2 − q¯22) sin i¯ cos i¯ (E.7c)
PJ14 =
9q¯1
4η¯
(1− 3 cos2 i¯)
+
q¯1 sin
2 i¯
(1 + η¯)2
[
1 + 3η¯ + 3η¯2
(1 + η¯)
q¯1
2 − 1
2
(1 + 2η − η¯2 − 5η¯3)
]
(E.7d)
PJ15 =
9q¯2
4η¯
(1− 3 cos2 i¯)
− q¯2 sin
2 i¯
(1 + η¯)2
[
1 + 3η¯ + 3η¯2
(1 + η¯)
q¯2
2 − 1
2
(1 + 2η − η¯2 − 5η¯3)
]
(E.7e)
PJ16 = 0 (E.7f)
PJ21 =
9
4
q¯1q¯2 sin
2 i¯ (E.8a)
PJ22 =
3
8
(
3− η¯2) (1− 3 cos2 i¯)− η¯
4
(1 + 2η¯)
(1 + η¯)2
(q¯1
2 − q¯22) sin2 i¯ (E.8b)
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PJ23 = −
q¯1q¯2
(1 + η¯)2
(3 + 6η¯ + 2η¯2 − 2η¯3) sin i¯ cos i¯ (E.8c)
PJ24 =
3q¯2
8
(3 + η¯)
(1 + η¯)
(1− 3 cos i¯2)− q¯2
8
(9 + 7η¯ − 4η¯2)
(1 + η¯)
sin2 i¯
− q¯1
2q¯2
4η¯2(1 + η¯)3
(18 + 54η¯ + 51η¯2 + 11η¯3 − 6η¯4) sin2 i (E.8d)
PJ25 = −
3q¯1
8
(3 + η¯)
(1 + η¯)
(1− 3 cos i¯2)− q¯1
8
(9 + 7η¯ − 4η¯2)
(1 + η¯)
sin2 i¯
− q¯2
2q¯1
4η¯2(1 + η¯)3
(18 + 54η¯ + 51η¯2 + 11η¯3 − 6η¯4) sin2 i¯ (E.8e)
PJ26 =
3η¯
4
(1− 3 cos2 i¯) cos i¯
+
(q¯1
2 − q¯22)
8(1 + η¯)2
(3 + 6η¯ + η¯2 − 4η¯3) sin 2¯i cos i¯ (E.8f)
PJ31 =
3q¯2
4
sin i¯ cos i¯ (E.9a)
PJ32 =
3η3q¯1
(1 + η¯)3(3− η¯2)(1 + η¯ − 2q¯2
2) sin i¯ cos i¯+
9q¯1
4
sin i¯ cos i¯ (E.9b)
PJ33 = −
3q¯2
8(1 + η¯)
(1− 3η¯ + 2η¯2)
+
3q¯2
8(1 + η¯)2
sin2 i¯
[
(3 + 9η¯ + 8η¯2)
(1 + η¯)
q¯1
2 + (2− 2η¯ − 6η¯2 − η¯3)
]
(E.9c)
PJ34 = −
3
2η¯2
(1− η¯2)q¯1q¯2 sin i¯ cos i¯ (E.9d)
PJ35 = −
3
2η¯2
[
q¯2
2(1− η¯2) + η¯2(2− η¯2)] sin i¯ cos i¯ (E.9e)
PJ36 =
3η¯q¯1
8(1 + η¯)
[
(3 + 2η¯)(η¯ − 2) cos2 i¯+ (2 + η¯)] sin i¯− 3q¯1
8
(1− 2η¯2) sin i¯
+
3q¯1
8(1 + η¯)2
sin3 i¯
[
(3 + 9η + 8η2)
(1 + η¯)
q¯2
2 + (1 + 2η − 2η3 − 2η4)
]
(E.9f)
PJ41 = PJ42 = PJ43 = PJ44 = PJ45 = PJ46 = 0 (E.10)
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PJ51 = −
3η¯
4
(4− η¯)
−
[
3η
4
(1 + 2η¯)
(1 + η¯)2
q¯2
2 − 3η¯
8(1 + η¯)
(13 + 10η¯ − 5η¯2)
]
sin2 i¯ (E.11a)
PJ52 = 0 (E.11b)
PJ53 = −3η¯(2 + η¯) sin i¯ cos i¯−
3
4
(3− η¯2) sin i¯ cos i¯ (E.11c)
PJ54 = −
q¯1
4η¯(1 + η¯)
(12 + 17η¯ + 7η¯2)(1− 3 cos2 i¯) (E.11d)
PJ55 = −
q¯2
4η¯(1 + η¯)
(12 + 17η¯ + 7η¯2)(1− 3 cos2 i¯) (E.11e)
PJ56 = 0 (E.11f)
PJ61 =
3η¯q¯1
(1 + η¯)
sin i¯ cos i¯ (E.12a)
PJ62 = −
3q¯2
η¯(1 + η¯)
(2 + 2η¯ + η¯2) sin i¯ cos i¯ (E.12b)
PJ63 =
3η¯q¯1
4(1 + η¯)
(3− 7 cos2 i¯) (E.12c)
PJ64 = −
3
η¯(1 + η¯)
(1 + η¯ + q¯1
2) sin i¯ cos i¯+
3
2
sin i¯ cos i¯ (E.12d)
PJ65 = −
3
η¯(1 + η¯)
q¯1q¯2 sin i¯ cos i¯ (E.12e)
PJ66 =
3η¯q¯2
4(1 + η¯)
(1− 5 cos2 i¯) sin i¯− 3q¯2
2
cos2 i¯ sin i¯ (E.12f)
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